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English-speakers mark 
relationships by marriage 
(except for wife/husband) 

with the tag -in-law. 

mother-in-law 
father-in-law 
daughter-in-law 
son-in-law 
sister-in-law 
brother-in-law

UNIT 1    I Am the Part of My Family

in-laws
half-brother
half-sister
spouse
male
female
twins
triplets
step-sister
step-father

1.  Can you find the Armenian equivalents for the family-related words  
     and expressions above?

Family-related words

Family-related expressions 

go out (with) 
propose (to)

fall in love (with)
at first sight

be introduced (to)
have a date (with)

marry/divorce smb.
be married (to) smb.
be divorced (from)

get engaged (to)
get married (to)
get divorced (from)

Remember
WORD

BANK

THIS IS MY 
BROTHER. HE'S GOT 

BLUE EYES
WHAT NICE 

EYES!

WHO'S 
THAT?

THIS IS 
MY MOTHER

THIS IS 
MY SISTER - 

SHE'S 23.

SHE'S VERY 
PRETTY!
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2.  Match the family members with their descriptions.  

a. She's my grandma's mother.
b. Two children born at the same time.
c. Three children born at the same time.
d. She is my new dad's daughter.
e. My brother and I have the same mother but different fathers.
f. My sister and I have the same father but different mothers.
g. My mum has got married again and I have a new dad.

2. triplets

3. step-sister

1. twins

4. step-father

6. half-brother

5. great grandmother

7. half-sister

Ñ³Ý¹Çå»É (¹áõñë ·³É áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÇ Ñ»ï) 
µ³Å³Ýí»É
³é³ç³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝ ³Ý»É
Å³Ù³¹ñí»É
Ýß³Ýí»É 
³ÙáõëÝ³Ý³É
ëÇñ³Ñ³ñí»É
Í³ÝáÃ³óÝ»É 
³é³çÇÝ Ñ³Û³óùÇó

ËáñÃ Ù³Ûñ
»ñÏíáñÛ³ÏÝ»ñ
³ÙáõëÇÝ (ÏÇÝ/ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹)
ÏÇëáõñ
Ï»ëñ³ñ
½áÝù³ã
³Ý»ñ
µ³ç³Ý³Õ
ù»ÝÇ

3. Find the English equivalents for the Armenian words below.

1. Are you ______ ? No, I'm single. But I'd like to _____ some day.
2. She met a boy one day and _____ him.
3. I'm never going to _____ again.
4. How many times has she _____ ?
5. Will you _____ Susan?
6. They _____ in a small country church.
7. They are engaged and are going to _____ next summer.

4. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb marry.
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Bob Jessica Ben Jill Jeff Jenny

Michael Kate Ann Jane Tim Mike

Sheila Serge

grandson
grandmother
nephew
niece
daughter

brother
uncle
mother-in-law
cousin
aunt

5. Can you tell who is who in my family?

Family tree

twins

-  Carol's more sensible than Jenny, prettier 
    than Jenny, cleverer than Jenny and richer than 
    Jenny. So why do I like Jenny more than Carol?
-   And why does Jenny like me more than you?

6. Listen and repeat.

Sheila is Tim’s ...
Michael is Jenny’s ...
Kate is Jane’s ...
Jane is Bob’s ...
Jenny is Michael’s ...

Bob is Jane’s ...
Tim is Serge’s ...
Sheila is Jessica’s ...
Michael is Kate’s ...
Jenny is Sheila’s ...

 SPOT

LISTENING
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Everyone knows the famous story _____ 
Romeo and Juliet. When Romeo saw Juliet, he 
immediately fell _____ love _____ her. It was love 
_____ first sight. He wanted to get married _____ 
her but both his and her family were opposed 
_____ the idea. Nevertheless, Romeo and Juliet 
could not forget their love _____ each other. One 
evening Romeo took Juliet _____ the hand. They 
looked _____ each other. Then he took her _____ 
his arms and kissed. Soon afterwards, Romeo had 
a fight _____ Juliet’s brother and killed him.

8. Complete the sentences below.

1. The most understanding person in my family is _____.
2. Of all the families I know the most successful is _____.
3. The most influential person in my neighbourhood is _____.
4. The bravest person I have ever met is _____.
5. The most romantic story I have ever read is _____.

7.  Complete the story with the correct preposition.

9. Complete what Areg wrote in his diary after a party 
    with the expressions in colour on the right.

as soon as 

while 

though

in order to 

      I went to a party 
tonight _____I didn't 
really feel like it.  _____ 
I got there, I saw this 
really interesting girl 
talking with a friend of 
mine. _____ they were 
still talking, I went over 
and introduced myself 
_____ find out who she 
was. Her name was 
Nancy, and we're going 
out next weekend!
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    look alike - ÝÙ³Ý ÉÇÝ»É 
    get surprised - ½³ñÙ³Ý³É

10. Look at the pictures and write a story. 
      The expressions below wll help you.

Twins  
  drawing by H. Bidstrup

WRITING
SPOT
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1. In-laws are
a. brothers and sisters
b. father and mother
c.  relationships by marriage

2.  Why has the number of divorces  
increased?

a. there are a lot of one-parent families
b. the laws made it easier to get a   
    divorce
c. there are more unmarried people

3.  Relatives see each other not very often 
because

a. they work and have very little time
b. they don't want to keep in touch
c. they don't like company

4.  Why are fathers more involved in 
bringing up children?

a. because women work 
b. because they like children
c. because they don't trust their wives

11. Read and discuss the article.

Although there are many different 
kinds of families in the world, there are 
some things that are the same everywhere. 
When a person gets married, besides the 
new wife or husband, he or she also gets a 
complete new family of in-laws. 

A typical family used to* consist 
of mother, father and two children, but in 
recent years there have been many changes 
in family life. Some of these are the result 
of changes in society. Since the laws made 
it easier to get a divorce, the number of 
divorces has increased. This means that 
there are a lot of one-parent families. So 
there are more unmarried people, and single 
parents. You may think that marriage and 
the family are not so popular as they once* 
were. However, the majority of divorced 
people marry again.

Members of family - grandparents, 
aunts, uncles, cousins - keep in touch, 
but see each other not very often. This is 
because they work and have very little time. 
Christmas is a traditional holiday when 
relatives usually try to spend together. In 
general each generation tries to become 
independent of parents. Relationships 
within the family are different now. 
Parents treat their children more as equals. 
Children have more freedom to make their 
own decisions. The father is more involved 
in bringing up* children, often because the 
mother goes out to work.

besides (+) = including
except (-) = excluding

Use the information in the article to 
choose the correct answer.

*bring up - ¹³ëïÇ³ñ³Ï»É

*used to = *once = ëáíáñ³µ³ñ, Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ Watch out!

READING
SPOT
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1. Members of family - grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins - keep 
 in touch, but see each other not very often. 

2. Marriage and the family are not so popular as they once were. 
3. Children have more freedom to make their own decisions.
4. There are a lot of one-parent families.
5. Fathers are not involved in bringing up children.

 12. Read the sentences below and write what ought to be   
       done to make the family relationships stronger.

14. Choose the best heading for the paragraph below.

An advantage of not being an only child

Disadvantages of small families
Advantages of a large extended family

There are several advantages to living with a large extended family. One is that there's always 
someone to take care of the children, since* there are usually grandparents, aunts or uncles who 
can babysit while the parents are away. Another is that children often have cousins of their own 
age to play with. Finally, it's always fun to be together in a big group on holidays and other special 
occasions.

_____ I was a child, I asked my parents _____ I could keep a dog as a pet. They looked at me 
_____ I was crazy. Then they decided it would be all right _____ I would take care of it. _____ I 
had time after school, I played with it.  

as if provided that when whenever if

13. Complete the paragraph below with the words from the box.

*since - ù³ÝÇ áñ

ought to = duty, obligation, strong recommendation
 You ought to keep your promises.
 Such things ought not to be allowed.
 This is delicious. You ought to try some. 

    What ought to be done to make the 
       family relationships stronger?

Remember

WRITING
SPOT
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Talking points

* get on - Ñ³Ù³Ï»ñåí»É

15. Role-play the conversation. Find the Armenian equivalents for 
     the English expressions below.

background
be interested in

I'd like to learn more
Why don't you... 

   Why don't you ask some of the older   
  members of your family, then? A lot of  
  people are interested in their family 
  backgrounds, and may be some of the   
  people in your family already have   
  some information.

You know, Stephanie, I want to look 
into my family history. I've heard a little 
about my grandparents who came here 
from America many years ago. I'd like to 
learn more about their background.

 Hmm. That's not a bad idea.     
 Maybe I should start by 
 contacting my aunt.

1.   Would you like to live alone, say one week or one month?
2.  Would you rather have more or fewer brothers and sisters than you have?
3.  Do you think husbands should do some of the housework?
4.  Do you think children should do some of the housework?
5.  Do you think children should get regular pocket money?
6.  Do you think children should be free to choose their own friends?
7.  Do you think children should be free to do what they like?
8.   What do you think is better to live in a big or in a small family?
9.  Who do you get on* best with (your parents, school friends, brothers or sisters)?
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16. Read the passage about the lazy Bob and write what Bob  
      should do to please his parents. 

Lazy Bob

Should = advice

What should Bob do to please his parents?

Last year Bob wasn’t able to pass his final exams because he didn’t study hard. This 
year he isn’t studying hard either. He doesn’t talk to his parents politely. He wastes a lot of 
time in the school canteen. He goes to bed very late and doesn’t eat regularly. His parents 
always complain about him.

 Don’t  
  forget! WRITING

SPOT
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17. Role-play the conversations between mother and daughter.
      Find the English equivalents for the Armenian expressions below.

ï³ÝÁ ÉÇÝ»É  

ï³ÝÁ ãÉÇÝ»É

Sure, Mum. What’s the problem?

Can I speak to you for a minute?

Well, I’m very upset about how 
late you were out last night.

 Mum, I was in by twelve o’clock.

Well, I don’t think so. All the other kids stay out late.

I still think that’s too late for a fifteen-year-old 
girl who has to go to school the next day.

Well, you’re not all the other kids. 
And I’m sure some of them have to be in early.
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- Why am I leaving? Where am I going? 
   Who am I going with? Where am I staying?
   When am I coming back? 
-  Yes, darling these are the questions I wish to know.
-  Well, mum. How am I looking?

18. Listen and repeat.

Yes, some of them do, I suppose.

But last night was special. It was the disco at the club.

Especially on school nights. I don’t want you in 
after ten  when you’ve got school the next day.

All right, Mum. Perhaps you’re right.  
 I’ll talk to you about it next time. 

Well, if there’s a special night we can talk about it 
before  you go. I’m sure we can agree if we talk about it.

 Thanks, darling.

 SPOT

LISTENING
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19. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences below.

1. Come and hold the ladder, _____?
   a. don't you
   b. will you
   c. do you
2. _____ I give you some useful advice, James?
   a. Will
   b. Shall
   c.  Do
3. People never painted rooms green in my young days, _____?
   a. did they
   b. didn't they
   c. do they
4. You haven't done much yet, James _____?
   a. haven't you
   b. have you
   c. has he
5. Let's paint this room, _____?
   a. let we
   b. will you
   c. shall we
6. _____ most of her friends come from small families, Dora  comes from a large family.
   a. Unlike
   b. Except
   c. While
7. She's the oldest child, _____ is sometimes a disadvantage.
   a. that
   b. which
   c. what
8. She likes spending time with her family _____ they have a lot of fun together.
   a. because
   b. unless
   c. until
9. Her parents are saving money _____ send all of their children to college.
   a. so that
   b. for
   c. in order to

GRAMMAR
REVISION
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10.  Mother said you didn't need to buy her anything for her birthday, but I really think 
you _____ at least get her some flowers. 

   a. must
   b. should
   c. ought
11. You must be kidding! That _____ be true. 
   a. must
   b. shouldn't
   c. can't
12.  Experts think that you _____ practice the language regularly and push yourself to 

acquiring new words and expressions. 
   a. must
   b. should
   c. ought
13. You _____ never speak to your mother like this. 
   a. shouldn't
   b. should
   c. ought
14. We _____ respect our parents. 
   a. shouldn't
   b. had to 
   c. ought to
15. You _____ forget to phone Granny. It's her birthday tomorrow.
   a. have to 
   b. mustn't 
   c. don't have to 
   d. doesn't have to
16. He _____ finish most crosswords in 10 minutes.
   a. must
   b. is able to
   c. should 
17. Children rely _____ their parents.
   a. at
   b. on
   c. after
18. It's not polite to stare _____ people.
   a. at
   b. on
   c. for
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20. Choose the correct alternatives to complete the passage below. 

 1.  a. more important    3.     a. Whatever
          b. important            b. Whenever
          c. the most important           c. Whoever             
 2. a. in the middle of    4.   a. noisier
        b. at the middle of          b. noisiest
         c. on the middle of          c. noisy 

My favourite room is our kitchen. Perhaps the kitchen is 1. _____ room in many houses, 
but it is particularly so in our house. It 's not only where we cook and eat but it's also the main 
meeting place for family and friends. I have so many happy memories of times spent there - 
cooking Christmas dinner or troubled times, which lead to comforting cups of tea 2. _____ the 
night. 3._____ we have a party, people gravitate with their drinks to the kitchen. It always ends 
up the fullest and 4. _____ room in the house. Without doubt some of the happiest times of my 
life have been spent in our kitchen.

My Favourite Room
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1.      a. because
         b. unless
         c. now that

21. Choose the correct word to complete the paragraph.

There are a lot of things I don't like about my new room. For one thing, it's more dark 
1. _____ there aren't 2. _____ windows. Also, it isn't as large 3. _____ my old room.

2.      a. quite
         b. rather
         c. enough

3.      a. as
         b. than
         c. like

22. Choose the correct modal verb to complete the conversation.

   OK. Where _____ we start?
  a. should
  b. would
  c. need

That was a great party, but what a mess! 
We'd better clean up.

    _____ you get a plastic bag from the    
    kitchen for the garbage?
  a. Should
  b. Could
  c. Must

   Sure. You know, we don't _____ to do    
   all the dishes tonight. There's plenty 
   of time in the morning. 
  a. should
  b. have
  c. must

Well, _____ you mind doing a few dishes now?     
Then I can finish the rest tomorrow.
  a. can
  b. could
  c. would
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To tell a person what another person says  
we use reported speech.

Direct Speech and Reported (Indirect) Speech

I shall beat him 
easily.

He said (that) he would 
beat him easily.

You said (that) you would 
beat me easily.

 Don’t  
  forget! 

GRAMMAR
SPOT
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said

asked

Reported
Questions

Reported
Statements

told     ordered     commanded

Reported
Commands

 Direct  Father said, “You can go to    
   England for a year or two.” (statement) 

 Reported  Father said (that) I could go to England  
   for a year or two.

Direct   Mother told me, “Come home”. (command, order, request) 
Reported  Mother told me to come home. (use the infinitive) 
   The art teacher told Aram, “Don’t come for any more lessons.” 
   The art teacher told Aram not to come for any more lessons.

Direct   Lucy asked Ann, “Do you like my new dress?” (general question) 
Reported  Lucy asked Ann if (whether) she liked her new dress. (use if or whether)

Direct         The teacher asked Vardan, “Where are you going on holiday?”  
      (special question) 
Reported  The teacher asked Vardan where he was going on holiday.  
      (change the word order) 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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23. Choose the correct reporting verb to report the sentences below. 
      The first one is done for you. 

1. "I think you should eat more vegetables," my mother said to me.
    My mother advised me to eat more vegetables.
       a. warned
   b. promised
   c. advised
   d. refused
2. "Please get me a glass of water," he said to his younger sister.
       a. warned
   b. promised
   c. advised
   d. asked
3. "No, I won't help you," she said to her younger brother.
   a. warned
   b. promised
   c. advised
   d. asked
4. "Don't forget to phone Granny," said Mum.
   a. reminded
   b. promised
   c. advised
   d. asked
5. "Go to bed!"... Now!" father said to Narek.
   a. ordered
   b. begged
   c. offered
   d. suggested
6. "Please, please don't leave me alone in the dark," the little girl said to her parents.
   a. ordered
   b. begged
   c. offered
   d. suggested
7. "I'll buy you something nice for your birthday," her mother said to her.
   a. warned
   b. promised
   c. advised
   d. asked
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8. "Don't play near the road because it's dangerous," father said to his children.
   a. warned
   b. promised
   c. advised
   d. asked
9. "How about going to the theatre tonight?" he said.
   a. ordered
   b. begged
   c. offered
   d. suggested
10. "Shall we watch a video?" my friend said.
   a. ordered
   b. begged
   c. offered
   d. suggested

1. He asked me where was the post office.
2. She suggested to visit the zoo. 
3. Mother said, "You must always say the truth."
4.The doctor told me to not exercise a lot. 
5. My parents offered there are a lot of one-parent families.
6. Our teacher said to us that the test was quite easy. 
7. She asked how could she contact me. 
8. He said that Kate had left the last month. 
9. The old man told good night and went to bed. 
10. Jonny said to me, "I hate Maths."

Henry (1) _____ Ann that he was having a party on Saturday night. 
He (2) _____ that it would start early but it would finish quite late.
He (3) _____ her to bring her sister along as well. Ann (4) _____ she 
was looking forward to coming to the party. Henry (5)_____ her he would probably 
call again on Friday to (6) _____ her the way to his house.

24. Correct the mistakes.

25. Fill in the gaps with say or tell in the correct tense.
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26.  The Wiggins family is painting their sitting-room. 
      a. Tell the story to a friend of yours as if you were there.
      b. Role play the conversation.

Grandma  It certainly is time to paint this room. 
Grandpa  Indeed it is. I hope the job’s going to be  done properly. 
Mrs. Wiggins  Now, here’s the paint, James. Come on, make a start. 
Mr. Wiggins  You haven’t handed me the brush yet. 
Mrs. Wiggins  Timothy, hand your father the brush. 
Mr. Wiggins  Well, that’s it. How’s that? 
Grandma   Oh, what a terrible colour. Surely you’re not going to paint the 

room green. It makes me feel quite ill.
Grandpa   You’re painting too slowly. You haven’t done much yet, James.
Mrs. Wiggins  James, your brush is dripping.
Grandma   You  must  be  more careful, James.  It’s very difficult to clean  

paint marks off the floor. 
Mrs. Wiggins   Did you hear what Grandma said, James? 
Mr. Wiggins  Yes, I’ve heard what everybody has said.
Grandma   People never painted rooms green in my young days.
Mr. Wiggins   Nobody’s holding this ladder. Come and hold the ladder.
Grandma   Don’t shout at us, James. We’re not deaf.

Mr. Wiggins Paints the Sitting-Room
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Grandpa  I want to give you some useful advice, James.
Mr. Wiggins   I don’t need advice, thank you. All I need is someone to hold the ladder. 

Timothy, take this picture. It’s getting in my way. 
Timothy    Isn’t it a funny picture? This girl looks silly with all these old clothes on. 
Mrs. Wiggins    Not so loud, Timothy. That’s a picture of Grandma when she was young. 
Grandma  What did the boy say about me? 
Mrs. Wiggins   He just said it’s interesting how fashions change, Grandma. 
Grandpa   I must say  James  seems to need a lot of people standing round the 

bottom of the ladder helping. 
Grandma   An army of helpers! Grandpa always did the painting himself. 
Timothy  Look out! The paint pot’s falling! 
Mr. Wiggins  Hold the ladder. 
Timothy  The paint’s all over Grandpa. 
Mrs. Wiggins   James, why didn’t you take more care? 
Grandpa  Get this pot off my head! 
Grandma  If only it hadn’t been green! 
Timothy   Grandpa’s not just a grocer any more. He’s a greengrocer.

the change of pronouns and 
adverbs of time in the reported speech.

ReportedDirect

this (these) 
now 
today 
tomorrow 
yesterday 
ago 
here
next week (month, year) 
last week (month, year) 
tonight
the day before yesterday 
the day after tomorrow

that (those)
then
that day
the next day
the day before
before
there
the following week (month, year)
the previous week (month, year)
that night
two days before (two days earlier)
in two days (two days later)

forWatch out!
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27.   Look at the pictures and write a story.  
The expressions below wll help you.

The Painting  
drawing by H. Bidstrup

hold the ladder - ³ëïÇ×³ÝÁ µéÝ»É
put a bandage -  íÇñ³Ï³å ¹Ý»É

hang a portrait - ¹ÇÙ³ÝÏ³ñ Ï³Ë»É
hammer a nail - Ù»Ë Ë÷»É

WRITING
SPOT
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1. Match the computer words with the pictures.

UNIT 2   I Am The Part of Progress

central processing unit/ processor
keyboard

external hard drive
mouse
icon

speaker
notebook

tablet
netbook

CD - Rom drive
screen 

monitor
laptop 
printer
folder
fonts

scanner
flash
IPad

cursor

1.

2. 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.8.9.

10.

11.

12.

WORD
BANK
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T R M O D E M B M
K E Y B O A R D O
M S C R E E N I N
O L F O N T O S I
U A M O D E M K T
S P M E M O R Y O
E T B R O W S E R
K O F L O P P Y S
B P R I N T E R D

2. Write as many computer-related terms 
    as you can find.

save
download
attach
copy
paste
process
hack
enter
install
uninstall

information

Verbs associated with computers

Nouns associated 
with computers

computer

hardware
software
virus
design
file
folder

network
website
touchscreen
database
username
password
crusor
desktop
hacker

Expressions associated 
with computers

computer addicted
internet addicted
surf the internet
information technology
data processing
log in/on
log off/out

digital
personal
portable
laptop
tablet
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4.  Find the English equivalents for the 
Armenian  words and expressions below.

տվյալների մշակում
ջնջել (ծրագիր, տեղեկատվություն)
համակարգչային թմրամոլ
համակարգչային ծրագրեր
մտնել համակարգ
դուրս գալ համակարգից
տեղեկատվական տեխնոլոգիաներ

սենսորային էկրան
թվային համակարգիչ
տեղեկատվություն գողանալ
կայք
մուտքաբառ
գաղտնաբառ
կուրսոր ուղենիշ, շարժագիծ

3. Match the computer-related terms and abbreviations with their   
    descriptions.

a. a program that finds and removes viruses from a computer 
b. the abbreviation for Central Processing Unit, a PC's heart or "brains"
c. the abbreviation for Personal Computer
d.  messages sent from one computer to another
e.  international network of computers
f. abbreviations for kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, units of computer memory and  
   storage measurement  
g.  the abbreviation for megahertz, a unit describing the speed of computer equipment 
h. the abbreviation for compact disc read-only memory
i. a mark on a computer screen that shows the place where information is being entered or 
   read
j. a small picture on a computer screen that represents a program or function 
k. a computer screen that you touch to get information
l. a name or other word that you sometimes need to type in together with a password before   
   you are allowed to use a computer or the internet
m. a system for connecting computers to the internet without using wires 
n. a website that allows people to show videos they have made
o. the abbreviation for information technology

1. PC 2. CPU 3. Anti-virus software 4. Internet

5. Electronic mail (email, e-mail) 6. MHz 7. Kb, Mb, Gb

8. CD - Rom 9. cursor 10. icon 11. touchscreen

12. username 13. Wi-Fi 14. YouTube 15. IT
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5. Use the information in the article to answer                                                                    
    the questions below.
 

I Love Computers

Can you imagine your life without television or telephone or fax or the Internet (a 
powerful means of communication) or SMS (Short Messaging Service)?   And yet our great 
grandparents didn’t even know about communication technologies. And some years later 
our children and great grandchildren may get surprised at the things we don’t have now and 
that the future may hold.

When computer and communication technologies are combined, the result is 
information technology. Information Technology (IT) is a general term that describes 
any technology that helps to produce, manipulate, store, communicate, and disseminate 
information.    

Information Technology (IT) is also known as Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT). Today, both terms have become very recognizable.

Information technology (IT) is "the study, design, development, implementation, 
support or management of computer-based information systems, particularly software 
applications and computer hardware." It deals with the use of electronic computers and 
computer software to convert, store, protect, process, transmit, and securely retrieve 
information. 

We have become IT monsters, 
computer snails totally engaged in the world 
of the plastic box, separated from reality by 
a screen, Internet addicted, jumping from 
one page to another non-stop.

The Internet is always there. Just touch 
the keys of your PC and take advantage of it. 
But don’t forget to be careful. Don’t forget 
about computer crimes (stealing money 
from banks) and computer viruses. Don’t let 
it control your life.

Choose the correct answer.

1.  SMS is the abbreviation for 
    a. Short Messaging Service
    b. Send Message Soon
    c. Standard Message Sent

READING
SPOT
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  2. Computer software is the
       a. computer programs
        b. information systems
        c. communication technologies

3. Computer hardware is
    a. the machinery and electronic parts of a computer system
    b. the part of a computer 
    c. the electronic parts of a computer system

  4. To disseminate means
       a. to store information
       b. to spread information
       c. to process information
    
5. To retrieve means

    a. to transmit information
    b. to protect information
    c. to find and get the information back

  6. To take advantage of  means
     a. to design
       b. to use
      c. to support

´ÇÉ ¶»ÛÃëÁ, ÏáÙåÛáõï»ñ³ÛÇÝ Íñ³·ñ»ñÇ Ïáñåáñ³óÇ³ÛÇ ÑÇÙÝ³¹ÇñÁ, ëÏë»É ¿ 
ÏáÙåÛáõï»ñ³ÛÇÝ Íñ³·ñ»ñ  Ï³½Ù»É 13 ï³ñ»Ï³ÝáõÙ, »ñµ ëáíáñáõÙ ¿ñ  ³í³· ¹åñáóáõÙ: Ü³ 
¨ Ýñ³ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÁ ëï»ÕÍ»óÇÝ Íñ³·ñ»ñ ù³Õ³ù³ÛÇÝ ³íïáµáõëÝ»ñÇ ãí³óáõó³ÏÝ»ñ 
Ï³½Ù»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ: 

6. Use the words and expressions in the box to translate the passage    
    into English. 

software corporation 
high school 

schedule  
founder
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7. Listen and learn the poem.

The Good Old Days

A computer was something on TV,
A program was a TV show,
A window was something you hated to clean,
A keyboard was a piano.

Log on was adding wood to the fire,
Hard drive was a long trip on the road,
Memory was something you lost with age,
A mouse pad was where a mouse lived.

Cut you did with a pocket knife,
And paste you did with glue,
A web was simply a spider's home,
And a virus was just the flu.

Meg was the name of my girlfriend,
And gig was a job for the nights,
Now they all mean different things,
And that really mega bytes.

 SPOT

LISTENING
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But now, I almost never watch 
the TV. The computer is always 
with me. I am growing up in the 
computer age. Technology is 
growing fast. Computers and 
e-mails and the Internet are not 
a secret for me. And I sometimes 
have even no time to eat. And 
my parents sometimes yell: 

“Are you crazy?”

In the Past Today

8. Write a paragraph that refers to the past  
    and differs from today.  
    Follow the example below.

When my grandfather was a 
child, he had never heard about 
a computer. He got a TV at home 
at that time, and wow, that was a 
wonderful machine! He watched 
the TV as much as possible. And he 
forgot his homework for school. 
And his parents sometimes said:  
“Are you crazy?”

WRITING
SPOT
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The Super-Intelligent 
Houses of the Future

Everybody knows the expression Home, sweet home! Nowdays there is another 
expression describing feelings for our homes Home, intelligent home! Homes will be more 
comfortable and intelligent in the future. They will be full of equipment and the furniture 
that will provide us with the latest comfort and luxury. 

Parents will be able to control their children from the office, check whether they 
are back from school in time, for example. Even if you are kilometers away from home 
you will be able to keep your house as cool or warm as you like. Your smart oven will 
be able to heat the dinner as soon as you are on the way home. You will be able to phone 
your intelligent refrigerator to learn what you are running out of at home.To have such a 
smart home now will cost you a fortune. But with the fast developing technology nearly 
everybody will be able to have such a smart home in the near future.

be able to do something = ability
You are able to keep your house warm.
Everybody was able to have a comfortable house.
You will be able to phone your intelligent refrigerator.

9. Use the information in the article to think of more comforts that a smart 
    intelligent house of the future will be able to provide.

Watch out!
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10. Use the information in the article to choose the correct answers.

near,  nearly    
near  -     not far
nearly -   almost
        Nearly everybody will be able to have   
        such a smart home in the near future.

1. He lives quite _____.
   a. near
   b. nearly
   c. nearest
2. They will be full of equipment and the furniture that 
    will provide us with the _____ comfort and luxury. 
   a. late
   b. lately
   c. latest
3. Homes will be more comfortable and intelligent in 
    the_____ future.
   a. near
   b. nearly
   c. nearest

11. Adjective or adverb?

1. Run out of
  a. have no more of something
  b. run a long way
  c. finish everything
2. Cost a fortune
  a. be very cheap
  b. be very expensive
  c. be very smart 
3. Future homes will be intelligent
  a. there will be intelligent servants in them
  b. developed technology will provide comfort
  c. people will control them

Watch out!
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About ten minutes later, the bell rang 
for dinner, and, as Virginia did not come 
down, Mrs. Otis sent up one of the servants. 
After a little time he returned and _____ that 
he _____ find Miss Virginia anywhere. 

So, the whole family started looking 
for her.

The hours passed, but they could 
find no trace of Virginia. So, after dinner, 
Mr. Otis _____them all to bed, saying that 
nothing more could be done that night, and 
that he _____Scotland Yard in the morning. 
Just when everybody was about to leave the 
dining-room, the clock struck midnight, and 
when the last stroke sounded, a secret door 
opened in the wall and in that door stood 
Virginia with a little box in her hand. 

Everybody ran up to her.
“Good heavens! child, where have you been?” said Mr. Otis, rather angrily, as he _____ 

she _____a trick on them.
“Papa,” said Virginia quietly, “I have been with the ghost. He is dead, and you must come 

and see him. He had been very nasty, but he _____ really sorry for all that he _____, and he 
gave me this box of beautiful jewels before he died.”

12. Use the information in the passage to choose the correct alternatives. 
      Watch out for the sequence of tenses.

The Canterville Ghost
                                                      by Oscar Wilde

1. a. said, could not
    b. told, could not
    c. said, cannot

2. a. ordered, will contact
    b. order, would contact
    c. ordered, would contact

3. a. thought, has been playing
    b. think, had been playing
    c. thought, had been playing 

4. a. was, have done
    b. is, has done
    c. was, had done
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1. Match the headings with the paragraphs.

a. Animals also have ways of exchanging information. Bees dance and tell each 
other where to find food. Elephants make sounds that humans can't hear. Whales sing 
songs. Monkeys use their faces to show anger and love. 

b.  Radio, film and television have had a huge influence on society in the 
last hundred years. And now we have the Internet which is infinite. But how 
does this influence us? We can give and get a lot of information very quickly. 
But there is so much information that it is difficult to know what is important and 
what is not. Modern media* is changing our world every moment of every day.

e.  Animal communication is nothing compared to what people can do. We 
have language - about 6000 languages, in fact. We can write poetry, tell jokes, 
make promises, explain, persuade, tell the truth, or tell lies. And we have a sense 
of past and future, not just present. 

d.  We can communicate with other people in many different ways. We 
can talk and write, send messages with our face and hands (body language). 
There is also the phone, the mobile, the fax, the e-mail. Television, film, 
painting and photography can also communicate ideas.

* media — (pl.) Éñ³ïí³Ï³Ý ÙÇçáóÝ»ñ
* means of communication — Ñ³Õáñ¹³Ïó³Ï³Ý ÙÇçáóÝ»ñ

2. Communication today

3. Human communication 4. Animal communication

1. Means of Communication*

5. The Most Effective Way of Communication

c.  E-mail seems to be replacing other forms of communication for many purposes. 
As the use of computers has spread, many people use e-mail rather than regular mail to 
send personal messages.  

UNIT 3    Means of Communication
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2. Write a letter to a penfriend.  
    Tell him/her about a typical  holiday in your country.
    A sample letter is provided below.

From:  Christopher                                    Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject 

Beach Avenue 37
Brighton« Sussex

10th August
Dear Ralf,
On holiday at last! This is what I’ve been looking forward to for weeks. I 
wonder if a holiday at the seaside is the same in your country as in Britain? 
I’ll tell you what it’s like in Brighton anyway. In Britain, you are never far 
from the coast and there are lots of seaside towns, called resorts, all round 
the country where people go for their holiday or just on a daytrip. Brighton, 
on the south coast, is a famous seaside resort. There are entertainments of 
all kinds. It is also well known as a conference centre. Conferences are held 
here in autumn.
Oh, I like to be beside the seaside! Everyone goes to the beach, of course, 
and even when the weather isn’t very warm you can see the families there 
wrapped up in sweaters. Children like making sandcastles, while the others 
enjoy paddling or playing ball. Sometimes there are donkeys on the sands for 
the children to ride on, but best of all is the Punch and Judy Show. This is a 
puppet show. It’s very funny! There are also certain kinds of food that people 
eat at the seaside. Of course, no seaside holiday would be complete without 
fish and chips. They sell a lot of ice-cream, as you can imagine. Anyway, to 
end this letter, here is a seaside joke: 
-- What do sea monsters eat? 
-- Fish and ships!

Best wishes,
Christopher

WRITING
SPOT
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5.  Complete the table below with as many advantages and disadvantages of 
the Internet as you can.

Advantages Disadvantages

1. People watch so much television these days that…
2. I rarely watch TV at night, because…
3. There are so many different channels on TV now that…
4. Never before has television been so…
5. Many people like talk shows, because…

Consumer* Use of Media in Armenia.
2010-2015                                    

3.  Work with a partner. Look at the chart and discuss the statistics with your 
partner. The questions below will help you.

2010 2015
Watching TV 28 35
Listening to the radio 7 3.5
Reading magazines 1.5 1.0
Reading newspapers 3.5 3.0
Reading books 3.0 1.5
Using the Internet 14 21

    Average hours used per week

     tell

a story
a lie
a joke
the truth
the time

*consumer - ëå³éáÕ

4. Complete the sentences below.

1. Of all the media, which are used the most? 
2. Which ones are used the least?
2. What are your predictions for the next 20 years?

Watch out!
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6.   Look at the pictures and write a story. 
The expressions below wll help you.

drawing by H. Bidstrup

be absorbed in - Ëáñ³ëáõ½í³Í ÉÇÝ»É
TV addicted - Ñ»éáõëï³óáõÛó³ÙáÉ

 TV  Addicted 

What is on? - ÇÝã Ï³ 
(Ñ»éáõëï³ë»ëáõÃÛ³Ùµ)
be hooked on - åáÏ ã·³É

WRITING
SPOT
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1. WWW are initials that stand for World Wide Web. The Web    
    is one of the services available on the Internet. It allows you 
     ___millions of pages ___ a system of links. Because it is  
     world- wide, it was originally called the World Wide Web   
     or  WWW.
                                 a. to access, through
                                 b. to access, with
                                 c. to call, through 
                                 d. to reach, across
2. Modem  is __equipment connected to ___ computer for 
    sending/receiving digital information by telephone line. You 
    need a modem to connect to ___ Internet, to send electronic  
    mail and to fax.
                                   a. the, a, the
                                   b. an, a, the
                                   c. an, the, a
                                   d. a, an, the

8. Choose the correct answer.

*  A computer hacker is someone who tries to break into computer systems, especially 
in order to get secret information.

    Caution
Hacker* at work

 7.   Match the beginnings and the endings of the sentences below to 
make safety tips for using a computer. 

a. because they may contain viruses.
b. is private.
c. before opening them as they may contain viruses.
d. to someone you don't know, you can get junk mail.
e. before you plug in any device.

1. Turn off your computer
2. Don't give your e-mail address      
3. Always delete unknown e-mail 
    attachments 
4. Always check any files you download
5. Nothing you write on the internet

SENTENCE
BUILDING
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9. A lot of people do chatting on the Internet to make new friends. 
    Sort the ideas below into for and against.

1. Have you got a PC at home? What do you use it for?
2. Do you like surfing the net? Have you got any chat-friends?
3. Are you for or against chatting?
4. Does chatting help you to improve your English?
5. Sending an e-mail is a lot easier than mailing a letter.
6. Some popular TV programs have too much violence.
7. Children need to learn to interact with people, not machines.

Have to =  necessity
 People have to eat.
 You don't have to meet your chat friend. 

Young people are sometimes too shy to talk to people. They are afraid       
to make friends in real life. They find it easy to have online friends. 

You may find your chat friends more understanding and
loving. It is easier to talk to someone you don't know 
very well. So you don't need to have any real friends.

Only weak people do chatting all the time. 
Strong people don't do chatting very often. Young people do chatting 

just for fun. They have a lot
 of real friends at school.

People sometimes do chatting 
to escape from their problems.

You don't have to meet your 
chat friend. You don't see 
their reactions to your messages.People are very busy these days.

They don't have so much free time. 
Do you think it is easy to chat all the time?

Talking points

For Against

Watch out!
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10.  Use the information in the essay below to 
match the paragraphs with the headings. 

Television vs.* Computers
a. Both television and computers have had 

an enormous impact on our lives, and although the 
influence of television seems to have reached its peak, 
the computer has far more effects on the way we do 
things.

b. Television and computers provide quick 
access to information and entertainment. They both 
have something for everyone, day and night. Whether 
you want to check the weather, or the latest news, 
either TV or a computer connected to the Internet is 
the choice for many people.

c. Television has a great influence on the way we think and talk and especially on the 
choices we make when we shop. However, as important as television is, it can be turned 
off and ignored. Computers, on the other hand, affect your life even if you don’t use them 
at home or at work.

Today almost everything is controlled by computer - 
public transportation in large cities or school examinations, 
or even shoes you are wearing and the hair style you have 
may be designed on a computer screen.

d. Whereas television provides mainly information 
and entertainment, the computer already provides this and 
much more because of its many applications in all areas 
of life. In the near future, everything will be hooked up to 
the computer.    

11. Write an essay. Compare and contrast two 
      technological advances. You may write about 
      similarities and differences between  the telephone  
      and e-mail, or jet planes and high-speed trains, etc.

* vs. = versus (lat.) - ÁÝ¹¹»Ù, Ñ³Ï³é³Ï

1. Introduction 2. Conclusion 
3. Differences between television and computers

4. Similarities between television and computers

READING
SPOT

WRITING
SPOT
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12.  Change the part of speech of the words below by adding 
suffixes -tion, -ness, -ment, -ship.

1.  _____ computers are probably the greatest technological breakthrough of the last 
100 years.

2.  _____ technology used in today’s computers is very different from _____ 
technology used in the first computers.

3. People rely too much on _____ technology these days.
4. _____ Internet shopping is becoming more and more popular.
5. _____ laptop computers are indispensable for people who work while they travel.
6. _____ first computers were huge machines that were housed in large rooms.
7. _____ last time I bought _____ computer was two years ago.
8. Today’s computers will become obsolete* _____ next year.
9. _____ lightest lap top computer today weighs less than _____ kilo.
10. _____ E-mail technology is affecting the way we live and think.

inform  
entertain 
transport 
examine 

apply 
relation  
addict 
ill

-ness

-ment

-ship

–tion

13. Complete the sentences with the correct article if necessary.

* obsolete= old

1. I don't have a computer, but _____my friends do.
                                    a. the most
                                    b. most
                                    c. most of
2. Greg's never gone mountain climbing, _____ he?
                                    a. does
                                    b. isn't
                                    c. has

14. Choose the correct answer.

WORD
BUILDING
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1. Do the quiz. Tick the answers that best describe you and score the points.

How Creative Are You?
1. What do you collect?
    a. nothing (1)
    b. coins, stamps, labels, etc.(2)
    c. my own works (3)

2. When you have to travel a long way, you
     a. fall asleep (1)
     b. read or do crossword puzzles (2)
     c. create a poem or paint (3)

3. What is on your room walls?
     a. school timetable (1)
     b. colourful things (2)
    c. your works (3)

4. What do you see in an abstract picture?
     a. geometric shapes (1)
     b. colours (2)
     c. a special feeling or idea (3)

5. Which of these words best describe you?
     a. indifferent  (1)
     b. hard-working (2)
     c. curious (3)

6. How do you make decisions?
    a. follow someone’s advice (1)
    b. choose the easiest way (2)
    c. consider all the pros and cons* (3)

7. What do you usually do in your spare time?
     a. watch your favourite programme on TV (1)
    b. surf the Internet (2)
     c. create something new (a recipe, a story, etc.) (3)

8. Who would you like to be?
     a. a pop star (1)
     b. a magician (2)
     c. a famous scientist (3)

*pros and cons = advantages and disadvantages = for and against

I LOVE WATCHING TV AND LISTENING TO RADIO
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2.  Match the TV genres with the statements below.

c. a cartoon
d. weather forecast

a. a soap opera

g. a musical

e. a comedy
f. a documentary

b. a commercial

h. a detective story
i. political news
j. a TV game

Find the total score and see how creative you are. 

8-13  Are you still lying on your bed watching TV? Think of something new. 
Do something unusual and different. 

14-18 Follow your curiosity. Create, invent, explore. Show your talent.

19-24 You are really creative. Keep going like that.
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1.  Don’t forget that we get a lot of money from commercial breaks.
2.  In this week’s episode the American cops are chasing heroin dealers.
3.  It is so funny when the comedians from  the Armenian  Kargin Haghordum entertain.
4.  More adventures from Disneyland with Donald Duck.
5.  Superb filming in this programme about the disappearing forests 
     of South America. Will the world continue to have oxygen?
6.  More entertainment with the musical Sound of Music. 
7.  In today’s film the famous singer is being kidnapped by her psychologist.
8.  Who wants to be a millionaire?
9.   More news from our political commentator.
10. Tomorrow’s weather.
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3. Match the popular TV programs with their descriptions.

a. a continuing series involving the same characters in various amusing situations.

b.  a program in which participants compete for money or prizes by answering 
questions, making  guesses, or performing other tasks.

c.  a continuing series, broadcast as often as five days a week, about the lives of a 
group of characters, often centering on their romantic lives. 

d.  a program that gives biographical information about an interesting person or a 
factual information about a subject such as history, science, nature, or a social 
issue*. 

e. a show in which guests are interviewed informally.

* issue = problem

4. talk show
5. situation comedy (sitcom)

3. soap opera
2. quiz show
1. documentary 
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4. True or False?
1. Never before have viewers had so many TV channels to choose from.
2.  Hardly ever have sitcoms portrayed reality. They are meant to entertain 

viewers and make them laugh.
3. Quiz shows seldom require participants to know a subject in any depth.
4. Young people hardly ever watch soap operas.
5. Political and social issues are rarely explored in depth on television.
6. News programs seldom report facts incorrectly.
7. Television rarely covers important world events.
8. There are few good movies on TV these days.
9. Nature documentaries these days are incredibly well filmed.
10. TV stations charge large amounts for advertising.

    T   F

a. because they present real people talking about real-life experiences.
b. when you try to answer the questions faster than the participants do.
c. perhaps like to watch soap operas.
d. there are others that are for adults.
e. are people who want to learn new things.

1. Quiz shows can be fun
2. Viewers who enjoy watching love stories
3. Television viewers who like documentaries
4. Talk shows are very popular
5. Although most cartoon programmes are designed for children

1. _____ the first talking motion pictures were introduced in   
                 the late 1920s, silent pictures began going out of style.
                                     a. Until
                                     b. Unless
                                     c. As soon as
2. _____ television became widespread in the 1950s, 
                 radio was  very popular.
                                    a. As soon as
                                    b. Before
                                    c. By the time

6. Choose the correct answer.

5. Match the two parts of the sentences to make logical sentences.

SENTENCE
BUILDING
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7. Read the and discuss story.                                                                            
    The questions below will help you.
                                             

We  were  never TV 
addicts, but it was a central part 
of our lives. When the kids were 
too noisy I suggested them to see 
what was on TV. Evening meals 
and social plans were made 
around favourite TV shows. 
I noticed that my kids didn't 
behave as well as they used to. 
So I decided to experiment. The 
decision not to fix the television 
started as a financial one. Then I 
decided to experiment. When I 
told the kids, their reaction was 
not exactly positive. We didn’t 
fix the TV for a week. 

The first day without TV 
was the worst. The kids arrived home, looked at the broken TV and started to do something 
else. David practiced the piano for a while. Lisa looked through some magazines. Then they 
began playing together – something I hadn’t seen happen before. And that evening we actually 
talked at dinner. The evening went by quickly. We talked, listened to music, read.

The weeks passed. Now it’s been a month. Today we removed the dead TV and took it 
out to the garage. No one really noticed. 

We get our news from the daily paper, magazines and radio. When we want to , we go out 
to a movie. Instead of watching game shows, we play games. Rather than listen to other people 
talk about the issues of the day, we talk about them ourselves.

The kids miss some of their old favourite shows, mostly when other kids at school talk 
about them, but they seem to be surviving. They have developed other interests. We have, too. 
It’s amazing how much more time we have now. 

1. Are there any rules for watching TV in your house?
2. Have you ever gone without TV? How did it affect you?
3. Do you think you could live without TV? 

Life Without TV

Talking points

READING
SPOT
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8.  What do you think are the positive and negative influences of television. 
Give your ideas. An example is provided.

TV allows people to watch shows,
musicals and sports events.                                           

Many TV programs show a lot of 
violence.

9. Complete the sentences with correct prepositions.

1. Television has a great influence_____ the way we think and talk.
2.   Television can be turned off and ignored. Computers _____ the other hand affect our life  

even if we don't  use them.
3. When the kids were too noisy I suggested them to see what was _____ TV.
4. Lisa looked _____ some magazines.
5. That evening we actually talked _____ dinner. 
6. The kids arrived home, looked _____ the broken TV and started to do something else.
7. That evening we talked, listened _____ music, read.

1. We watched an interesting _____ where the host interviewed   
       three famous actors.       
                                           a. soap opera
                                           b. drama series
                                           c. talk show
2. We watched a _____ on TV about the lions of East Africa.
                                           a. sitcom
                                           b. drama
                                           c. documentary

10. Choose the correct answer.

Positive Negative
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so

12. Read what different people think about commercials and sort     
      the opinions into for and against.

11.   Match the three parts of the sentences so that to make logical 
sentences.

most people watch them every day.
some people watch them all the time.
I want to watch it all the time.
a lot can be learned from them.
they can make you crazy sometimes. 

Soap operas are                          
Nature documentaries are           
News programmes can be           
Commercials can be                     
Television is

addictive
informative
boring
fascinating thing
fantastic programmessuch (a)

             that

I find  TV advertising very relaxing.
Sometimes commercials are 
more interesting than programmes.

That’s the way to advertise and sell goods.

 I think ads should be banned.

I think adverts are so amazing! They make me laugh.

They are boring and repetitive. 

They are annoying and stupid. I can’t stand* them.

The commercials make us well informed.

They interrupt the programme 
 you are watching. Tiring!

Who needs TV shows when 
 you have commercials! Great!

*I can’t stand - ï³Ý»É ã»Ù Ï³ñáÕ 

For   Against

SENTENCE
BUILDING
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13. Translate the conversation into English.

ºë ³Ù»Ý ûñ ëåáñï³ÛÇÝ 
ÝáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ »Ù Ý³ÛáõÙ 
Ñ»éáõëï³ï»ëáõÃÛ³Ùµ:

ÆëÏ »ë áã: â»Ù ëÇñáõÙ ëåáñï: 
¶»ñ³¹³ëáõÙ »Ù µÝáõÃÛ³Ý 
Ù³ëÇÝ Ñ³Õáñ¹áõÙÝ»ñ ¹Çï»É:

14. Complete the sentences with correct prepositions.

1. Most teenagers today are hooked _____ computer games.
2. The Internet is blamed _____ broken relationships.
3. Many users spend up to 40 hours a week _____the Internet.
4.  Internet Addiction Syndrome is similar _____ other problems like gambling, smoking and 

drinking.
5. We have become addicted _____ the Internet.
6.  Rather than to listen _____other people talk about the issues of the day, we talk about them 

ourselves.
7.  Television and computers provide quick. accsess _____ information and entertainment.

1. -  I wish I had more friends.
    -  Me, too. _____I get, the more I realize how important friends are.
                                 a. As old
                                 b. The old
                                 c. The older
2. The more you practice speaking English, _____ it gets.
                                a. easy
                                b. easier
                                c. the easier

15. Choose the correct answer.
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The BBC began 
in 1922. Of course, in 
those days there was no 
television, only radio. The 
BBC had three aims: to 
educate, to inform and to 
entertain.

The BBC is the 
world’s largest international 
broadcaster. In 1992 the 
World  Service started 
broadcasting television programmes, too. Now people in countries all around the 
world can see as well as hear the news from the BBC. The BBC broadcasts in many 
languages.

At first there was a big discussion about who should control the BBC. Should it be 
independent or should it be controlled by the government? People in Britain looked at 
broadcasting companies in other countries. In the former Soviet Union, for example, 
the radio and TV companies were controlled by the government and had to broadcast 
exactly what the government wanted – usually political propaganda. By contrast, 
in the USA there was no government control at all. There were dozens of* private 
broadcasting companies, but they were badly organized, the programmes were of low 
quality, and there were advertisements (commercial breaks) in the programmes. 

Many British politicians – Winston Churchill, for example – thought that the 
British government should have complete control of the BBC. Others thought Britain 
should follow the American example. But they finally reached a compromise and 
decided that

• the British government should own the BBC
•  the BBC should be politically neutral and independent (the government 

should not tell the BBC what to broadcast)
•  the BBC should be a monopoly (no one else was allowed to broadcast 

programmes, this changed in 1950s) 
•  the BBC should receive money from the sale of licences (everybody who 

owned a radio or television had to buy a licence).

*dozens of = many

16. Read the article and ask W questions  
      to summarize it. 

British Broadcasting Corporation 
World Service (BBC)

READING
SPOT
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1.  Now people in countries all around the world ___ see as well as hear the news from the 
BBC.

2.  In the former Soviet Union the radio and TV companies___ broadcast exactly what the 
government wanted.

3.  No other company except the BBC ____to broadcast programmes before 1950s. 
4.  Many British politicians thought that the British government ___ have complete control 

of the BBC.
5. Who ___ control the broadcasting companies?

17. Fill in the gaps with the words from the box. 
      Make changes if necessary.

The BBC  World Service broadcast news programmes in English to people living in the 
British  ____. The ____ used formal English and spoke very slowly and clearly. In the Second 
World War it started broadcasting in other languages to counteract fascist ___ from Germany and 
Italy. 

Each news story is checked at least twice to make sure  it is ___. The BBC World service 
____24 hours a day in many languages. Numerous ____ work in the newsroom. People listen to 
the BBC because of its ____for honesty and accuracy.

true  
propaganda  

colonies  
reputation  

broadcast 
journalist 

announcer

1. What radio and TV  broadcasting companies do you know in Armenia?
2. What kind of programmes do they broadcast?
3. Who controls them?
4. Where do they get money from?
5. Do they broadcast in other languages?
6. What foreign or home stations do you listen to?
7. What kind of radio and TV programmes do you like?
8. What do the letters BBC stand for?
9. How many channels are there in Armenia?
I0. Is there any difference between them?

18. Complete the sentences with can, should, be allowed to, have to.
      Make changes if necessary.

Talking points

WORD
KNOWLEDGE
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19.  Edgar and Emily are talking about TV watching habits in their families. 
Complete the conversation. Talk about TV watching habits in your family. 

 - But I can't. I'm sorry, but I can't.
 - But you must.
 - I'd like to. But I can't.
 - No one else could do it as well as you!
 - Why not ask Greg? He could do it even better.
 - But he's too busy.

Well, there are a lot of arguments about television in 
our house. Father gets the remote control and is always 
changing channels, so I never see what I want to. All he 
wants to watch  is football, football, football. When I try to 
talk to him, he doesn't listen because he's watching the TV.

21. Choose the correct answer.

1. Can you tell Alice _____we'll be late?
  a. if
  b. whether
  c. that
2. Could you tell Sheila not _____late.
  a. be
  b. to be
  c. being

20. Listen and repeat.

When my father wants to watch 
something on television, like...the news, 
my mother always wants to watch a 
soap or a film. 

 SPOT

LISTENING
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21. Do the quiz and see if you are a real TV fan.                           

Now score your points and find out.

a = 1  
b = 2  

c = 3  
d = 4

6-10  You are a real TV fan. TV is your life. You don’t live in a real world.Your 
family and friends miss you. If you don’t stop watching TV so much, you are 
going to become a stranger in the real world.  

11-14  You like watching TV but you don’t watch it too much. Think of other inter-
esting things you can do and make yourself an interesting person. Your family 
and friends would like to communicate with you.

15-18  You are a very clever person. You have many interests. Your life’s fun. It’s 
nice to be your friend.

Are You a Real TV Fan?

4. Your favourite programmes are
 a. cartoons 
 b. shows and games 
 c. nature programmes 
 d. documentaries

5. You think watching TV is exciting.
 a. always 
 b. often 
 c. sometimes 
 d. never

6. Usually you watch TV
 a. more than five hours a day
 b. one hour a day
 c. less than one hour a day

1. Do you watch TV before school?
 a. Yes, I do. 
 b. No, I don't.

2.  Do you do your homework  in front of 
the TV?

 a. Yes, I do. 
 b. No, I don't.

3.  You have some free time. Do you watch 
TV or read a book?

 a. TV 
 b. a book
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Active Voice
Subject, doer of the action.
Object, receiver of the action.
He hit the man.

Passive Voice
We use the Passive Voice when we are more interested 

in the action than in the person or people who do the action.
The man was hit.

Verb Tenses and Voice

ACTIVE 
VOICE

PASSIVE
VOICE

to be + V3
A question is 
asked (by me)

Indefinite (Simple)

Continuous (Progress

ive
)

Perfect   

             be+ing

             have+V3

I ask a question 
I am asking a question

I have asked a question

Remember

GRAMMAR
SPOT
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22. Complete the article with the correct tense of the verbs below.    
     Make all necessary changes. The same verb can be used several times. 

The house ______ in 1841. It looks very elegant, but wasn't built for a rich family. It 
______for a middle-class family. It wasn't designed by an architect. The style ______from 
several other houses in the area.

Today this beautiful house is an expensive apartment building, but it wasn't used as an 
apartment building a hundred 
years ago. It ______for one 
family. 

Originally, it wasn't painted 
as it is today. The door had a 
beautiful design, but the design 
______in 1970. The area above 
the door wasn't made of brick. It 
______of marble. In 1970, when 
the house ______by its present 
owner, all the windows ______. 
In fact, in 1970, the entire house 
______. Still, the old house is 
elegant and charming.

Present  perfect
I have broken the chair 

 (it is broken now).
Mother has already prepared   

 dinner  (dinner is ready).

Past simple
I broke the chair yesterday.
Mother prepared dinner last night.

Present perfect =  have / has + (V3) past participl-
have / has + worked (done)

build
copy
design

remove
make
buy

replace
remodel

for the difference

 Don’t  
  forget! 

Watch out!
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Past perfect = had + V3 (Past Participle)
Use the past perfect tense for a past action      
completed before another past action. 
 The party started at 5.00. Robert got there at 7.00. 

First action    The party started at 5.00.
Second action  Robert got there at 7.00.

Always use Past Perfect for the first action  
                     Past Simple for the second action.

     By the time Robert got there, the party had started. 
    He said (that) the party had started at 5.00.

1. The party started
2. The guests arrived  
3. Everyone ate a piece of cake  
4. Several people left the party  
5. The photographer took a lot of pictures       

23.  Robert went to a party.  Make sentences and see what Robert had found 
out by the time he got there. The first one is done for you.

By the time Robert got there the party had started.

1. Rice is grown in India.
2. This olive oil is imported from Spain.
3. Paper was invented by the Chinese.
4. Wool is exported from England.
5. Candles were used for light in the 17-th century.
6. The electric light bulb was invented by Thomas Edison.

24. Rewrite the sentences below in the active voice.

WRITING
SPOT

Remember

SENTENCE
BUILDING
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1. What are typical signal words for the Simple Present?
   a. yesterday
   b. just
   c. sometimes
   d. every day
   e. at the moment
   f. often
2. What are typical signal words for the Simple Past?
   a. yesterday
   b. ever
   c. now
   d. three days ago
   e. in 1998
   f. last month
3. What are typical signal words for the Present Perfect?
   a. just
   b. already
   c. yet
   d. so far*
   e. usually
   f. two hours ago
4. Jean and Ronald ____along a quiet country road in southern 
    England when they saw a bright silver object in the sky.
   a. were driving
   b. drove
   c. dad driven
   d. have driven                                                                          
5.  -   ____ to England?
     - No, never, but I went to America a few years ago.
   a. Have you ever been
   b. Did you go
   c. Are you going
   d. Had you been
6. She told me she ____to America.
   a. never was
   b. had never been
   c. will never be
   d. has never been                           

25. Tick the correct answers.

 *so far- ÙÇÝã ³ÛÅÙ
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7. I went to bed after I _____ off the television.
   a. switched
   b. has switched
   c. had switched
8. Soon after they _____ their homework they ran out to play with the  dog. 
   a. complete
   b. have completed
   c. completed
   d. had completed
9. After I _____ home I _____ the cat.
   a. come, have fed
   b. came, have fed
   c. have come, feed
   d. had come, fed
10. Mother _____ a video after the children _____ to bed.
   a. watch, go
   b. watches, go
   c. have watched, went
   d. had watched, had gone
11. I _____ this much fun since I _____ a kid. 
   a. hadn't, am
   b. haven't had, was
   c. hasn't, was
12. My best friend and I _____ each other for over fifteen years.   
      We still get together once a week. 
   a. have known
   b. know
   c. knew
   d. had known
13. - Did you like the movie Star Wars? 
      - I don't know. I _____ that movie. 
   a. have never saw
   b. have never seen
   c. never saw
   d. had never seen
14. He _____ in Yerevan a week ago.
   a. arrived
   b. has arrived
   c. had arrrived
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15. I _____ my document before the computer crashed.
   a. saved
   b. have saved
   c. has saved

16. Before I went to school, I _____ a big breakfast.
   a. ate
   b. had eaten
   c. have eaten

17. Valentine's Day _____ on February 14th.
   a. celebrates
   b. had celebrated
   c. is celebrated
   d. celebrated

18. He _____ to class this morning because he was sick.
   a. didn't come
   b. hadn't come 
   c. hasn't come

19. By the time he arrived, _____.
   a. the other students already left
   b. the other students were already leave
   c. the another student had already left
   d. the other students had already left

20. These cars are produced in Japan.
   a. Active voice
   b. Passive voice

21. Lots of houses were destroyed by the earthquake.
   a. Active voice
   b. Passive voice

22. This room has been painted blue.
   a. Active voice
   b. Passive voice

23. Armenian is seen as one of the world’s most difficult languages to learn.
   a. Active voice
   b. Passive voice
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UNIT 4   I Am Nature - Wise

                         I wonder why the grass is green,
                         And why the wind is never seen?

Who taught the birds to build a nest,
And told the trees to take a rest?

                        And when the moon is not quite round,
                        Where can the missing bit be found?

Who lights the stars, when they blow out,
And makes the lightning flash about?

                        Who paints the rainbow in the sky,
                        And hangs the fluffy clouds so high?

Why is it now, do you suppose, 
That Dad won’t tell me if he knows.

1. Listen and learn the poem.

I Wonder
Jeannie Kirby

 SPOT

LISTENING
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be nature-wise
protect the nature
enjoy the countryside 
enjoy oneself
clean the picnic place
leave the litter
take the litter away

environment
ecology
pollution
waste
preserve 
garbage/trash
litter/rubbish

I wonder - Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿
 Are you nature-wise?
 I wonder if you are nature-wise.
 I wonder who taught the birds to build a nest.

Environment-related words Environment-related expressions

2.  Give English equivalents for the Armenian 
expressions below.

British  (BrE)American (AmE)
litter/rubbishgarbage/trash

µ³í³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ëï³Ý³É
å³Ñå³Ý»É µÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ 
³ÕïáïáõÙ
Ã³÷áÝ
µÝ³å³Ñå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ
³ÕµÁ Ñ³í³ù»É
³ÕµÁ Ã³÷»É
³ñ·»Éáó
³Õµ 
ßñç³Ï³ ÙÇç³í³Ûñ

Watch out!

WRITING
SPOT

WORD
BANKRemember
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3. Look at the pictures and write a story.  

A Great Day Out  
drawing by H. Bidstrup

WRITING
SPOT
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             far better = ß³ï ³í»ÉÇ        
Living in the town was far better 

       than  living in the country. 
          as...as

He ran back home as fast as his legs  
       could  carry him.    

  ways of comparing

Once upon a time, there were two 
mice - cousins. One lived in the town and 

the other in the country. The town mouse was 
a very superior mouse, who thought that living in 

the town was far better than living in the country. So 
one day, he invited his country cousin to stay with him in 

his town house and experience the civilized lifestyle of the 
town. They sat down to a meal, which to the country mouse was 

a feast. "Goodness me" he said. "If I was in the country, I would be 
having only simple bread and cheese in the quiet of my peaceful home." 
Suddenly, there was a loud noise at the door. "Don't worry," said the town 

mouse, "that's just my neighbour - the dog, he wants to join us for 
dinner." The country mouse ate a little faster. Another noise was 

heard outside, even louder this time. "Oh dear" said the town 
mouse, "the cat who lives facing my house wants to join 

us too." Quickly eating the last of his meal, the country 
mouse said, "thank you, but I think I will return to the 

peace and quiet of my own house after all!" Then 
he ran back home as fast as his legs could 

carry him.

When?

Who?

What?

Why

*A fable is a story which teaches a moral lesson. 
  Fables sometimes have animals as the main characters.

4. Read and summarize the fable* by asking W  
    questions. What is the moral of the story? 

Town or Country Mouse? 

Where?

Watch out!

READING
SPOT
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crowds 
friendly  
peaceful  
village  
noise  

pollution   
industrial  
agriculture  
quiet  
traffic jams  

motorway
boring
easy
interesting
exciting

calm
difficult
dull
busy
rush hours

6.  Group the words in the box below into two categories:  
city life or country life.

1. Do you live in a city or in a country?
2. How do you imagine the difference between the city life
     and the country life?
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of living in a village?      

boring    
difficult     
calm     

peaceful     
exciting      
polluted    

busy    
noisy    
easy    

interesting 

7. Use the adjectives in the box to make a list of 10 differences between the  
    country lifestyle and the city lifestyle. An example is provided below.

Example    City is big and polluted.
                   Country life is peaceful and easy.     

5. The words in the sentences below are in wrong order.  
     Make logical sentences.

1. The  thought  mouse   was  city  town  civilized  life.
2. The  peace  mouse   country  missed  and  quiet.
3. My  city  overlooks  street  a  house  busy.
4. cities  Modern   populations  very  have  large.
5. The  people  areas  information  to in  internet  remote   provides.

Talking points

Advantages Disadvantages

City life  Country life
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8.  Read and complete the passage with the correct form of the verbs in the 
box.  Watch out for the tense and voice. 

A Disaster

Vardan and Nare, a young couple hated city life. They loved the nature 
and the countryside. They lived in a beautiful old house. It (1)____ many years 
ago by Vardan’s grandfather. It had a lovely view and (2)_______ by trees and 
mountains. Vardan and Nare were very happy. They wanted their children to live 
in the same house. Then once they heard that plans were being made to build a 
huge apartment block in front of their house. They were horrified. They couldn’t 
believe that the countryside (3)______. Everybody (4)_____by the news. But the 
decision (5) ______ and the land (6)______ by a building company. The apartment 
block (7)____ . The trees (8) _____down. The wonderful view (9)______forever. 
Terrible damage (10) ____ to the environment.

build  
ruin
shock

make    
buy    
erect     

cut     
do
surround 

destroyed
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9. Complete the letter with the correct tense of the verbs in the box.

write
stay
do

move
rent
rain

get
come
look

deal
suppose
answer

start
begin

Present Continuous (progressive) is sometimes used with 
a future meaning. Use Present Continuous when you are talking 
about what you have already arranged to do (a planned event, a 
definite plan, intention, a definite future activity).

I am moving to the island of Crete next week.

From:  Vardan                         Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject

Dear mother
I _____just to let you know that I've arrived and that everything's fine. At the 

moment I _____ at a hotel in Athens and I _____ quite a lot of sightseeing. Next 
week, I _____ to the island of Crete. I _____ a villa there for the summer, which 
should be nice.

The weather's not particularly good - as a matter of fact. It still _____ at the 
moment, it _____ better slowly, and I'm sure it'll be fine when you _____ in the 
summer. I _____ forward to it already. The job doesn't seem to be too demanding. 
Most of the time I _____ with bookings and _____ inquiries. But I _____ it'll be 
different when the tourist season _____ next month. Even now the restaurants 
_____ to get busier. 

See you soon.
Love ,

Vardan

GRAMMAR
SPOT

Watch out!
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A.  What did John do yesterday?
B.  He went for a walk.
A.  Who did he go for a walk  with?
B.  Nobody. He went for a walk by himself.

A.  Harry looks upset.
B.  Yes. He had a bad day today.
A.  Why? What happened?
B.  He cut himself while he was shaving.

I
You
He
She
It
We
 You
They

myself
yourself
himself
herself
itself
ourselves
yourselves
themselves

I did it myself. 
You did it yourself.
He did it himself.
She did it herself.
It did it itself.
We did it ourselves.
You did it yourselves.
They did it themselves.

Reflexive prounouns

Singular reflexives end in - self
Plural reflexives end in - selves

He cut himself = He cut his face/finger
He cut the bread himself = He cut the bread without help

GRAMMAR
SPOT

Watch out!

Remember
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Patty went  
to the beach by ... .

My wife and I are  
playing cards by ... .

Mr. Wilson is driving to 
New York by ... .

Nelson saw grey hair  
looking at ... in the mirror.

Linda cut ... slicing  
a tomato.

Go to Bob’s party by ... .

I burned ... while  
cooking dinner.

Tom hurt ... when  
playing basketball.

Mr. Wilson is taking a 
walk in the park by ... .

10. Look at the pictures and fill in the reflexive prounouns.
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 11. Janet and Harry bought an old house in Missouri. 
       Fill the gaps with reflexive pronouns if necessary.

After they moved in they discovered that the kitchen needed a lot of work. 
They didn’t have much money, so they decided to do most of the work _____ .

When they first decided to repair the kitchen, people told them that they could 
never do it _____. “But,” said Janet, “we read lots of do-it-yourself books and 
magazines, and then we began. Slowly, we learned to do every thing _____."

First they removed the old kitchen cabinets and counters. Then Harry put in 
new cabinets, which he built _____.

“I didn’t think I could build those cabinets,” Harry  said. “But once I started, I 
realised that I could do all of the work  _____. It’s much cheaper if you do it  _____ 
and you can save  thousands of  dollars.”

Janet painted the entire kitchen  _____. The kitchen table looked old and ugly 
until Janet finished it. “Real ly, I enjoyed doing it _____ ,” said Janet. “It’s also a 
nice feeling to know you can make something _____. Next year we hope to add a 
family room to the house. Of course, we’ll do all of the work _____”.
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12.  Read the story. Describe the key points of 
the story by asking questions.

My aunt owned a black cat named 
Pluto. She thought it was wonderful. If my 

aunt was doing anything, Pluto did the same. 
If she washed herself, it washed itself. When she 

looked at herself in the mirror, it looked at itself in 
the same mirror. If she talked to herself as she sometimes 

did, it opened its mouth just like someone talking to himself. 
This gave my aunt an idea. She decided to teach Pluto to talk.

My aunt was always getting funny ideas. She decided to give 
Pluto the same food as she had herself. She thought that would help 

him to speak. The cat was eating bread and butter, drinking tea and cof fee 
and smoking cigarettes. It was really enjoying itself. But it still didn’t speak. 
Then my aunt got another idea. She had an old parrot that was always talking. 

My aunt was  get ting tired of its everlasting talk. She thought that Pluto 
would talk if he ate the parrot. So she killed the  parrot and cooked it 

for Pluto. Pluto sat at the table and helped himself very politely 
to the roast  parrot with a knife and fork. Then suddenly he 

turned to my aunt and shouted “Look out!”. My aunt was 
so surprised that she hardly noticed what he said. The 

next moment a big piece of the ceiling fell down 
on her head. “She spent five years get ting me 

to talk, and when I speak the fool doesn’t 
listen!” said Pluto, the cat.

When?

Where?

Who?

What?

Why

READING
SPOT
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1. washed herself
 a. washed the cat
 b. washed something herself
 c. washed her face and hands

2. enjoy itself
 a. entertain my aunt
 b. have fun
 c. eat bread and butter

3. helped himself
 a. ate the parrot
 b. helped the parrot
 c. helped my aunt to cook the parrot

4. by herself
 a. together
 b. with the cat
 c.  alone

5. looked at herself
a. she took care of herself
b. she saw her face in the mirror
c. she looked at the mirror

6. talked to herself
 a. talked to her cat
 b. talked to her parrot
 c. pronounced words

7. cooked the parrot herself
 a. cooked the parrot for the cat
 b. nobody helped her to cook the parrot
 c. roasted the parrot

13. Choose the correct option.

14. Listen and repeat.

- You're as cunning as a fox.
- Cunning? I'm as innocent as a child.
- And as slippery as a snake.
- Anyway, believe me, this necklace is unique!
  And old! Old as the hills!
- And gold?
- As good as gold.

Hard, hardly
hard a. - Ï³ñÍñ, åÇÝ¹, ¹Åí³ñ

     It was hard to make Pluto talk.
hardly  adv. -  Ñ³½Çí, Ñ³½Çí Ã»

My aunt was so surprised that she hardly 
noticed what he said.

 SPOT

LISTENING

Watch out!
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1. Which of the following reflexive pronouns is correct? 
     We fixed it _____.
  a. ourselfs
  b. ourselves
  c. ourself
2.  Only one of these verbs sounds ok when it is used reflexively in an everyday 

context. Which one?
  a. I cut myself when I was slicing bread.
  b. Hurry up and dress yourself, we're going to be late!
  c. I'm going to shave myself.
  d. Hang on, I need to wash myself - I'm dirty.
3. Which of the following is the odd one out?
  a. He's going to get his hair cut.
  b. He's going to have his hair cut.
  c. He's going for a hair cut.
  d. He's going to cut his hair.
4. One should take care of _____ .
  a. oneself
  b. himself
  c. themself
  d. them
  e. themselves
5. The mouse hurt _____  when it took the cheese.
  a. oneself
  b. itself
  c. them
  d. themselves
6. My roommate works at home, so he spends the day_____ .
  a. by him
  b. himself
  c. by himself
  d. on himself
7. You can't drive such a long way _____ .
  a. on your self
  b. by your own
  c. by yourself

15. Choose the correct option. GRAMMAR
REVISION
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8. One should always give _____ time to do a job well.
  a. one
  b. him
  c. oneself

9. Just sit back, relax and enjoy _____.  
  a. you 
  b. yourself 
  c. yours 

10. The actress was proud of _____  when she won an Oscar award. 
  a. oneself
  b. herself
  d. her

11. She can't afford to go to the hairdresser so she cuts _____ to save money.
  a. her hair herself 
  b. her hair at herself 
  c. she hair herself 

12. - Whose is this bike?
      -  It's _____  
  a. myself 
  b. my 
  c. mine    

13.  A man needs to be comfortable with _____ before he can be comfortable with 
anyone else.  

  a. oneself
  b. himself
  c. itself
  d. them
  e. themselves

14.  Narek, if you keep working like this, you'll make _____ a lazy person.
  a. yourself
  b. yourselves
  c. oneselves

15. How long have you known _____?
  a. yourself
  b. yourselves
  c. each other
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UNIT 5    I Am the Fan of the  
  Olympics

1. Find the Armenian equivalents for   
     the sports below?

ice-hockey 
cycling  
canoeing  
table-tennis  
fencing   

surfing  
horse-riding   
shooting  
skiing 
ice-skating

WORD
BANK
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2. Match the sport-related words and their descriptions.

OLYMPIC EVENTS*

a.   Sport played in water in which two teams of swimmers try to get the ball into the 
other team's goal.

b.   Sport played between two teams of eleven people, where each team tries to win by 
kicking or heading the ball into the other team's goal.

c.   Sport in which two competitors fight by hitting each other with their hands. 
d.   Sport in which  athletes try to hit fixed targets some distance from them by shooting 

arrows from bows.
e.   Sport in which two or four people hit a shuttlecock (a light object with feathers) 

over a high net.

*events - ÙñóáõÙÝ»ñ

1. football 

5. archery

2. badminton

3. boxing   

4. water polo  
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3. Look at the pictures and write a story.  
    The expressions below wll help you.

       play chess - ß³ËÙ³ï Ë³Õ³É
       lift weight - Í³ÝñáõÃÛáõÝ (Í³Ýñ³ÓáÕ) µ³ñÓñ³óÝ»É
       do weightlifting - Í³Ýñ³Ù³ñïáí ½µ³Õí»É

Training for the Championship 

drawing by H. Bidstrup

WRITING
SPOT
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4.  You are going to read an article about the 
Olympic Games. Each paragraph of the article 
is the answer to the question in the box. Match 
the paragraphs with the questions.

a. The Olympic Games is a hugely popular festival attracting sports people and sports 
fans from all over the world. It began around 3000 years ago in Greece. The first recorded 
Olympic festival took place in 776 BC. In 394 AD the Emperor of Rome banned them, after 
1170 years of competitions. 
It took another 15 centuries 
before they were held  again. 

b. In ancient Greece 
citizens of different city states 
could not always travel freely 
around the country, but during 
the Olympics their citizens 
could attend the Olympics 
without problems. Sport was 
only one part of the  festival. 
There were also ritual 
sacrifices, poetry readings, 
exhibitions of sculpture and 
trade fairs. It was a festival 
which celebrated on the one 
hand the Greek gods, and on 
the other hand the abilities of 
the Greek people.

c. The Gods themselves were the focus of the original Olympics, in Greece. They 
were held to honour Zeus - the most important God in Greek mythology. The name Olympic 
comes from the city Olympia, in southern Greece, where the games were held. Olympia 
was named after Mount Olympus - the home of the Greek Gods.

d. Eventually in 1896, the games returned to Greece - Athens. Since then every 4 
years, athletes gathered to compete against each other on the track and on the field. The 
early athletic competitions were only running races. Later other events were included such 
as jumping, boxing, wrestling, discus throwing, and horseracing. 

e. Any Greek man who was not a slave could compete. Female athletes unfortunately 
were not allowed. In fact, married women were not even allowed to watch the games. This 
may have been a good idea, as athletes at the time did not wear clothes. This changed in 
1900, and today women  athletes are as common as men are. 

1.  Where does the name Olympic come  from?   
2. What do the athletes compete for?
3. Where did the Olympics begin?     
4.  Who could take part in Olympic Games in 

ancient Greece?  
5.  Was sport the only goal of the Olympics in 

ancient Greece?          
6.  Were there any difficult periods for the  

Olympic games?
7. Are the modern Games very different?            
8.  What events were held in the early athletic 

competitions? 

The Olympic Games

READING
SPOT
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f. There are now almost 30 official sports in the Summer Olympics, many more 
than the ancient games and it seems more are added every year. The Olympics is a great 
opportunity for nations to come together in peace. An event such as the Olympics could 
be used to bring countries closer together to   promote peace. Another two large Olympic 
events are also now held every four years. Firstly, the Winter Olympics, originally held 
in the same year and the same country as the Summer games. This  competition now 
happens two years after the Summer games. Secondly, the Paralympics — Games for 
athletes with a disability. These are held  immediately after both the summer and winter 
games.

g. There have been difficult periods for the Olympic Games. The USA did not 
participate in the 1980 events in Moscow due to political differences and the USSR 
returned the favour in 1984 by not going to Los Angeles. In Munich in 1972, 11 athletes 
were killed by terrorists, and a bomb attack killed two people in Atlanta in 1996. The 
ideal of fair competition is also under attack, with some athletes cheating by using 
drugs to improve their performance. 

h. Winning the Olympics is not about the medal. It is about how you feel, deep 
inside, at the moment of victory…it is about the unbelievable attraction of history. 
The Olympics for most athletes is the ultimate goal. It is the peak of a sporting career, 
where you test your skills and strength against the best of the best. 

British  (BrE) American (AmE)

football soccer  
trainers sneakers Watch out!
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5. Find the answers in the box below.

Athens        776 BC        Olympia      Paralympics     1170

1. City where the games were first held.
2. Year when the ancient games began.
3. Number of years between start and end of ancient games.
4. City where the first modern Olympics were held.
5. Games for athletes with a disability.

6. Use the information in the article to answer the questions below.

Paralympic Sports
In 1948, Sir Ludwig Guttmann organised a sports competition involving World War 

II veterans with a spinal cord-related injury in Stoke Mandeville, England. Four years later, 
competitors from Holland joined the Games, and the international movement, now known 
as the Paralympics, was born. Olympic-style games for athletes with a disability were 
organised for the first time in Rome in 1960. In Toronto in 1976, other disability groups 
were added and the idea of merging together different disability groups for international 
sports competitions was born. In the same year, the first Paralympic Winter Games took 
place in Sweden.

The Paralympic Games are elite sport events for athletes from different disability 
groups. They clearly emphasise, however, the participants' athletic achievements, not their 
disability. The movement has grown dramatically since its early days. 

1. Why are Paralimpic Games a special sport competition?
2. Do you think it’s a good idea to hold competitions for people with  disabilities?

Talking points
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8. Use the CV of Albert Azaryan, the famous 
    Armenian artistic gymnast, as a sample                                    
    to write a CV of any person you like.

Full name   Albert Azaryan Vagharshak
Date of birth   February 11, 1929  
Place of birth   Gandzak
Nationality   Armenian
Marital Status            Married, 2 children, 
                                   7 grandchildren, 3 great grandchildren   
Discipline   Men's artistic gymnastics
Represented   The Former country Soviet Union 
Education                   1956 - graduated from Yerevan State Institute of
                                    Physical Training                              
Career   1964 - Head of the Yerevan School of Gymnastics.  
   The father and former coach of Eduard Azaryan,  
   a 1980 Olympian in gymnastics 
                                    President of RA  Artistic Gymnastics Federation 
Achievements   Medal record. First did one of the most famous   
   exercises on the rings called the Iron Cross or   
   Azaryan Cross in an international competition.
Championship            Participated in competitions held in 49 countries. 
Medals   45 gold medals
                                    42 silver medals
                                    10 bronze medals

7. Are you for or against the Olympic Games? Complete the table.   
    Write as many for and against sentences as you can. 
    An example is provided to help you.

Curriculum Vitae

  Sport helps to become disciplined.               It’s a waste of time.

Curriculum vitae (CV) is a Latin expression 
which can be loosely translated as the course 
of one's life.
CV or a resumé (AmE) in American English 
is a summary of one's education, professional 
history, and job qualifications.

I’m for the Olympic Games. I’m against the Olympic Games.

WRITING
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Name _________________________________
Date and birthplace______________________
Education______________________________
Career_________________________________
Achievements___________________________
Personality_____________________________

Biography of a Famous Person

9. Write the biography of a famous person you know 
    well. Include additional information if you can.

10. Complete the sentences with articles if necessary.

1. _____ Olympics was _____ festival which celebrated on _____   
    one hand _____ Greek gods, and on _____ other hand _____ 
    abilities of _____ Greek people.
2. _____ Olympics were held to honour Zeus - _____ most important     
    God in _____Greek mythology. 
3. _____ Olympics for _____most athletes is _____ ultimate goal.
4. Olympic-style games for _____athletes with _____ disability were 
    organised for _____ first time in _____Rome in _____1960.
5. In 1976, _____ other disability groups were added and _____ idea    
    of merging together different disability groups for international 
    sports competitions was born. 
6. In _____ same year, the first Paralympic Winter Games took place.

11. Listen and repeat.

-  She can play the flute. She can paint pictures. 
   She can write poems. She can grow plants. 
   She can do most things. What can I do? 
    I can't do any of the things she can!
-  You can fight.
-  Yes, but who needs a girl who can fight?
-   I do.

on the one hand - ÙÇ ÏáÕÙÇó
on the other hand - ÙÛáõë ÏáÕÙÇó

 SPOT

LISTENING

Watch out!
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12. Do the quiz and see how ambitious you are.

How Ambitious Are You?

1. Which of these sentences is true for you?
 a. I never work too hard – I easily get tired. (1)
 b. To work hard is not enough. You need luck. (2)
 c.  If I really want to do something I do it. (3)

2. You fail at a competition. What do you think?
 a. I shouldn’t take part in it again. (1)
 b. It wasn’t fair. I did well. (2)
 c. Next time I should work harder. (3)
 
3.  You want the main part in a school performance but you are not really as good as 

others? What do you think?
 a. I am not going to take part in it. (1)
 b. I’ll try again. (2)
 c. There are other parts to play. (3)

4. You have to pass an exam. What do you do?
 a. do nothing (1)
 b. study a little bit (2)
 c. study hard (3)

5. You are the worst player in the school team. What do you do?
 a. leave the team (1)
 b. ask somebody to join the team (2)
 c. train hard (3)

5-7 You don’t like to work hard.  
  You’ll never succeed if you don’t try hard.

8-11 You are ambitious but you don’t work enough.  
  You are a bit lazy.

 
12-15 Congratulations! You are very ambitious.  

  You never give up.

Now score your points and see how ambitious you are.
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UNIT  6   I Am A Dreamer

have dreams
dreams come true
dream of/about
daydream*

Dreams
Langston Hughes

Hold fast* to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.

                     Hold fast to dreams
                     For when dreams go
                     Life is a barren* field
                     Frozen with snow

*hold fast — ³Ùáõñ/åÇÝ¹ µéÝÇñ

*barren — ³Ù³ÛÇ

*daydream — »ñ³½»É; ³Ýáõñç

Do you daydream?

1. Everybody must have a dream.
2. Dreams make people stronger.
3. Dreams make people win.
4. Dreams make people believe in themselves.
5. Life without dreams is boring and empty.
6. How often do you dream?
7. Do you dream in colour or in black and white?
8. Do you believe in your dreams?

1. Listen and learn the poem.

Talking points

 SPOT

LISTENING

WORD
BANK
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2. Read and discuss the article. Take turns asking and 
    answering questions.

Late one night more than a hundred 
years ago, an American inventor ran into a 
problem that seemed impossible to solve. 
He was trying to design a sewing machine, 
but he couldn't think of a way to get the 
thread to run smoothly around the needle. 
He was exhausted and finally went to bed.

However he was so worried that he 
slept very badly. He had a nightmare in 
which he dreamt that he had been captured 
by a tribe of terrible savages. Their king 
threatened to kill and eat him unless he 
could build a perfect sewing machine. 
When he tried to do so, he ran into the 
same problem as before. The king was 

The Value of Dreams

so angry that he ordered his soldiers to kill him immediately. Suddenly, the inventor 
noticed something. The soldiers were all carrying spears, and in the tip of each one of 
them, there was a hole that looked just like an eye.

The inventor woke up and realized that he had just found the solution to the problem. 
Instead of trying to make the thread run around the needle, he should make it run 
through a small “eye” or a hole in the tip.

The inventor's name was Elias Howe, and this simple idea enabled him to design 
and build the first really successful sewing machine. He was not the only famous person 
to find solutions to difficult problems in this way. Thomas Edison, who invented the 
electric light bulb, said that his best ideas came to him in his dreams. So did Albert 
Einstein, the great mathematician and physicist. The novelist Charlotte Bronte also 
got inspiration from her dreams when writing Jane Eyre. Igor Stravinsky, the great 
composer, said that he “slept” on his problems, and when he woke up they were solved.

Few people understand the meaning of dreams. In order to do so, you have to 
understand what happens when you sleep. When you are awake, you notice all sorts of 
things and get lots of ideas without realizing it. When you are asleep, the unconscious 
part of your brain is active and it begins to “digest” this information mentally. Sometimes 
it is that part of the brain that notices something important that the conscious part of 
your brain didn't. The unconscious part of your mind, however, has its own logic and 
language. This is why the strange images in our dreams are sometimes called “secret 
messages of ourselves”.

READING
SPOT
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Use the information in the article to choose the correct options. 

1. What was the inventor's   
    problem?
  a. He was so tired he couldn't think.
  b. He wasn't using the right kind  
      of thread.
  c. He hadn't designed the needle 
        correctly.

2. What do you think is the general   
    “message” of the whole story?
  a. Only inventors, artists and scientists  
      can understand what their dreams  
      are trying to say.
  b. If you work too hard and too late,         
       you may have  terrible nightmares.
  c. Elias Howe wasn't the only  
      person who solved problems         
      when he was asleep.

3. Albert Einstein is mentioned  
    because he
  a. was a great physicist and 
      mathematician.
  b. also had strange dreams.
  c. got many good ideas from his  
      dreams.

4. The idea for the solution came  
     from something
  a. the king said in the dream.
  b. the inventor noticed about the     
      soldiers’ weapons.
  c. the inventor saw after he woke up.

3. Write a paragraph Do you daydream?
WRITING

SPOT
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1. Castle

The Meaning of Dreams

a. One of the most 
common images showing 
insecurity and anxiety. If  you 
are not hurt when you land 
means that things are not going 

to be too bad.

e. This common dream 
when you feel yourself a 
bird means that you wish 
to escape from everyday 

problems.

d.  This image means that you have to 
overcome  obstacles and difficulties. If you climb 
without getting  anywhere it means that there is 
no hope for you to achieve your goal.

c.  Anxiety dreams are very common 
when something is worrying you.  

The mind remembers times in the past 
when you were nervous. 
A common image is a test for which

you were badly prepared.

b. This image represents strength and power.  
If you are inside it means that you are protected 
by the thick walls. If you are outside - you desire 
that safety.

5. Mountains

3. Falling 

2. Exams

4. Flying

4.  Everybody has dreams and remembers images from them. Here is 
a guide to the meanings of the most common images that appear in 
dreams. Match the meaning of dreams with the images.
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be              
float              

give
get             

make            
bring

READING
SPOT

Back to Earth

To Jean and John a magic carpet _____ always _____ just something in fairy tales. 
Now, here they _____ on a carpet that John _____ by using his chemistry set.

Jean asked, “How long have we been up here, John?”
John replied, “I think it must be more than two hours because I _____ hungry.”
His sister quickly urged, “Let’s land.”
As the carpet swooped  downward, Nipper, the dog, _____ a frightened yelp. That 

bark _____ John back from a delightful dream. What a disappointment that was!

6. Complete John’s dream with the correct tense of the verbs below. 

1. mental pictures or ideas
2. a strong wish
3. things that get in your way
4. a feeling of uncertainty
5. a very powerful feeling
6. aim, purpose, target

5. Match the words with their definitions.

f. images 

e. goal

d. anxiety

c. strength

b. desire

a. obstacles
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sleep      have      sit      laugh      begin      point      understand  
read       look       see     come     smile      ask          not wear

Last night I _____ very badly. I _____  a very strange dream. I was in a 
restaurant. I _____ alone and _____ a newspaper. Suddenly I _____ up and _____ 
a man  staring at me. I _____ around and _____ a lot of other people sitting at tables 
near him. They _____and ____ about something. The waiter ___ over to me. He 
___ to smile. I ____ him why  he _____. The other people _____ to laugh even 
louder. The waiter _____ to my legs. Then I _____ why everybody _____ I _____ 
any trousers.

7.  Complete the story with the correct tense of the verbs in the box. 
Some verbs may be used several times.
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8. Choose the correct option.

1. Why _____everybody _____? Was there something funny?
   a. were smiling
   b. was smiling
   c. are smiling
2.  I asked him why he _____.
   a. was smiling
   b. has smiled
   c. smiled
3. Everywhere in this city _____ worth visiting.
   a. is
   b. was
   c. are
4. Everything _____more expensive nowdays.
   a. is getting
   b. are getting
   c. was getting
5. Now I _____much bigger.
   a. is getting 
   b. am getting
   c. was getting
6. How long _____we _____ here?
   a. has been
   b. were
   c. have been
7. They were floating on a carpet that Joan _____ by using his chemistry set.
   a. has made
   b. had made
   c. was made
8. - _____ anything tomorrow morning? 
      - No, I'm free.
   a. You do
   b. Are you doing
   c. Do you do
   d. You doing

We can use the Present Continuous Tense to 
talk about developing and changing situations.
 Your English is improving day by day.

Watch out!

GRAMMAR
REVISION
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9. When I got up the sun _____ .  
   a. rise
   b. have risen
   c. rose
   d. had risen

10. I haven't eaten anything _____ breakfast.
   a. since
   b. for
   c. over
   d. along 

11. Which sentence is grammatically correct?  
      In the UK more couples _____ these days than ever before. 
   a. get divorced  
   b. be divorced
   c. were divorced
   d. has divorced

12. Which sentence does NOT make sense?  
   a. The police arrested the robber. 
   b. The robber was arrested. 
   c. The robber was arrested by the police. 
   d. The police were arrested the robber. 

13. Which sentence expresses a definite future plan? 
   a. My sister'll get married next spring.
   b. My sister is getting married next spring. 
   c. My sister is going to get married next spring.
    d. My sister gets married next spring.  

14. Which sentence expresses a definite future plan? 
   a. She might buy a new house.  
   b. She may buy a new house.  
   c. She is going to buy a new house.  
    d. She is thinking about buying a new house. 

15. Which sentence is correct?
   a. When I had got home I realised that I lost my keys.
   b. When I got home I realised that I had lost my keys.

16. Which sentence is correct?
   a.  When Nare saw the house she realized it was exactly what she 

had always dreamt about.
   b.  When Nare had seen the house she realized it was exactly what 

she always dreamt about.
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17. This is _____ the way to speak to your teacher.
   a. hard
   b. hardly

18. We live _____ the supermarket.
   a. near
   b. nearly

19. - I heard there was a fire in your building yesterday. 
        Was anyone hurt?
      - No, the firefighters _____ get everyone out of the building.
   a. could 
   b. can't 
   c. couldn't
   d. can

20. Look at that sign! You _____ walk on the grass.
   a. can't
   b. couldn't
   c. won't be able to
   d. be able to

21. He has 6 large dogs to protect his house. 
      The _____ the dog, the _____ he feels.
   a. big, safer
   b. biger, safer
   c. bigger, safer

22. - Did you paint the house?
      - Yes. I did it all by _____ .
   a. me
   b. myself
23. She is well-educated, _____ , she has very good manners. 
   a. except
   b. besides
24. Don't lean that ladder _____ the wall.
   a. across 
   b. beside
   c. against
25. I've got friends all _____ the world.  
   a. across 
   b. over 
   c. along 
   d. through
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Dream
Last night I had a strange dream. I was in a world where all the colours were different. 

The grass was orange, the trees were white; in the green sky there was a purple sun and a 
moon the colour of blood. I was a child again, eight years old, and I was lost. I felt very 
frightened and unhappy. In front of me there was a long street, stretching away as far as I 
could see. There were no people, but all around me I heard the noise of big insects. It was 
terribly hot. Suddenly a door opened on my left. I went into the house and ran up the stairs. 
When I got to the top, I saw a field full of blue horses. I called one of them; he came over 
to me and I got on his back. I don’t know how far he took me - we went through forests, 
across rivers, past high mountains covered with black snow. At last we came to a town. The 
streets were full of people dressed in red. Nobody spoke. I said goodbye to my horse and 
walked until I came to a church. Inside I heard my mother’s voice. I pushed the door, but it 
was too big and heavy 
- I couldn’t move it. 
I called as loud as I 
could, but nothing 
happened. Then, 
very slowly, the door 
opened. In the church 
there were hundreds 
of people, all looking 
at me. They started 
to come towards me, 
slowly at first, then 
faster and faster.... 
Then I woke up.

Use the information in the story above to choose the correct option.

3. Too big and heavy
         a. also big and heavy
         b. very big and heavy 
         c. very heavy

4. I was lost
         a. I lost my horse
         b. I lost the way
         c. I was unhappy

9. Read the story. Tell the class about  the  
    dream you saw last night.  Write out all 
    the verbs and make them Simple Present.

1. Hundreds of people
         a. lots of people
         b. two hundred people  
         c. one hundred people  

2. As loud as I could
        a. not very loud
        b. very loud
        c. at the top of my voice

READING
SPOT
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When in Rome, do as the Romans do

2. Join the nouns to make new words.
return       
petrol        
boarding      
seat         
sleeping             

compartment
ticket
station
pass
belt

3. Match the verbs with the nouns.

catch car

go by

travel by

the train

a meal

enjoy hands

shake the world

watch the trip

have

miss

take

plane

a bus

a train

1.  Match the travel-related words and expressions with 
their descriptions.
1. company which commercializes air travel
2. card which authorizes passengers to board a plane
3. register as a guest at a hotel or as a passenger at an airport
4. place where passengers wait before boarding a plane
5. without payment of taxes
6. tiredness after a long flight due to differences in time zones
7. building at an airport where passengers arrive and depart; 
    end of a railway line or bus route
8. leave as a guest at a hotel or as a passenger at an airport

e. departure lounge
d. boarding pass

b. check-out

g. duty free
f. jet lag

c. airline

a. check-in

h. terminal

UNIT 7    Travelling is My Dream 

WORD
BANK
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Travelling to all corners of the world gets easier and easier. We live in a global village.
The British and Americans think that the widespread understanding of their language 

means a corresponding understanding of their customs. The Americans prefer to be casual 
and more informal. The British are cool and reserved. The great topic of conversation 
between strangers in Britain is the weather – unemotional and impersonal. In America, the 
main topic between strangers is the search to find a geographical link. 

Oh, really? You live in  California? I have an uncle there. In Japan, the bow is a very 
important part of greeting someone. You should not expect the Japanese to shake hands. 
Bowing the head is a mark of respect.

4. Use the questions below to discuss the article.

1. What do you think the idiom When in Rome, do as the Romans do means? 
    Is there a similar idiom in Armenian?
2. How well do people in the global world understand each other?
3.  What advice would you give to someone coming to visit or live and work in 

Armenia?

5.  Which adjectives in the box do you think go with the nationalities below? 
Add more adjectives which you think go with the nationalities. 

reserved 
emotional 
lazy 
hospitable 
sociable 

formal 
casual 
quiet 
talkative 
well-dressed

fun-loving 
respectful 
humorous 
serious 
nationalistic 

romantic   
friendly 
punctual 
easy - going  
hardworking

Armenian American British German French Italian Japanese

Talking points

Talking points
1. What is the main topic of conversation between strangers in Armenia?
2. What do you think are the main national features of the Armenians?
3. What American and British customs do you know? 
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Some prefixes change words to give them the opposite meaning.
 un-, im-, in-, dis-  =  not
 mis-, = wrongly

6. Make the opposite of the words below by adding negative prefixes.

emotional    
personal  
punctual  
formal  

personal 
agree  
understand 
important

un-

in-

mis-

dis-

im-

Come with me to Pasadena,
Today at ten we will arrive.
I have been in Pasadena
For a great deal of my life.

Come with me to Pasadena
If you want to have some fun.
Watch the dancing seniorinas
In the heat of the sun.

When I woke up today
I heard someone say,
Girl, it’s raining
And they’re expecting snow.

And this morning I knew
What I had to do
Take the next plane
And finally go.

We are going to Greece
Take a trip to Paris
To escape from the
Stress and strain.

Saving money each day
There must be a way
To get out
In this gather again.

*Pasadena — a suburban city in southern California, north of Los Angeles, 
                   famous for its annual parade on January 1.

7. Listen and learn the song.    

Pasadena*
Karen and Alice Maywood

 SPOT

LISTENING

Watch out!

WORD
BUILDING
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How Do You Prefer Travelling?

I prefer travelling by train to travelling by car. I feel more relaxed when I reach my 
destination. Travelling by train has many advantages. There are no stressful traffic jams. 
Trains are fast and comfortable. You can use the time in different ways. You can just sit 
and read, or watch the world go by. You can work, or you can have a meal or a snack in a 
buffet car.

Travelling by train also has some disadvantages. It is expensive and the trains are 
sometimes crowded and delayed. You have to travel at certain times and trains cannot take 
you from door to door. You need a bus or a taxi to take you to the railway station.

train   car plane ship
fast 
comfortable
not stressful    

  train                                                   car plane ship
expensive
sometimes crowded
sometimes delayed

8.  Use the information in the article to complete the table below with the 
advantages and disadvantages of travelling by car, by train, by plane, and 
by ship.

Advantages Disadvantages
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9.  Complete the article with the correct form of the verbs below. 

Catching a Plane

When you 1._____ at the airport, you should go straight to the check-in-desk where 
your ticket and luggage 2._____. You 3._____your hand luggage with you but your 
suitcases 4._____ to the plane on a conveyor belt. You can now go to the departure lounge.

 If you are on an international flight, your passport 5._____ and then you and your 
bags 6. _____ by security cameras. Sometimes you 7. _____ a body search and your 
luggage 8._____ by a security officer. You 9. _____ in the departure lounge until your 
flight 10. _____ and you 11._____ which number gate to go to. Finally you 12. _____ your 
plane and you 13. _____ to your seat by a flight attendant.

7. a.  is given  
 b.  give  
 c.  are given  
       

8. a. search  
 b. are searched  
 c. is searched  

9. a. is waited  
 b. are waited  
 c. wait       

10. a  is called  
 b. are called  
 c. will be called  

1. a. have arrived
 b. arrived
 c. are arrived

2. a. check        
 b. checked        
 c. are checked

3. a. keep  
 b. are kept  
 c. have kept

4. a. will take  
 b. are taken  
 c. take

5. a. check  
 b. is checked  
 c. are checked  

6. a. is x-rayed  
 b. are x-rayed  
 c. x-rayed   

11. a. were told
 b. are told
 c. told

12. a. board
 b. boarded
 c. are boarded

13. a. are shown
  b. is shown
  c. showed
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Long plane trips can be tiring. Jet lag and fatigue are often problems for travellers 
crossing several time zones. Fortunately, there are things you can do both during and after 
a long flight that can help reduce travel-related discomforts. 

During the flight.
Keep busy. Watch a movie, read a book, write a letter, listen to music.
Drink lots of fluids.
Eat just a little.
Make yourself comfortable.
 A chewing gum or a hard candy during takeoff and landing will help you to avoid ear 
pain.
Sleep.
After arrival.
Set your watch to the destination time zone.
Eat and sleep at the local times right away.

10.  Use the tips below to write about How To 
Relieve the Discomfort of Airplane Travel. 
An example is provided.

You shouldn't focus on your discomfort. You should help pass the time by 
watching a movie.....

  What should travellers do to avoid air travel-related discomforts?

1. The longer the flight, _____ the cabin air dries out.
                         a. more
                         b. the most
                         c. the more
2. Excuse me. Could you tell me where _____?
                         a. the bus station is
                         b. is the bus station
                         c. is it the bus station
3. The older I get, _____ I become.
                        a. more impatient
                        b. the more impatient                        
                        c. the most impatient 

11. Choose the correct option.

WRITING
SPOT
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a.  Discover the magnificent architecture of one of the glories of England - the symbol 
of God!

b. Welcome to the most exciting and memorable wax exhibition!
c. Don’t miss your chance to visit the great museum!
d. Enjoy the architectural masterpiece of the 13-16 centuries!
e. You can’t miss the chance to see the gorgeous statue! 
f.  Turn a typical day into a special event! Visit one of Armenia’s largest, most unique 

spectacular areas and its dozens of rare species!

12. Use the information below to match the advertisements with the 
      places to visit.

2.  The Statue of Liberty stands on 
an island in New York Harbor. It 
is a woman who holds a torch up 
high. It was put up in 1886. The 
statue was given to the United 
States by the people of France 
for the US hundredth birthday. 
It was a symbol of friendship 
between the two countries. Now 
the Statue of Liberty is a symbol 
of freedom for new immigrants 
to this country.

The Statue of Liberty  

1.  The British Museum, founded in 
1753, is one of the great museums 
of the world, showing the works 
of a man from prehistoric times 
to the present day. 

British Museum
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Westminster Abbey

4.  This is Madame Tussaud’s - where 
historical interest,  chilling fear 
and today’s most exciting stars 
combine with light, sound and 
breathtaking special effects to 
make this London’s most exciting 
and memorable exhibition.
You can have an audience with the 
Royal Family, meet the great and 
powerful, mingle with the stars 
and come face to face with the 
infamous.
Known throughout the world, this 
famous exhibition was started 
originally by Madame Tussaud 
in the eighteenth century and has 
developed ever since.

Madame Tussaud’s  
Wax Figures

MADAME TUSSAUD’S

3.  An architectural masterpiece of the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, 
Westminster Abbey also presents countless memorials to the famous and 
the great. It has been the setting for every Coronation since 1066 and for 
numerous other Royal occasions. Today it is still a church dedicated to 
regular worship and to the celebration of great events in the life of the nation.
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Canterbury Cathedral

5.  A Cathedral is a living 
place bearing witness 
to the living God. 
Canterbury Cathedral 
was built by people of 
faith, and it is people of 
faith who make it what it 
is today. People come to 
Canterbury Cathedral for 
many different reasons: 
to see its magnificent 
architecture; because of 
its historical associations; 
because it is one of the 
glories of England, of 
Europe, indeed of the 
world. But, whatever the 
reason for the visit, they 
are coming to a place 
which is a symbol of God 
in his creative energy, 
redeeming love and 
spiritual power.

6.  Khosrov Forest Preserve* was established in the 3rd century by the Arshakuni King 
Khosrov the Great.  Khosrov has become famous for planting over one million 
trees, creating a private hunting preserve while saving a piece of Armenia’s unique 
ecosystem for generations. Most of the forests from his time are gone, clear-cut 
by Mongols, Persians and modern Armenians on illegal logging expeditions. The 
preserve is still important and quite large. The national park protects more than 
1800 species of plants, 156 of which are considered rare, endangered or on the 
verge of extinction, listed in the Red Book.  
Fauna include rare insects, amphibians, snakes.  Although the permission to enter 
the preserve is required officially from the ministry
of Nature Protection in Yerevan, the preserve is under ecological attack by 
international and local huntsmen.

* Khosrov forest preserve - ÊáëñáíÇ ³Ýï³é å»ï³Ï³Ý ³ñ·»Éáó

Khosrov Forest Preserve
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13. Use the information in the advertisements (ads) below to talk about the   
      place you would like to visit.

If you are a confirmed sportsman or 

sportswoman, spend an exciting two weeks’ 

holiday with us canoeing in the beautiful 

Rocky Mountains. 

We provide the car or camping van, maps 

and advice, and you go your own way, 

discovering the America you want to 

discover.
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You will never forget  

the warm welcome of Hawaii.  

Beautiful sunny beaches, friendly people, fine tropical food ...

Spend two weeks  

in exciting New York City.  

Theatre, dance, opera, museums...
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Come to Las Vegas and try your luck !
When you’re tired of winning at the casino, 

relax by the pool or go to watch  
a fabulous show.

A day out for family and friends!
Enjoy the countryside and wildlife!

Rest for a while at one of our picnic places!
Discover the beauty of an old church!

Stay in a campsite for a night and watch 
the sunset and the sunrise!

Keep all the family happy in a spectacular 
theme park! 

For further information call 55 00 00

              A tourist wants to know _______.

  a. where are guided tours
  b. are there guided tours
  c. where can they buy guided tours
  d. if there are guided tours

14. Choose the correct option. 
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farther/further  = distance
 We travelled farther/further  than we expected

further = additional, extra, more advanced
 For further information call our office.

British  (BrE) American (AmE)
farther/further  = distance       farther= distance       

1. An important agreement was reached ___the United Kingdom and  
    its former colonies - Australia, Ireland, South Africa and Canada.
   a.  among
   b. between

2. I like travelling ___ by train ____ by car. ____ of them are attractive.
   a. either, or; either
   b. either, or; each
   c. either, or; both
   d. both, or; either

We are special

Adjective Comparative Superlative

far 
farther  farthest

further furthest

15. Choose the correct answer. 

16. Change the part of speech of the words below 
       by adding suffixes –able, -full, -less, -y.

count
eat
drink
power 

sun
rock
stress
comfort

-full

-less

-y

-able

Watch out!

WORD
BUILDING
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17. Look at the pictures and write a story.  
      The expressions below wll help you.

The Effect of Advertising 

drawing by H. Bidstrup

go fishing - ·Ý³É ÓÏÝáñëáõÃÛ³Ý 
be proud of - Ñå³ñï³Ý³É

be/get surprised - ½³ñÙ³Ý³É
to serve fish - ÓáõÏ Ù³ïáõó»É

WRITING
SPOT
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18. Match the extracts from conversations with their headings.

a. We have 22 channels. Two 
are state run and 20 are 

commercial. But we can pick up 
quite a lot foreign stations.

c. You have to wrap up really  
warm. Minus 15 degrees is 

  quite common, so you need 
  a hat that covers your ears.

e. The problems between 
    Protestants and Catholics 

    in Northern Ireland started 
   a long time ago and are 

  more political than religious.

f. The British Isles is the 
name for a collection of about 

    4000 islands including 
    Great Britain and Ireland.

g. In the higher education 
    sector, universities are 
    entirely self-governing. 

h. British people have 
become much more interested in 
    food. They have discovered 

    that eating can be fun.

i. This magic brandy 
doesn’t burn 

    your throat.

j. Our biggest problem is tax 
paying. We have to learn to 

obey the laws.

d. Buses are not as popular 
    as underground because  

    they stuck in traffic. 

b. A dollar is worth   
    around 300 drams.

1. Currency

10. History

8. Education

7.Geography
6. Food

5. Tax law
4. TV network

3. Public transport

2. National drink

9. Climate
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Having a wonderful time in  __________. Yesterday we took a boat trip on the River ___  to the ___. It used to be* a prison.

19.  Your friend is on a 
touring holiday  in 
Europe. Use the 
messages on the 
postcards he is 
sending you to fill 
in the blanks with 
the places he is  
visiting.   

Many canals here – it’s the most 
romantic place I’ve ever seen. Tonight we are going on a gondola. I hope the gondolier sings. We don’t want to leave _____.     

20. Listen and repeat.

— I had a call from Bill.
— From Bill? Who's Bill?
— He's very special. He telephones me from overseas*. 
     Every day.
— Where from?
— Oh, from wherever he happens to be: Africa, America,      
      Asia. From Australia, this time.

used to be* — Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ,
                        ÙÇ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï,
                        ³ÝóÛ³ÉáõÙ
overseas* —   ³ñï³ë³ÑÙ³Ý

Spent the night on the train travelling north and woke up in 
Edinburgh, the capital of ___.   Was surprised to see a man wearing a sort of coloured skirt. Took a trip to the famous L___N____ but didn’t see a monster. SPOT

LISTENING
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21. Use the information about the places your friend visited last  
      year to complete it by making comparisons.  
       Fill in the blanks using ways of comparing.

______ more I travel _____ more I learn about different countries and 
nationalities. Edinburgh was interesting, but for me, Venice was _____interesting 
_____ Edinburgh, and in some ways London was the _____ interesting of all 
because it was so different _____ any other place I know. It is also the _____ 
ancient and modern at the same time. 

London is the _____ exciting of all the major cities in the world.  It was hot 
in Venice but not _____hot _____in Yerevan.  Yerevan is_____ 

hotter. Venice is _____ older _____ London but not _____old _____ 
Yerevan. Yerevan was _____oldest city I visited. Venice was the _____

romantic place. I loved it. 

Must =   probability (95% certainty)
Ted's flight from Amsterdam took more than 11 
hours. 
He must be exhausted after such a long flight.

1. You_____be kidding! That can't be true. 

2. Greg   Where's the remote control? I want to change the channel. 
    Chris   I don't know. It_____be on my bed. Or, perhaps I     
                absent-mindedly took it into the kitchen. I'll check in there. 

3.  You _____practice the language regularly and push yourself to maintain old 
vocabulary while acquiring new words and expressions. 

4.  _____we move into the living room? It's more comfortable in there and there's 
a beautiful view of the lake.

5. _____ I please use your CD player?

22. Complete the sentences with the modal verbs must, can, shall, could.

Watch out!
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23. Complete the passage with the words below. 
      There are two words you do not need.

It was very foggy and our _____ from Yerevan was delayed. We finally got out of  
Heathrow airport in London at 8 in the evening. 

We decided to go on a guided _____ of the city at night but we then realized that it 
was at least a half an hour's _____ from the airport to the centre of London. We had also 
booked a day _____ to Brighton the next morning and we knew that after our long _____ 
it was going to be difficult to get up early. So we went straight to the hotel.  

We love to _____ and  _____ other countries.

travel
trip

journey      

visit
ride
drive        

flight
tour

voyage

wide, widely
 wide = É³ÛÝ

The door is wide open.
 widely = ß³ï
William Saroyan is widely known all over the world.

be likely to = perhaps
vast = huge = very big

Visitors to the United States are likely to comment on the size and scale of everything. 
For example, the average American farm is huge in comparison with the typical family 
farm of Europe and Asia. The main cities of the United States are connected by a vast 
system of highways and superhighways moving endless streams of cars and trucks, while 
suburban shopping centers with huge parking lots stretch for mile after mile. It's as if  
Americans made everything larger, just to use up the available space.

24. Use the information in the article about the USA to choose the correct  
      options below.

It's a Big Country with Wide Open Spaces

WORD
KNOWLEDGE

Watch out!
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1. _____ 1989, East and West Berlin were separated by a wall.
                           a. During
                           b. Until
                           c. Since
2. The Russians launched the first Sputnik satellite _____ 1957.
                           a. since
                           b. until
                           c. in

1.  To visitors, everything in the United States seems
                        a. larger
                        b. similar
                        c. interesting
2. The typical American farm
                        a. is similar to farms everywhere
                        b. is run by large families
                        c. is much bigger than farms everywhere
3.  Available space means 
                       a. the space they have
                       b. the space they get
                       c. much space
4. People in the United States are influenced by
                      a. the amount of available space
                       b. visitor's impressions of their country
                       c. farming in Europe and Asia
5.  Parking lot is
                       a. a place for walking.
                       b. a place to park a car.
                       c. big place.

British (BrE) American (AmE)

motorway     

centercar park
truck

centre  highway
lorry

 parking lot

25. Choose the correct answer.

26.  Match the words in  British 
English with the words in 
American English.
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A Traveller's Tale

When I was a young man, I was travelling 
in the north-west of India. One evening, after 
hunting in the forest all day, I was returning 
alone to the place where I had put up my tent. 
It was getting dark, and I was walking along a 
narrow path. On my right was a wide river; on 
my left, a thick, dark forest. Suddenly I saw two 
green eyes looking at me from among the trees. 
A man-eating tiger was getting ready to jump 
on me.

What could I do? Should I jump into the 
river and hope to save my life by swimming? 
I looked to the right. In the river there was an 
immense crocodile waiting to welcome me with 
its mouth wide open.

I was so frightened that I shut my eyes. 
I heard branches moving as the tiger jumped. 
I opened my eyes. What do you think had 
happened? The tiger had jumped right over me 
and was now in the jaws of the crocodile. That’s 
a true story, believe it or not!

1. The traveller was
 a.  travelling in the  

north-west of India
 b. hunting
 c. returning to his tent
2. What did the traveller see?
 a. A tiger-eating a man.
 b. Two green eyes.
 c. A tiger.
3. What had happened?
 a.  The tiger ate  

the crocodile.
 b.  The crocodile ate the 

tiger.
 c.  The tiger ate the 

traveller.
4. The crocodile's mouth was
 a. open
 b. shut
 c. wide open

27.  Use the information in the story below to choose 
the correct options and to write your own 
unbelievable story.

Choose the correct option.

WRITING
SPOT
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decklifeboat
iceberg
disaster

launchsink

cabinpassenger
rescuedivide

floating

wreck

28. Use the information in The story of the Titanic to complete the 
      gaps with the correct form of the words in the lifeboats. 

The Story of the Titanic
The Titanic was one of the most famous ships in history. When it _____ in 

1912, it was the biggest moving object ever built. It weighed 46,000 tons and could 
carry 3,295 people on board including _____and crew.

The Titanic had ten _____ - seven for the passengers and three for the crew 
and cargo only. The passengers _____ into three classes. First class provided luxury 
accommodation in very comfortable _____.

The first-class passengers also had access to a restaurant and various cafes. 
The ship also included a swimming-pool and a gym. In fact it was a kind of _____ 
palace.

The Titanic's first voyage began on April 10th 1912 when it set off from 
Southampton in England to New York. It wasn't long before _____ struck. The 
Titanic hit an _____ on April 14th at 11.40 p.m. The Titanic had twenty wooden 
_____ but they were not enough. Out of 2200 people on board only 705 survived. 
The people _____ from the lifeboats by another ship , the Carpathia which picked 
up the Titanic's S.O.S. message. 

The Titanic finally _____ in the early hours of April 15th, 1912. The _____ 
of the ship still lies at the bottom of the ocean. Many objects have been rescued 
from the wreck but the ship itself still lies at the bottom of the sea. Perhaps one day 
scientists will recover it. Who knows if the Titanic will return.

WORD
BUILDING
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Pre-reading task

It’s a long story

1. curiosity    a. ¹ùëáõÑÇ 
2. desperate     b. µ³ó³Ï³Ýã»É      
3. pool      c. Ë÷»É
4. splendid     d. í³ñ·áí ·Ý³É
5. queer     e. ³ÝÑ³Ý·ëï³óÝ»É
6. strike     f. ïÏïÏ³óÝ»É
7. trot     k. ÷ÝÃ÷ÝÃ³É
8. trouble    g. ³Ù³ãÏáï
9. patter                 h. ½³Ûñ³ó³Í
10. duchess    i. ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ
11. mutter    j. Ï³ï³ÕÇ
12. timid                   k. ï³ñûñÇÝ³Ï
13. furious    i. Ñ»ï³ùñùñ³ëÇñáõÃÛáõÝ
14. violently    j. ³í³½³Ý
15. exclaim                   k. Ñáõë³Ñ³ï

29.  Listen to the extract from Alice in Wonderland and try to 
guess the meaning of the words and expressions below. 
Match the English and Armenian meanings.

 1. Do you like fairy tales?
 2. Have you ever dreamt of visiting a fairy wonderland?
 3. If you were a magician what would you do?
 4. Could you describe an imaginary Fairyland?
 5. Why do you think Alice was so desperate?
 6. What makes you desperate?
 7. What kind of story do you think The Pool of Tears is?
  a. a science fiction
  b. a  fairy tale
  c. a  novel       

Talking points

READING
SPOT
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THE POOL OF TEARS

Extract from “Alice in Wonderland” by L. Carroll

“Curiouser and curiouser!” cried Alice.
She was so surprised that for the moment she 

quite forgot how to speak good English. “Now I’m 
getting much bigger, like a very large telescope!” she 
said. When she looked down at her feet, they seemed 
to be almost out of sight*. “Oh, my poor little feet, 
goodbye!” she exclaimed. “I wonder* who will put on 
your shoes and stockings for you now? I shall be a 
great deal* too far off to trouble myself about you, so 
you must manage the best way you can.”

“But I must be kind to them,” Alice thought, “or 
perhaps they won’t walk the way I want them to go! 
Let me see: I’ll give them a new pair of boots every 
Christmas.” And she went on planning how she would 
send the boots as a Christmas present for her own feet.

But at this moment her head struck against the 
roof of the hall and at once she picked up the little golden key and hurried off to the garden 
door.

Poor Alice! It was as much as she could do, lying down on one side, to look through 
into the garden with one eye, but to get through was even more hopeless. So she sat down 
and began to cry again.

“You ought to be ashamed of yourself,” she said a few minutes later, “a big girl like 
you, to go on* crying in this way! Stop this minute, I tell you!” But she went on all the 
same, crying till there was a large pool all round her, about four inches deep, and reaching 
half way down the hall.

After a time she heard a pattering of feet in the distance and she quickly dried her 
eyes to see who was coming.

It was the White Rabbit again, splendidly dressed, with white kid-gloves in one hand 
and a big fan in the other. He came trotting along in a great hurry, muttering to himself. 
“Oh! the Duchess, the Duchess! Won’t she be furious if I’ve kept her waiting?”

Alice felt so desperate that she was ready to ask help of anyone, so when the Rab-
bit came nearer she began in a low, timid voice. “If you please, Sir.” The Rabbit started 
violently, dropped the gloves and the fan, and hurried away into the darkness as fast as he 
could go.

* out of sight — ï»ë³¹³ßïÇó¹ ¹áõñë
* I wonder — Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿
* a great deal — ß³ï
* go on — ß³ñáõÝ³Ï»É
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    T   F

30. Use the information in the fairy tale to choose the correct answer.     

Why was Alice crying?
 a. She was getting much bigger.
 b. She saw the White Rabbit.
 c. She was getting smaller and smaller.

31. What happened when…?

 1. When Alice looked down at her feet…
 2. When she was planning how she would put on her boots…
 3. When Alice wanted to go through the garden door…
 4. When she was sitting and crying…
 5. When the Rabbit came nearer…

32. True or False.

 1. Alice was getting smaller and smaller.
 2. Her feet were very large.
 3.  She wondered how she could put on her shoes and 

stockings.
 4. Alice was desperate.
 5.  She was alone and there was nobody coming up to her.
 6. She knew what had happened to her and who she was.

33. Why? because…

 1. Why was Alice so surprised?
 2. Why did she want to be kind to her feet?
 3.  Why did her head strike against the roof of the hall?
 4. Why was Alice crying?
 5. Why did the Rabbit go away?

Alice picked up the fan and gloves and went on, “Dear, dear! how queer everything is 
today. And yesterday things went on just as usual. I wonder if I’ve been changed in the night? 
Let me think. Was I the same when I got up this morning? I think I can almost remember 
feeling a little different. But if I’m not the same, the next question is, who am I?”
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35. Listen and repeat.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king's horses,
And all the king's men,
Couldn't put Humpty together again.

1. a fast walk
2. to hit     
3. to cry out                                              
4. to disturb
5. many, much 
6. cope with a difficult situation  
7. having lost hope    
8. to continue    
9. surprise, astonishment, miracle  
10. desire to know 
11. strange, unusual 

34. Match the words with the meanings.

k. desperate 

j. wonder

i. a great deal

h. queer

g. curiosity

f. trot

e. strike

d. go on

c. manage

b. trouble

a. exclaim 

 SPOT

LISTENING
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UNIT  8  Welcome To Armenia

We Are Few But We Are Called Armenians
From  Anlreli Zangakatun   by  Paruyr Sevak

We are few but we are called Armenians
We do not put ourselves above anyone
Simply we also admit that we, only we have Mount Ararat
And that it is right here on the clear Sevan 
That the sky could make its exact duplicate
Simply David has indeed fought right here
Simply the Narek was written right here
Simply we know how to build from the rock, a monastery
How to make fish from stone, how to make man from clay
To learn to become the student of the beautiful, 
The kind, the noble, and the good.

We are few, but we are called Armenians
We do not put ourselves above anyone
Simply our fortune has just been so different
Simply we have just shed too much blood
Simply in our lives of centuries long
When we were many and when we were strong
Even then we did not oppress any nation
See, centuries have come and centuries have passed
Yet over no one have we become tyrants.
If we have enslaved, only with our eyes
And if we have ruled, only with our books
If we have prevailed, only with our talents
And if we have ever oppressed, 
It has only been with our wounds.

See we do not put ourselves above anyone, 
But we know ourselves 
We are called Armenians
And why should we not feel pride about that
We are, we shall be, and become many.

1. Listen and learn the poem.  SPOT

LISTENING
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a. Fate has placed Armenia on an arduous area. The ancient country lay 
on the crossroads between the East and West, North and South. Thus it suffered 
heavy losses becoming a battlefield of clashes between various nations pursuing 
their interests. People of Armenia have had a constant fear of losing the land of 
their ancestors.

b. The biggest 
depository of old Armenian 
manuscripts is Matenadaran 
which houses more 
than eighteen thousand 
manuscripts. Matenadaran 
is also a scientific research 
institute. Its manuscripts 
and valuable documents are 
available for the scientists 
and scholars who come from 
all over the world to conduct 
research in  ancient history, 
astronomy, medical science, 
chemistry, mathematics, etc.

c. Armenia is a country of contrasts. In this small piece of land sultry 
summer and eternal winter exist almost side by side. The valleys can be as hot 
as tropics while mountains are covered with snow all the year round. 

2. Use the information below to match the paragraphs               
    with the questions.

1. Where does the name Hayastan come from?
2.  Why did people of Armenia have a constant fear of losing the land 

of their ancestors?
3. Why is Armenia a country of contrasts?
4. How is Armenia trying to solve its environmental problems?
5. Where are the ancient Armenian manuscripts kept?
6. What has become one of the symbols of Armenians?

READING
SPOT
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d. Armenia is a rocky country. The legend 
says that God intending to test the diligence and 
patience of the nation granted them the rockiest 
part of the earth. And people used the stones to 
worship God. They built magnificent churches in 
the most inaccessible places and carved unique 
cross stones which have become one of the 
symbols of the nation.

e. The original Armenian name for the 
country was Hayk. The name later evolved into 
Hayastan a combination of Hayasa or Hayk with 
the Persian suffix -stan (land) in the Middle Ages. 
Hayk was one of the great Armenian leaders after 
whom the Land of Hayk was named. According to 
legend, Hayk was a great-great-grandson of Noah  

and according to an ancient Armenian tradition, a forefather of all Armenians. He is said to 
have settled at the foot of Mount Ararat,  travelled to assist in building the Tower of Babel, 
and, after his return, defeated the Babylonian king Bel near the mountains of Lake Van. 
Pre-Christian accounts suggest that Nairi, meaning land of rivers, used to be an ancient 
name for the country's mountainous region.  The traditional etymology is from Armenak or 
Aram, the    great-grandson of Haik's great-grandson, and another leader who is, according 
to Armenian tradition, the ancestor of all Armenians. Akkadian inscriptions mention 
Armani, locating them in the southern 
Armenian Highlands near Lake Van. 

f. Armenia is trying to solve 
its environmental problems. It has 
established a Ministry of Nature 
Protection and introduced taxes for 
air and water pollution and solid 
waste disposal. Armenia is interested 
in cooperating with other members of 
the Commonwealth of Independent 
States (CIS, a group of eleven former 
Soviet republics) and with members 
of the international community on 
environmental issues. 
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3. Armenian last names generally fall into five specific categories: 
     Aristocracy, Parent, Geography, Occupation or Trait. Use the information in 

the article to match the paragraphs with the headings.

3. Aristocracy

1. Geography 

4. Parent2. Occupation
5. Trait

Interesting.... Armenian Names

The study of Armenian names is a fascinating exercise, since virtually every aspect of 
the culture is reflected in names.

Have you ever thought about the meaning of "ian"?
Most Armenian names end in "ian" or "yan," meaning the "son of," but some Diaspora 

Armenians have changed these endings to blend in their host societies. A name ending in 
"ian" is not always exclusively Armenian, since the ending can also be occasionally found in 
names in Irish, Persian, English, Philippine and some other cultures.

a.  The ancient Armenian aristocracy ("Nakharar" class) was derived from Persian 
stock and many of their names ended in "uni" or "ooni." Most of these families were 
destroyed over the centuries but some still survive today, e.g., Sasuni, Rshtuni.
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4. Someone is coming to visit Armenia.  
    Give tips on the areas below. 
    An example is provided.

b.  Many Armenian names are derived from the first 
names of an ancestor, e.g. Davidian, "son of David," 
Stepanian, "son of Stepan," or Krikorian, "son of 
Krikor/Grigor." Until the 19th century, virtually all 
first names had a religious origin, so most of those 
last names are also religious.

c.  Some last names are based on geographic origin. 
  A typical example is Vanetzian "from Van." These 

names were typically given to the immigrants 
who migrated from different regions of Armenia. 
Obviously everyone living in Marash would not 
call himself or herself "Marashlian".

d.  Most last names were taken from the professions of 
an ancestor. A typical example is Vosgerichian, "son of a goldsmith."                                                                             

e.  The most confusing and curious names are those based on some trait of an ancestor. Some 
of these traits are not physical, but rather reflect personality  or social status; e.g., Melikian 
"son of the king". The name Harutunian could be based on an ancestor named Harutune 
(so-named because he was born around Eastertime).

   Many last names today have been shortened or modified to aid  pronunciations by 
non-Armenians, e.g., the name Mugerditchian. Mkrtichian  becomes "Mugar,"  These 
abbreviated names often drop the ian" ending, and are not immediately identifiable as 
being Armenian to an outsider.

  Names with the prefix "Der" or "Ter" show that one of the ancestors was a "Der Hayr" 
(a married parish priest), a position of great social status among Armenians, e.g., 
DerBedrosian, Ter Petrosian.

You should visit Armenian churches.

AccomodationClothes Weather

Food and drinkPlaces to visit

Things to do

Money

WRITING
SPOT
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1. Saroyan decided to become a writer after his mother showed him some of his father's 
writings. His first stories appeared in the 1930s. Many of Saroyan's stories were based 
on his childhood experiences 
among the Armenian-American 
fruit growers, or dealt with the 
rootlessness of the immigrant. 
The  short story collection  
My Name is Aram (1940), an 
international bestseller, was 
about a young boy and the 
colourful characters of his 
immigrant family. It has been 
translated into many languages.

2. Saroyan learned to type 
in a technical school, which 
he left at the age of 15. He 
continued his education on his 
own, supporting himself by 
taking odd jobs, such as working 
as an office manager for the San 
Francisco Telegraph Company.

3. Saroyan worked rapidly, 
hardly editing his text, and drinking and gambling away much of his earnings. From 1958 
on, he mainly resided in a Paris apartment. Saroyan published essays and memoirs, in which 
he depicted the people he had met on travels in the Soviet Union and Europe, such as the 
playwright George Bernard Shaw, the Finnish composer Jean Sibelius, and Charlie Chaplin. 
In 1952, Saroyan published The Bicycle Rider in Beverly Hills, the first of several volumes 
of memoirs. In the late 1960s and the 1970s, Saroyan earned more money and finally got out 
of debt.

4. Saroyan was born in Fresno, California, USA, in August 31, 1908.  At the age of 
four, William Saroyan was placed in the Fred Finch Orphanage in Oakland, California, 
together with his brother and sister, an experience he later described in his writing. Five 
years later, the family reunited in Fresno, where his mother, Takoohi, had got a job.

5. Saroyan served in the US Army during World War II. In 1943, Saroyan married 
Carol Marcus (1924-2003) who was 18 at the time. They had two children, Aram Saroyan 

5. Classify the biographical information about  
    William Saroyan into chronological order.        READING

SPOT
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 BUILDINGWORD

and the late Lucy. By the late 40s, Saroyan's increasing drinking and gambling were the 
reason for divorce. They remarried and divorced again. Daughter Lucy became an actress, 
and son Aram became a writer who published a book about his father.

6. On Monday, May 18, 1981, Saroyan died in Fresno, California, of prostate cancer, 
at age 72. "Everybody has got to die," he had said, "but I have always believed an exception 
would be made in my case." Half of his ashes were buried in California, and the remainder 
in Armenia.

7. Saroyan's plays were drawn from deeply personal sources. My Heart's in the 
Highlands (1939), his first play, was a comedy about a young boy and his Armenian family. 
Saroyan is probably best remembered for his play The Time of Your Life (1939). The Human 
Comedy (1943) is based on Saroyan's memories of Fresno, California. Interest in Saroyan's 
novels declined after the war, when he was criticized for sentimentality. Manuscripts of a 
number of unperformed plays are now at Stanford University with his other papers. 

Prefix  re-,   =  again
           mis-, =  wrong

6. Make new words by adding  suffixes and prefixes.

married    
colour
root  
rootless

united
performed
publish
understand

re-

un-

mis-
-less

-ness

-ful

Watch out!
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1.  I would like to speak better English. I often _____ understand what people are 
saying.  

   a. dis- 
   b. un- 
   c. mis- 
   d. de- 

2. It is important to consider not only the advantages, but also the 
    _____ advantages.  
   a. un- 
   b. dis- 
   c. mis- 
   d. il- 

3.  What does the suffix -ful do to the word house in the sentence below? 
We had a houseful that weekend.

  a. It tells you that our house was empty that weekend.
  b. It tells you that our house was a mess that weekend.
  c. It tells you that we had lots of people staying in our house that weekend.

4. What does the word tireless mean?
   a. always feeling tired
   b. never feeling tired
   c. feeling less tired than someone else

5. If you wanted to say someone is not helpful, which word would you use?
   a. inhelpful
   b. unhelpful
   c. helpfulless

6. Which of these is the correct spelling? 
    We had a _____ .
   a. disagreement
   b. dissagreement
   c. disagrement

7. It's _____ to speak to him, he's very stubborn.
   a. useful
   b. use
   c. useless
   d. user

Choose the correct option.GRAMMAR
REVISION
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8. Water in Armenia is _____, you can take it directly from the tap.   
  a. drinkable 

   b. undrinkable 
   c. curable 
   d. incurable

9. Which one is NOT possible? 
    This steak is completely _____, it's cold and tough. 
   a. edible 
   b. inedible 
   e. uneatable

10. Safe is an adjective, what is its related noun?
   a. safely
   b. safer
   c. safety
   d. safeness

11. He _____ sailed around the world in 72 days.  
    successful 
    successfully 
    succeed 
    unsuccessfully 

12. Suffix -ship means 
   a. connected with
   b. a state or action
   c. a person who does something as a job or hobby
   d. pertaining to or referring to

13. Suffix -ment means 
   a. not having something
   b. a state, action, or quality
   c. in a particular way
   d. the art or science of
14. Which of the following cannot use the suffix –ship? 
   a. citizen
   b. friend
   c. clock
   d. member

15. You always have to fasten your _____ belt when you travel by plane. 
   a. safe
   b. safety
   c. safeable
   d. saving
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UNIT 9   I Know A Lot About English    
And American Customs, 
Traditions And Celebrations

 a. I’m in Love!
On 14th February, St Valentine’s Day, 
many people send a card to the one 
they love or someone whom they have 
fallen in love with.
People usually do not sign these cards 
and a lot of time is spent trying to 
guess who has sent them!

1. Match the descriptions with the festivals.

3. Easter Eggs
4.  Halloween is a Holiday  

for Children in America

1. Saint Valentine's Day
2. Pankake Day

     A traditional verse inside  
 a Valentine’s card  

 b. Traditionally Easter eggs, dyed and 
decorated or made of chocolate, are given as 
presents symbolising new life and the coming of 
spring. On  Good  Friday people sell hot cross 
buns, which are small sweet rolls toasted and 
eaten with butter. Easter Monday is a holiday 
and many people travel to the seaside for the day 
or go and watch one of the many sporting events, 
such as football or horse-racing. Schools close 
for two weeks at  Easter.

5. Independence Day
6. Thanksgiving Day

be my Valentine
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Sugar is sweet,
And so are you.
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 c. Pancake Day is the day in February before Lent starts. Lent is a 
Christian fast which lasts for 40 days before Easter. This refers to the time when Christ 

went into the desert and fasted for forty 

days. Although not many people actually 

give up eating during this period, they eat 

lots of pancakes made from flour, milk and 

eggs, all things which should not be eaten 

during Lent. Pancake Day is traditionally 

a day of celebration, the last day that you 

can eat what you want until Easter.  

Some towns also hold pancake races on 

that day. People run through the streets 

holding a frying pan and throwing the 

pancake in the air. Of course if they 
drop the pancake they lose the race! 

 d. There were thirteen British 
colonies in the North American continent. 
They were part of the British Empire and 
they paid taxes to the British king, who was 
3,000 miles away across the Atlantic. After 
the War of Independence  the Declaration 
of Independence from Britain was signed 
by Congress in 1776. The Liberty Bell rang 
out on the 4th of July in Philadelphia. A 
new country, the United States of America, 
was started. 
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e. The Puritans, the 
English Protestants, 
people who want to 
“purify” the Church 
of England of all 
Roman Catholic 
influence, were put in 
prison and sometimes 
even killed in the 
reign of the king 
James I. In 1620 they 
sailed from Plymouth 
in a ship called the 
Mayflower to start a new life in America. The service they held to thank God for their 
arrival became a traditional annual celebration in America, called Thanksgiving, a 
day to gather friends, feast and give thanks.

f. Halloween means holy evening and takes place on 31 st October.   
Although it is a much more important festival in the United States than in Britain, 

it is celebrated by many people in the UK.
In the evening there are lots of  fancy dress parties. People dress up as witches, 

ghosts, devils, cats, bats or anything scary. Children paint their faces to look like 
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monsters. Then they carry boxes or bags from house to house. Every time they come to 
a new house, they say: “Trick or treat! Money or eat!” The adults put treatmoney or 
sweets in their bags.

Some children think of other people on Halloween. They carry boxes for UNICEF 
(the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund). They ask for money to 
help poor children all around the world. Of course, every time they help UNICEF, they 
usually receive a treat for themselves, too.

Hallowe'en wouldn't be fun without witches. Witches have always been part of 
popular folklore. Shakespeare's play "Macbeth" opens with three witches. A witch was 
someone - usually a woman - who had special powers and had dealings with the devil. 

The pumpkin has become a symbol of Hallowe'en. People empty a pumpkin, cut 
a face into the side and put a candle inside to make a lamp. It's known as a Jack O' 
Lantern from an Irish legend about a man called Jack, who made a deal with the devil. 

Black cats, frogs, mice and spiders are just some of the animals associated with 
Hallowe'en. Generally, the more unpleasant the animal, the stronger the Hallowe'en 
connection. Animals like bats are particular favourites, and if, as is the case with 
vampire bats, they like drinking blood, they are high on the Hallowe'en list.
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 e.g.    Halloween means “the day before All Hallows.” (What) 
          What does Halloween mean?

1. It’s not really a church holiday, it’s a holiday for children.  (What kind of)
2. Children pick large orange pumpkins.  (What)
3. They cut faces in the pumpkins and put lights inside. (What)
4. They carry boxes or bags from house to house. (What)
5. Some children think of other people on Halloween. (Who)

2. Take turns asking and answering the questions below.                  
     An example is provided.

3. a. could stay
    b. couldn't stay
    c. needn't stay
    d. shouldn't stay

5. a. jokes
    b. jokes on
    c. jokes at
    d. tricks on

2. a. at least
    b. at the least                             
    c. at last                                          
    d. last             

1. a. it
    b. there
    c. their
    d. ---

4. a. in the first
    b. since the first
    c. at the first
    d. on the first

3. Use the information in the joke to complete it with the correct                
    alternatives below.

A few years ago 1._____ was a very unclear photograph of a man on the front page of  
The Guardian newspaper. The article said that it was the first picture ever taken and that it 
was 2._____ two hundred or more years older than any other photo in the world. Somebody 
in Japan discovered it hidden in a cave where it had been untouched for over two centuries. 
A special exhibition was arranged just for one day for the public to view it in London.The 
reason for that short viewing was because the negative was so old that it 3. _____ in the 
light for very long. When people went there, there was nothing to see.

The article had been written 4._____ of April, which is April Fool's Day, the day when 
people play 5._____ their friends.                                                                                 
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 1. At Easter — people
  a. eat cross buns
  b. light bonfires
  c. make pancakes
 2. Children dress up as witches
  a. at Easter
  b. at Thanksgiving
  c. at Hallowe'en
 3. St Valentine's day is in
  a January
  b February
  c March
 4. People play tricks        

  a. on April Fool's day
   b. on Christmas day
   c. on New Year's Eve

 5. British children receive their Christmas presents on
  a.  Christmas Eve
  b.  Christmas morning
  c.  December 24

1. I bought an audio course _____ I could improve my English. 
                                      a. that
                                      b. in order that
                                      c. so that

2. Please, ask Harry _____ we can bring to the party.
                                      a. if
                                      b. what
                                      c. whether

3. I wonder _____ you could take me home now.
                                      a. that
                                      b. when
                                      c. if

5. Choose the correct answer.

4. How well do you know English and American festivals?
    Choose the correct option.
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True or False?

1.  Quebec's Winter Carnival is one special day every year.
2.  Bonhomme Carnaval is a man dressed as a snowman.
3.  The snow sculpture display takes place outdoors.
4.  Several million tourists visit the carnival each year.

6. Use the information about the Quebec Winter Carnival to answer the 
    questions below.

    T   F

Quebec's Winter Carnival 
is a special celebration in 
Canada. This holiday started 
about 50 years ago and lasts for 
17 days each year. It celebrates 
the sights and sounds of winter.

The Winter Carnival 
has a special character 
called Bonhomme Carnaval. 
Bonhomme Carnaval  looks 
like a snowman, but he is 
really a man in a snowman's 
costume. Bonhomme Carnaval  
is present at all of the carnival 
activities, and he plays an 
important role as the symbol of 
the celebration.

There are many exciting 
activities at the Winter 
Carnival. For example, there 
are night parades. There is also 
a snow sculpture display. This 

display is like an outdoor museum, where artists show sculptures they have 
made out of snow. Finally, there are many sporting events such as ski races, 
canoe races, and even a «snow swim». The Winter Carnival has become very 
popular with tourists. Now almost a million people come to this northern city to 
visit the carnival each year.

Learn about the Quebec Winter 
Carnival in Quebec City
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7. Write a reply to David’s letter.  
    Describe the Armenian national celebrations.

Dear Vardan,
Merry Christmas!
May this special time of the year, bring all the things that you deserve, 
because you are so very dear.
You asked me to tell you about the American national celebrations. I’ll 
try to be short and interesting.
American’s share three national holidays with many countries: Easter 
Sunday, Christmas Day and New Year’s Day. Many Americans follow 
old traditions of colouring hard-boiled eggs  and giving children baskets 
of candy on Easter Sunday in spring. Decorating houses with lights, 
putting up Christmas trees, giving gifts and sending greeting cards  have 
become traditions on Christmas Day, December 25. The celebration of 
the New Year’s day, January 1, begins the night before when people 
gather to wish each other a happy and prosperous coming year. 
Eight other holidays are uniquely American. For most Americans 
two of these stand out above the others. Thanksgiving Day, the fourth 
Thursday in November and the Fourth of July, or Independence Day.  
The other six are: Martin Luther King Day, President’s Day, Memorial 
Day, Labour Day, Columbus Day, Veterans Day.
While not holidays, two other days of the year inspire colourful 
celebrations: On February 14, Valentine’s Day  people give presents 
to the ones they love. On October 31, Halloween, children dress up in 
funny or scary costumes and go “trick or treating”. If they are given 
something nice, a “treat”, they go away, if not, they play a “trick”.  
Various ethnic groups in the United States celebrate days with special 
meaning to them even though these are not national holidays. 

Looking forward to hearing from you soon
Best wishes,

David

From:  David                    Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject 

WRITING
SPOT
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Talking points

Christmas and New Year

In Britain Christmas Day is normally spent at home, with the family. Preparations 
start well in advance, with the sending of Christmas cards and installation of a decorated 
Christmas tree in a prominent place in the home. For most British families this is the 
most important festival of the year. It combines the Christian 
celebration of the birth of Christ with the traditional festivities 
of winter. 

There are a lot of traditions connected with Christmas 
but perhaps the most important one is the giving of presents. 

Family members wrap up their gifts and leave them at 
the bottom of the Christmas tree to be found on Christmas 
morning. Children leave a long sock or stocking at the end 
of their bed on Christmas Eve, 24th December. They hope 
that Father Christmas or Santa Claus will come down the 
chimney during the night and bring them small presents, fruit and nuts. They are usually 
not disappointed! At some time on Christmas Day the family will sit down to a big turkey 
dinner followed by Christmas pudding. They will probably pull a cracker with another 

member of the family. It will make a loud crack and a coloured 
hat, small toy and joke will fall out!

Later in the afternoon they may watch the Queen on 
television as she delivers her traditional Christmas message 
to the United Kingdom. If they have room* for even more 
food they may enjoy a piece of Christmas cake or eat a hot 
mince pie. 

New Year is often a party either at home with family and 
friends or in the local pubs and clubs. Merrymaking begins 
on New Year’s Eve. The stroke of midnight is for cheering, 
whistling, kissing and the drinking of toasts.

have room* - ï»Õ áõÝ»Ý³É

8.  Use the information in the article to compare 
Christmas in Britain or in the USA with Christmas 
in Armenia. The questions below will help you.

1. When do Armenian people celebrate Christmas?
2. How do you usually celebrate New Year (what you eat/wear/do)?

READING
SPOT
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Speaker's Corner in the north-east corner of Hyde Park in London is by 
tradition an area where public speeches can _____ by anyone who has anything 
to say. The area was set aside for such use in 1872, after Hyde Park itself _____ a 
popular centre for public speaking.

Speakers _____ to the crowds from a soapbox - an improvised platform. 
Individual speakers or representatives of various organizations _____ their 
speeches at weekends - to the amusement of passers by. Crowds often _____ around 
a speaker, and 'generally _____ free to make comments on the speech. Speakers' 
Corner is a symbol of free speech.

9. Complete the article with the correct form of the verbs below.

make
become

talk
deliver

gather
feel

What Is Speakers' Corner?
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If  you _____invited to an English home you will _____ a cup of tea at five o’clock 
in the morning, for breakfast,  at eleven o’clock in the morning,  after lunch, then you will 
have tea for tea, after supper and again at eleven o’clock at night.

You won't refuse tea under the following circumstances: if it  _____ hot, if it _____ 
cold, if you  _____ tired, if anybody _____ that you might 
be tired, if you _____ nervous, if you _____ happy, before 
you _____ out, if you  out, if you have just returned home, 
if you have had no tea for some time, if you have just had 
a cup.

You definitely must not follow my example. I sleep at 
five o’clock in the morning. I have coffee for breakfast. I 
drink innumerable cups of black coffee during the day.

The other day, for instance, I  wanted  a cup of coffee 
and a piece of cheese for tea. It _____ a very hot day, 
and my wife _____ some cold coffee and _____ it in the 
refrigerator, where it _____ solid. On the other hand, she 
_____ the cheese on the kitchen table, where it _____. So 
I_____ a piece of coffee and a glass of cheese.

Why Do the English Always Drink 
Milk with Their Tea?

People from around the world often wonder 
why the English always drink milk with their tea. The 
answer is that in the 17th and 18th centuries the china 
cups, tea was served in,  were so delicate they would 
crack from the heat of the tea. Milk was added to cool 
the liquid and stop the cups from cracking. This is 
why, even today, many English people add milk to 
their cups before adding the tea.

10. Use the information in the article to find the English equivalents for the 
      Armenian words in the box.

Ù³ïáõóíáõÙ ¿ñ                  ³í»É³óíáõÙ ¿ñ 

be
get

think
make

freeze
leave

put
melt

have
go

11. Complete the joke with the correct tense of the verbs in the box. 
      Some verbs can be used several times.
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12.  Use the information in the article to mark the tea clippers’ route                    
       on the map below. 

Tea Clipper Races

Tea became very popular. 
In the nineteenth century, the 
Americans designed a new type of 
ship to bring tea from China to the 
West. These ships were called tea 
clippers, and they were the fastest 
ships in the world.  

In the middle of the nineteenth 
century, the new tea clippers raced 
every year from China to Britain. 
The clipper races were an exciting 
and popular sporting event. Several 
clippers left Canton at the same 
time and raced down the China Sea, 
past Singapore, across the Indian 
Ocean, and round the Cape of Good 
Hope. (Unfortunately, the Suez Canal in Egypt was not open at that time.) They continued up 
the Atlantic Ocean, along the west coast of Africa, past the Azores Islands, and into the English 
Channel. Three to four months after leaving China, the clippers sailed up the River Thames to 
London. The first ship to arrive sold its tea at the highest price, and the captain and crew made a 
lot of money.   
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Adjectives of nationality can be used with the definite article to talk 
about groups of people.  
    e.g. The British are very proud of their sense of humour.

The British means all (the) British people. 
Certain adjectives can also be used in the same way.

    e.g. He's collecting money for the blind.

13. Read the article and answer the questions.

Why Do They Drive on the Left in Britain?

The question suggests that only the British drive on the left, but in fact, out of 
178 countries in the world, there are about 50 that drive on the left, including Japan. 
However, most of them are former British colonies. The reason goes back to the days 
when people travelled by horse. Most people are right-handed, and thus the left is 
the natural side to ride on if you are on horseback and need your right hand to hold 
a sword in case of trouble. So why didn't the rest of the world do the same? Because 
of Napoleon Bonaparte. He insisted that his armies marched on the right, and as he 
marched through Europe, he imposed this rule wherever he went. In the twentieth 
century Adolf Hitler did the same.

Remember
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14. Use the information in the article to answer the questions in the box.

1. How many countries in the world drive on the left?
 a. only Britain
 b. about 50 countries
 c. 178 countries

2. Why do they drive on the left in Britain?
 a. because people are right-handed
 b. the left is the natural side to ride on if you are on horseback
 c. people need their right hand
 d. the reason goes back to the days when people travelled by horse

3. Why didn't the rest of the world drive on the left?
 a. because of Napoleon Bonaparte and Adolf Hitler
 b. because the rest of the world didn't like driving on the left
 c. because most of the countries are former British colonies

15. Choose the correct option.

1. In Britain you ____ drive a car when you're seventeen.

 a. must
 b. are able to
 c. ought to
 d. are allowed to

2. People ___ on the left in Britain.

 a. have driven
 b. are driving
 c. had driven
 d. drive

3. By the time I got to the station, the train ____.

 a. had left
 b. was leaving
 c. is leaving
 d. left
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in the end – finally
at the end – at the point where something finishes

  In the end it was decided that mother would stay at home.
    At the end of the book there is a glossary.

Pre-reading task

It’s a long story

Of all the different ideas that have been started lately, I think that the very best 
is the notion of celebrating once a year “Mother’s Day”.

We decided to have a special celebration of Mother’s Day. We thought it was a 
fine idea. It made us realise how much Mother had done for us for years.

So we decided that we’d make it a great day, a holiday for all the family and 

HOW WE KEPT MOTHER’S DAY

17. What do you think the story is about?

by Stephen Leacock 

for the difference

1. arrange     a. í»ñ³µ»ñÙáõÝù
2. celebrate    b. ½³ÙµÛáõÕ 
3.  hire      c. ½³ñ¹³ñ»É
4. lately     d. ³éÇÃ
5. pack      e. Ýå³ï³Ï
6. realize    f. í»ñç»ñë
7. treat     k. ¹³ë³íáñ»É
8. notion    g. ïáÝ»É
9. decorate                  h. í³ñÓ»É
10. occasion    i. Ñ³ëÏ³óáõÃÛáõÝ
11. purpose    j. ÷³Ã»Ã³íáñ»É
12. basket                    k. ·Çï³Ïó»É

16.  Listen to the story How We Kept Mother's Day and try to guess the 
meaning of the words and expressions below. Match the English 
and Armenian meanings.

Watch out!

READING
SPOT
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do every thing we could to make Mother happy. 
Father decided to take a holiday from his office, 
so as to help in celebrating the day. And my sister 
Ann and I stayed home from college classes, and 
Mary and my brother Will stayed home from High 
School. It was our plan to make it a day just like 
Christmas or any big holiday and so we decided to 
decorate the house with flowers. We asked Mother 
to do it, because she always does it.

The two girls thought it would be a nice thing 
to dress in their best for a big occasion and so they 
both got new hats. Father had bought silk ties for 
himself and us boys. We were going to get Mother 
a new hat, too, but it turned out* that she liked her 
old hat better than a new one.

After breakfast we decided that we would 
hire a motor car and take Mother for a beautiful 
drive away into the country. Mother is hardly ever able to have a treat like that because 
she is busy in the house nearly all the time.

But on the very morning of the day we changed the plan a little bit. We all felt 
that it would be nicer to have a definite purpose. It turned out that Father had just got a 
new rod the day before, and he said that Mother could use it if she wanted to. In fact, 
he said it was practically for her. Only Mother said she would watch him fish rather 
than fish herself.

So we got everything arranged for the trip. Mother cut some sandwiches and 
packed everything up in a basket for us.

When the car came to the door, it turned out that we couldn’t all get in. Father 
said that he could stay at home and work in the garden. There was a lot of dirty work 
that he could do. He said that he wanted us to be happy and have a big day. The girls 
said that Mother had only to say the word and they’d gladly stay at home and work.

In the end it was decided that Mother would stay at home and have a lovely 
restful day round the house. It turned out anyway that Mother didn’t care for* fishing 
and also it was just a little bit cold and fresh out-of-doors, though it was lovely and 
sunny, and Father was afraid Mother might get cold if she came.

So we all drove away, and Mother stood and watched us as long as she could 
see us.

We had the loveliest day. Father and the boys fished, the girls met quite a lot of 
people. We all had a splendid time.

* turned out — å³ñ½í»É
* care for — Ñ»ï³ùñùñí³Í ÉÇÝ»É
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1. Is there a special celebration of Mother’s Day in your family?
2. Do you realise how much your mother does for you?
3. Do you think mothers deserve to be given special attention only once a year?
4. What do you prefer to receive presents or to present them?
5. Did you like the story?
6. Don’t you think the people in the family are selfish?
7. What conclusions have you made?

It was quite late when we got back. The dinner was ready. It was grand. Mother had 
to get up and down during the meal fetching things back and forward. Father noticed it and 
said she simply mustn’t do it, that he wanted her to spare herself*.

When the dinner was over all of us wanted to help clear the things up and wash the 
dishes, only Mother said that she would do it herself.

It was quite late when it was all over, and when we all kissed Mother before going to 
bed, she said it had been the most wonderful day in her life, and I think there were tears in 
her eyes.

1. Why did the family members decide to have a special celebration of  Mother’s Day?
2. Why did they hire a car?
3. Why did they change their plan a little bit?
4. Why did mother stay at home?
5. Why was mother crying? 

18. Why? because…

Talking points

* spare herself — ËÝ³Û»É Çñ»Ý
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20. True or False.

1. The family did everything they could to make mother happy.
2.  They decorated the house, bought a present for mother, hired a car and 

went to the country.
3. Mother liked fishing.
4. Father stayed at home and worked in the garden.
5. The whole family went to the country and had a good time.
6. Mother prepared dinner and fetched things back and forward.
7. Everybody helped her.
8. After dinner all the family helped mother to clear the things up.
9. Mother had the most wonderful day in her life.
10.  Her family was very kind to her. She had never had a treat like that.

                        
                        1. pay for temporary use of something             
                        2. make a choice, arrive at a solution   
                        3. go and bring             
                        4. honour a notable occasion    
                        5. put in proper order, make preparations  
                        6. put together                                                          
                        7. become clear              
                        8. clearly understand
       9. lately
      10. treat      

    T   F

19. What happened when…?

1. When the family decided to make Mother’s Day a big holiday…
2. When father and the children decided to hire a car…
3. When they changed the plan a little bit…
4. When the car came to the door…
5. When father and the children got back home…
6. When the dinner was over…
7. When the children kissed mother and  went to bed…

f. realise
e. fetch

d. hire
c. decide

b. arrange
a. pack

h. celebratei. recently

j. attitude

21. Match the verbs with the meanings. 

g. turn out
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M O R P H O L O G Y

WORDS

P A R T S  O F  S P E E C H

NUMERALSPRONOUNS

NOUNS VERBS

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

ADVERBS

CONJUNCTIONS INTERJECTIONS

S Y N T A X

SENTENCES

P A R T S  O F  T H E  S E N T E N C E

PREDICATE OBJECTSSUBJECT

ADVERBIAL MODIFIERS

ATTRIBUTES

F O R M A L  S U B J E C T

1. It (is) It is cold.

2. One   (can)
                   (may)
                   (must) 

One can do it.
One may do it.
One must do it.

3. There (is) There is a paper on the table.

appendix 
Structure Of English Grammar
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Clauses cannot stand alone

Adverb clauses

PR
IN

C
IP

A
L

CL
AU

SE
CLAUSE

(MAIN)
PRINCIPAL

SU
BO

RDINATE SUBORDINATE

SUBORDINATE

SUBORDINATE

SUBORDINATE

A complex sentence contains one principal  
and one or more subordinate clauses
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  the girl   the girl’s book
  Tom       Tom’s  brother
  my wife                         my wife’s mother

 the girls        the girls’ books
 their wives   their wives’ hats
 my children      my children’s toys

  ox – oxen
  mouse – mice
  louse – lice
  goose – geese

plural compounds
family name – family names
passer-by – passers-by   
 commander-in-chief  – commanders-in-chief    

singular

plural

Articles

Definite inDefinite

the a (an)

cAse

cOMMOn POssessiVe

nUMBer

sinGUlAr PlUrAl

a worker workers

Irregular plural forms
 man – men
 woman – women
 child – children
 foot – feet
 tooth – teeth

NOUN
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    Singular Plural
ŠŠ[z]ŠŠ

    room rooms
    table tables
    chair chairs
    boy boys
    family families
    secretary secretaries

  ŠŠ[s]ŠŠ
    bank banks
    flat flats
    artist artists
    parent parents
    bath baths
    shop shops

   ŠŠ[iz]ŠŠ
    address addresses
    watch watches
    dish dishes
    place places
    village villages
    fridge fridges

   ŠŠ[irregular]ŠŠ
    man men
    woman women
    child children
    person people
    wife wives
    a sheep sheep
    a deer deer

   1. by adding s (pilot-pilots, boy-boys)
   2. by adding es (box-boxes, church-churches)
   3. by changing y to i and adding es (berry-berries)
   4. by changing f to v and adding es (calf-calves)

   We can change nouns from their singular form to 
their plural form in several ways:
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 good better the best
 bad worse the worst
 little less the least
 many 

more the most
 much
  farther  the farthest                                

  further the furthest 
    older oldest

  elder eldest

MAKING COMPARISONS

than  The result of the experiment is much better 

                                   than that of  the previous one.

as...as  This result is as good as that one.

not so...as  This result is not so good as that one.

the...the  The more we study the less we know.

like  Your pen is like my pen.

alike  Our pens are alike.

less/more...than  This book is less expensive than that book.

DEGREES OF COMPARISON

Positive Comparative Superlative

Adjectives with one syllable

Adjectives with two or more syllables

Irregular comparative forms

far

old

ADJECTIVE

beautiful  
impossible  

more beautiful 
more impossible   

the most beautiful
the most impossible

long
large

longer
larger

the longest
the largest
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          well                better              best
 badly worse worst
 little less least
 much more most

          farther             the farthest                                
         further             the furthest

                         older               oldest
 elder               eldest

well, much, very, often, ever, seldom, just, always,
partly, quickly, hardly, usually, frequently, probably, 

sometimes, somewhere, anywhere, nowhere, 
since then, so far

fast, hard, late
He is working fast. It is a fast train.

after, before, since
I haven’t seen him since that day.

since, when, where, but
I haven’t seen him since he went 
there.

Adverbs having the same 
form as adjectives:

as prepositions:                    
         
                   
as conjunctions: 

DEGREES OF COMPARISON

far

old

Adverbs with one syllable

Adverbs with two or more syllables
 slowly more slowly         most slowly
 beautifully more beautifully      most beautifully

Irregular comparative forms

Positive Comparative Superlative

fast  
late
early 

faster
later
earlier 

fastest
latest
earliest

ADVERB
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He is a fast driver.
She is a good writer.

He drives fast.
She writes well.

 fast fast
 hard hard
 early early
 late late

some adjectives and adverbs have the same form.

ADJECTIVE AND ADVERB

PRONOUNS

An adjective  
describes a noun.

  An adverb describes 
    the action of a verb.

1. Personal
I you he she it we you they
me you him her it us you  them
2. Possessive
my your his her its our your their
mine yours his hers its ours yours theirs
3. Reflexive and Emphatic
myself,  yourself, himself,       herself, itself,
ourselves, yourselves, themselves

4. Reciprocal
each other, one another
5. Demonstrative
this (these), that (those), such, the same
6. Interrogative
who,     whom,     whose,    what,    which
7. Relative and Conjunctive
who,     whom,     whose,    what,    which,   that
8. Indefinite
some, any, one, all, each, every, other, another,
both,  many, much, few, little, either, no, none, neither
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1 st     first
2 nd    second
3 rd    third
4 th     fourth
5 th     fifth
6 th     sixth
7 th     seventh
8 th     eighth
9 th    ninth
10 th   tenth

1. one
2. two
3. three
4. four
5. five
6. six
7. seven
8. eight
9. nine
10. ten 

 101 a/one hundred (and) one 
 200 two hundred
 1 000 a thousand 
 2 000 two thousand 
 100 000 a/one hundred thousand
 1 000 000 a/one million

21.  twenty-one
22.  twenty-two
30.  thirty
40.  fourty
50.  fifty
60.  sixty
70.  seventy
80.  eighty
90.  ninety
100.  a/one hundred   

21 st    twenty-first
22 nd   twenty-second  
30 th    thirtieth
40 th    fourtieth
50 th    fiftieth
60 th    sixtieth
70 th    seventieth
80 th    eightieth
90 th    ninetieth
 100 th    a/one hundredth   

11. eleven
12. twelve
13. thirteen
14. fourteen
15. fifteen
16. sixteen
17. seventeen
18. eighteen
19. nineteen
 20. twenty

 11 th     eleventh
 12 th     twelfth
 13 th     thirteenth
 14 th     fourteenth
 15 th     fifteenth
16 th     sixteenth
 17 th     seventeenth
 18 th     eighteenth
 19 th     nineteenth
 20 th     twentieth

CARDINAL NUMERALS

ORDINAL NUMERALS

NUMERALS
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 1/2   a/one half 
 2/5    two fifths
 1/3    one third 
2 3/7  two and three sevenths

0.3       nought (zero) point three (point three)
2.35       two point three five (thirty five)
32.305   three two (thirty two) point three zero (nought) five

FRACTIONAL NUMBERS

1. Coordinate Conjunctions
and, but, or, whereas, as well as, both...and,
either...or, neither...nor, not only...but also

2. Subordinate Conjunctions
that, if, whether,
when, while, before, after, till (until),
as, as long as, as soon as, since,
where, wherever,
because, since, as, for,
that, in order that, so that, 
if, unless, provided (that), in case, though, although

3. Conjunctions Words
who, whose, what, which, that, where, how, why

4. Comparative Conjunctions 
than, as...as, not so...as, the (more)...the (less)

 EXAMPLES
 There were some books and a paper on the table.
 The question is if (whether) he will come.
 He said that he had done it.
 Here is the book which (that) we have spoken about.
 She will do it when she returns.
 The plant grows where the others couldn’t.
 As it was raining, we stayed at home.
 Though he was very young, he was a good worker.
 He did not tell us when he had done it.

CONJUNCTIONS
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Oh! How you pleased me! 
Well! What do you think about it?

oh, ah, aha, well, alas, hey

Prepositions of Place 

on
in
at

under
below

beneath
over
near

in front of 
behind
across

through 
between

among 

on the box
in the box
at the box

under the box

over the box 
near the box
in front of the box
behind the box
across the street
through the window
between two windows
among the students

INTERJECTIONS

PREPOSITIONS
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to 
towards

from
into

out of
off

on

in

at
by

from...till
since

for 
during
before

after
till

until
between

to the house
towards the house                                
from the house 
into the house 
out of the house 
off the house

on Saturday
on the first of May 
in March
in a month
at 7 o'clock
by 3 o'clock
from...till   from 3 till 5 o'clock
since 5 o'clock
for an hour
during the lecture
before the lecture
after the lecture
till June
until we meet
between one and two o'clock

Prepositions of Direction

Prepositions of Time
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A
ask for
accuse of
accustomed to
acquainted with
afraid of
agree with/about 
angry with/at
apologize for/to
argue with/about 
arrive in/at
aware of

B
be used to
believe in
blame for 
bored with 
belong to

C
compare to/with
complain about/to
composed of
consist of
cover with
crowded with
concentrate on
congratulate on

D
depend on
devoted to
disappointed
in/with
divorced from
dream of/about

dressed in
die of

E
escape from

F
faithful to
familiar with
fight for
filled with
finished with
fond of
forget about 
forgive for
friendly to/with
furnished with
fed up with

G
good at/for
grateful to/for
guilty of

H
hear about/of
hear from
happen to
hide from
hope for

I
innocent of
insist on
interested in
involved in

K
known for
kind to

L
listen to
live on
look at
laugh at
look forward to

M
made of/from mar-
ried to

0
object to

P
participate in
polite to
pray for 
prepare for prevent 
from
protect from
provide with
proud of
pay for
point at

R
recover from
rely on
remind of
rescue from
responsible for

S
shout at
smile at
satisfied with
scared of
stare at
sorry about
short of
similar to 
succeed in
speak to/with
suffer from

T
take advantage of 
take care of
talk about/to/with
thank for
tired of/from
think of/about

U
upset with
used to

V
vote for

W
worried about
write to
wait for

PREPOSITION COMBINATIONS

Adjective+preposition
Verb+preposition
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VERB TENSES AND VOICE 

ACTIVE 
VOICE

PASSIVE
VOICE

to be + V3
A question is 
asked (by me)

Indefinite (Simple)

Continuous (Progress

ive
)

Perfect   

             be+ing

             have+V3

I ask a question 

I am asking a question

I have asked a question
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WE ARE THE ONLY VERBS THAT:

 1. Have contracted forms.
 2. Make our interrogatives by inversion.
 3. Make our negatives by adding “NOT” only.
 4. Are used for question phrases.
 5. Are auxiliaries.
 6. Are used for short answers.
 7. Are used for additions to remarks.
 8. Make the emphatic form.
 9. Take adverbs like “ALWAYS”, “SOMETIMES”, 

“OFTEN”,  “NEARLY” etc. after us.
10.  Include all the defective verbs.
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Auxiliary Uses Present/Future Past

may (1) polite request May I borrow your pen?

He may have been at 
the library.

(2) formal permission You may leave the room. 

(3) less than 50%      
      certainty

- Where's John?
He may be at the library.

might (1) less than 50%
       certainty - Where's John? He might have been at 

the library.

(2) polite request
     (rare)

Might I borrow your 
pen?

should (1) advisability I should study tonight. I should have 
studied last night.

(2)  90% certainty
She should do well on 
the test. (future only, 
not present)

She should have 
done well on the test.

ought to (1) advisability I ought to study
tonight.

I ought to have 
studied last night.

(2) 90% certainty
She ought to do well on
the test. (future only, 
not present)

She ought to have 
done well on the test.

had better 1) advisability with    
     threat of bad result

You had better be on
time, or we will leave 
without you.

(past form uncommon)

be supposed 
to

(1) expectation Class is supposed to 
begin at 10.

Class was supposed 
to begin at 10.

be to (1) strong expectation You are to be here at 
9:00.

You were to be here 
at 9:00.

must (1) strong necessity  I must go to class today. I had to go to class 
yesterday.

(2) prohibition 
     (negative)

You must not open that
door.

(3) 95% certainty Mary isn't in class. She
must be sick. (present
only)

Mary must have been 
sick yesterday.

SUMMARY OF MODALS AND SIMILAR 
EXPRESSIONS
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have to (1) necessity I have to go to class
today.

I had to go to class
yesterday.

(2) lack of necessity 
(negative)

I don't have to go to
class today.

I didn 't have to go to 
class yesterday.

can (1) ability /possibility I can run fast. I could run fast when 
I was a child, but 
now I can't.

(2) informal permission You can use my car 
tomorrow.

(3) informal polite     
      request Can I borrow your pen?

(4) impossibility
     (negative only) That can't be true! That can't have been

true!

could (1) past ability I could run fast when 
I was a child.

(2) polite request 
Could I borrow your 
pen?
Could you help me?

(3) suggestion
- I need help in math.
  You could talk to your 
  teacher.

You could have   
 talked to your   
 teacher.

(4) less than 50% 
certainty

- Where's John?
   He could be at home.

He could have been   
at home.

(5) impossibility
(negative only) That couldn't be true! That couldn't have 

been true!

shall (1) polite question to  
make a suggestion

Shall I open the
window?

(2) future with “I” 
     or “we” as subject

I shall arrive at nine.
(will=common)

be going to (1) 100% certainty He is going to be here 
at 6:00. (future only)

(2) definite plan I'm going to paint my 
bedroom, (future only)

I was going to paint 
my room, but I didn't 
have time.
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Noun forming suffixes and prefixes

-er/or/ar 
-ist 
-ment 
-ess 
-ian 
-ance 
-(t)ion 
-ity/-ty 
-hood 
-y 
-ship 
-age 
-ism 
-ant 
-ence 
-ure 
-ing 
-dom 
-sion/ssion   
-ness 
(-s)ure 

teacher, actor, doctor, scholar
scientist, artist
movement, development, government
fortress, hostess, actress
musician, technician, politician
distance, importance, appearance
revolution, translation, operation
popularity, honesty, morality, ability
childhood, neighbourhood
energy, assembly
friendship, leadership
passage, marriage
heroism, socialism, capitalism
assistant, consultant
conference, silence, difference
culture, picture, agriculture
building, reading, meeting
freedom, kingdom, wisdom
revision, session, discussion,
happiness, illness, darkness
pleasure, treasure, measure

re- 
co- 
dis- 
in- 
mis- 
im- 
un- 
il-

reconstruction
cooperation, coexistence
disadvantage, discomfort
inaccuracy, independence
misunderstanding, misprinting 
impossibility, impatience
unemployment
illiteracy

suffixes

prefixes

WORD BUILDING
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 Adjective forming suffixes and prefixes

 Verb forming suffixes and prefixes

suffixes prefixes

suffixes prefixes

widen, strengthen
modify
recognize
indicate, translate

       -en   
        -fy 
-ize,  -ise 
         -ate

co- 
de- 
dis- 
in-  
im- 
inter-  
ir- 
over- 
re- 
mis-
un- 

cooperate, collaborate
decode, demobilize
disapprove, disappear
input 
immigrate, implant
interact, interchange 
irrigate, irritate
overcome, overlook
rebuild, reconstruct 
misprint, misunderstand
undo

-ful 
-ant 
-ous 
-ed 
-ing 
-al
-en 
-ent 
-ish 
-ible 
-able 
-ic 
-y 
-less 
-ary 
-ive 
-ian 

useful, powerful
distant, important
famous, various
talented, developed
interesting, disappointing
cultural, territorial
golden
dependent, different
British, boyish 
possible, visible 
comfortable, miserable
atomic, historic, heroic
rainy, busy 
lifeless, homeless
ordinary, necessary
inventive, effective
Russian, Canadian

un-
in-
dis-
im-
non-
ir-
pre-
post-
inter-
il- 

unhappy, uncomfortable
independent, invisible
disappointing, discouraging 
impossible, immoral
non-governmental
irregular, irresponsible
prewar, preoperational
postwar, postoperational
international
illegal, illiberal 
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IRREGULAR VERBS
      Infinitive          Simple Past           Past Participle
 be [bI] was [w{z], were [w]] been [bIn]
 beat [bIt] beat [bIt] beaten [’bItn]
 become [bi’kVm] became [bi’keim] become [bi’kVm]
 begin [bi’gin] began [bi’gWn] begun [bi’gVn]
 bite [bait] bit [bit] bitten [bitn]
 blow [bl}u] blew [blU] blown [bl}un]
 break [breik] broke [br}uk] broken [’br}ukn]
      bring [briN] brought [br[t] brought [br[t]
      broadcast [br[dkAst]         broadcast [br[dkAst]        broadcast [br[dkAst]
 build [bild] built [bilt] built [bilt]
 burn [b]n] burnt [b]nt] burnt [b]nt]
 buy [bai] bought [b[t] bought [b[t]
 catch [kWtS] caught [k[t] caught [k[t]
 choose [tSUz] chose [tS}uz] chosen  [’tS}uzn]
 come [kVm] came [keim] come [kVm]
 cost [k{st] cost [k{st] cost [k{st]
 cut [kVt] cut [kVt] cut [kVt] 
 do [dU] did [did] done [dVn]
 draw [dr[] drew [drU] drawn [dr[n]
 dream [drIm] dreamt [dremt] dreamt [dremt]
 drink [driNk] drank [drWNk] drunk [drVNk]
 drive [draiv] drove [dr}uv] driven [’drivn]
 eat [It] ate [et] eaten [’Itn]
 fall [f[l] fell [fel] fallen [’f{l}n]
 feed [fId] fed [fed] fed [fed]
 feel [fIl] felt [felt] felt [felt]
 find [faind] found [faund] found [faund]
 fly [flai] flew [flU] flown [fl}un]
 forget [f}’get] forgot [f}’g{t] forgotten [f}’g{tn]
 get [get] got [g{t] got [g{t]
 give [giv] gave [geiv] given [’givn]
 go [gou] went [went] gone [g{n]
 grow [gr}u] grew [grU] grown [gr}un]
 have [hWv] had [hWd] had [hWd]
 hear [hi}(r)] heard [h]d] heard [h]d]
 hide [haid] hid [hid] hidden [’hidn]
 hit [hit] hit [hit] hit [hit]
 hold [h}uld] held [held] held [held]
 hurt [h]t] hurt [h]t] hurt [h]t]
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GLOSSARY 

A
abbey [’Wbi] n.  í³Ýù
abroad [}’br[d] n. ³ñï³ë³Ñ Ù³Ý

absent [’Wbs}nt] a. µ³ó³Ï³

absent-minded [’Wbs}nt’maindid]  
a. óñí³Í, Ùï³óÇñ

accept [}k’sept] v. ÁÝ¹áõÝ»É

access [’Wkses] n. ÙáõïùÇ Çñ³íáõÝù

accident [’Wksid}nt] n. ¹Åµ³Ëï ¹»åù, 

¹Åµ³Ëï å³ï³Ñ³ñ, íÃ³ñ

accuracy [’Wkjur}si] n. ×ß·ñïáõ Ã Ûáõ Ý, 
×ßï³ å³ Ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

achieve [}’tSIv] v. Ó»éù µ»ñ»É, Ýí³ ×»É

acquaint [}’kweint] v. Í³ÝáÃ³óÝ»É   

  get acquainted Í³ÝáÃ³Ý³É

acquaintance [}’kweint}ns] n. Í³ÝáÃ

active [’Wktiv] a. ·áñÍáõÝÛ³, »é³Ý ¹áõÝ

activity [Wk’tiviti] n. ·áñÍáõÝ»áõ ÃÛáõ Ý

add [Wd] v. 1. ³í»É³óÝ»É, Éñ³óÝ»É  

2. ·áõÙ³ñ»É

addicted [}’diktId] a.  Ñ³Ïí³Í Ñ³×³Ë 

í³ï ëáíáñáõÃÛ³Ý

admirable [’Wdm}r}bl] a. ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ, 

ëù³Ýã»ÉÇ

adult [’WdVlt] n. ã³÷³Ñ³ë Ù³ñ¹

adventure [}d’ventS}] n. ³ñÏ³Í, 

    ³ñ  Ï³  Í³ËÝ¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ

advertise [’Wdv}taiz]v. Ñ³Û ï³ ñ³ ñ»É,          
     é»Ï É³ Ù»É
advertisement [}d’v]tism}nt] n. 
    Ñ³Û ï³ ñ³ ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, ·á í³½¹
affect [}’fekt] v. ³½¹»É, Ý»ñ³½¹»É

agriculture [’WgrikVltS}]  n. 
    ·Ûáõ Õ³ïÝ ï» ëáõ Ã ÛáõÝ 
aid [eid] n. û· Ýáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
allow [}’lau] v. ÃáõÛÉ ï³É, ÃáõÛÉ³ ïñ»É

amazing [}’meiziN] a. ½³ñÙ³Ý³ÉÇ 

ambitious [Wm’biS}s] a. ÷³ é³ ë»ñ, 
÷³ é³ ÙáÉ

amount [}’maunt] n. ·áõÙ³ñ, ù³Ý³Ï

amusing [}’mjUziN] a. ½í³ñ×³ÉÇ

ancestor [’Wnsist}] n. Ý³ËÝÇ 

ancient [’einS}nt] a. ÑÇÝ, ÑÝ³ ¹³ñ Û³Ý

anniversary [Wni’v]s}ri] n. ï³ñ» ¹³ñÓ

announce [}’nauns] v. ³½¹³ñ³ñ»É, 

Ñ³Ûï³ñ³ñ»É

announcement [}’naunsm}nt]  
n. Ñ³Û ï³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝ

anxiety [’WN’zai}ti] n. 
³Ý Ñ³Ý ·ëïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, Ùï³Ñá·áõ Ã ÛáõÝ

anxious [’WNkS}s] a. Ùï³Ñá·, 

³Ý Ñ³Ý ·Çëï
apartment [}’pAtm}nt] n. µÝ³ Ï³ ñ³Ý

application [”Wpli’keiS}n] n.  
1. ÏÇ ñ³ éáõÙ, û·ï³·áñ ÍáõÙ 2. ¹Ç ÙáõÙ
appointment [}’p{intm}nt] n. 

Å³ Ù³ ¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ

arduous [’Adju}s] a. ¹Åí³ñ Ñ³ë³Ý»ÉÇ

argument [’Agjument] n. 1. 
÷³ë ï³ñÏ 2. í»×

arrange [}’reindJ] v. Ï³ñ·Ç µ»ñ»É

arrival [}’raiv}l] n. Å³Ù³ÝáõÙ

arrive [}’raiv] v. Å³Ù³Ý»É, ·³É

article [’Atikl] n. 1. Ñá¹ í³Í  2. 
³é³ñ Ï³, Çñ  3. ù»ñ. Ñá¹

ashamed [}’Seimd]  a. ³ÙáÃ³Ñ³ñ

astonish [}s’t{niS] v. ½³ñÙ³óÝ»É, 

³åß»óÝ»É

attach [}’tWtS] v. Ïó»É

attractive [}’trWktiv] a. ·ñ³íÇã, 

Ññ³åáõñÇã

available [}’veil}bl] a. 1. Ù³ï ã» ÉÇ
 2. ³é Ï³
awake [}’weik] a. Ï³Ûï³é, ³éáõÛ·
awful [’[ful] a. ë³ñë³÷»ÉÇ, ëáë Ï³ÉÇ 

B
bandage [’bWndidD] n. íÇ ñ³ Ï³å
bat [bWt] n. ãÕçÇÏ
battlefield [bWtlfIld] n . 

×³Ï³ï³Ù³ñï
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behave [bi’heiv] v. å³ïß³× í³ñù 

¹ñëþáñ»É

behaviour [bi’heivj}] n. í³ñù, 

í³ñ ù³ ·ÇÍ

believe [bi’lIv] v. 1. Ñ³í³ï³É 2. 
Ï³ñ  Í»É, Ñ³Ù³ñ»É, »ÝÃ³¹ñ»É

below [bi’l}u] adv. ëïáñþ, Ý»ñùþáõÙ

birthplace [’b]Tpleis] n. ÍÝÝ¹³ í³Ûñ

bit [bit] n. Ïïáñ, Ù³ë

blame [bleim] v.  Ù» Õ³¹ ñ»É
blind [blaind]  a. ÏáõÛñ

blossom [’bl{s}m] v. Í³ÕÏ»É

boat [b}ut] n. Ý³í³Ï, Ý³í

boring [’b[riN]  a. Ó³ÝÓñ³ÉÇ, 

ï³ÕïÏ³ÉÇ

borrow [’b{rou] v. å³ñïù í»ñó Ý»É
bottom [’b{t}m] n. Ñ³ï³Ï, Ý»ñùþÇ Ù³ë

bow [bau] v. ËáÝ³ñÑí»É, ·ÉáõË ï³É

brain [brein] n. áõÕ»Õ

brave [breiv] a. ù³ç, ³ñÇ

breakthrough [’breik’TrU] n. Ëáßáñ 

    Ýí³×áõÙ

breath [breT] n. ßáõÝã
breathe [brIJ] v. ßÝã»É
breathing [’brIJiN] n. ßÝã³ éáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
bridge [bridJ] n. Ï³Ùáõñç

brief [brIf] a. ë»ÕÙ, Ñ³ÏÇñ×, Ï³ñ×

brilliant [’brilj}nt] a. ÷³ÛÉáõÝ, ³ãùÇ 

ÁÝÏÝáÕ, ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ

broadcast [br[dkAst]  v.  Ñ³ Õáñ ¹»É
bulb [bVlb] n. ¿É»Ïï ñ³ Ï³Ý É³Ùå
bun [bVn] n. µáõÉ ÏÇ
busy [bizi] a. 1. ½µ³Õí³Í   

2. ³ßËáõÛÅ (÷áÕáóÇ Ù³ëÇÝ)

C
calculate [’kWlkjuleit] v. Ñ³ßí»É, 

Ñ³ß í³ñÏ»É

calm [kAm] a. Ñ³Ý·Çëï, Ñ³Ý ¹³ñï, 

Ë³Õ³Õ

camera [’kWm}r}] n. Éáõë³ÝÏ³ñ ã³ Ï³Ý 

³å³ñ³ï

camping (holiday) [’kWmpiN] n. ³ñ ß³í

candle [’kWndl] n. ÙáÙ

capture [’kWptS}] v. ·ñ³í»É, ·»ñ»É, 

Ï³É³Ý³íáñ»É

care [kE}] n. ËÝ³Ùù, Ñá·³ï³ñáõ ÃÛáõÝ

career [k}’ri}] n. ³ ßË³ï³Ýù³ÛÇÝ 
·áñÍáõ Ý»áõ ÃÛáõÝ

careful [’kE}ful] a. 1. Ñá·³ï³ñ, 

áõ ß³ ¹Çñ 2. ½·áõÛß

cartoon [kA’tUn] n. 1. Í³Õñ³ÝÏ³ñ  

2. ÙáõÉïÇåÉÇÏ³óÇáÝ ýÇÉÙ

carve [kA’v] v. ÷áñ ³·ñ»É

case [keis] n. 1. ¹»åù 2. ù»ñ. ÑáÉáí  
in any case µáÉáñ ¹»åù»ñáõÙ

casual [’kWJju}l] a. å³ ï³ Ñ³ Ï³Ý
cathedral [k}TlIdr}l] n. ï³×³ñ

ceiling [’sIliη] n. ³é³ëï³Õ

celebrate [’selibreit] v. ïáÝ»É

century [’sentSuri] n. ¹³ñ, 
Ñ³ ñ Ûáõ ñ³ Ù Û³Ï

chase [tSeis] 1. n. Ñ»ï³åÝ¹áõÙ, áñë  

2. v. Ñ»ï³åÝ¹»É, áñë³É 

chat [tSWt] v. ½ñáõó»É, ß³Õ³Ïñ³ï»É

check [tSek] v. ëïáõ·»É

cheerful [’tSi}ful] a. áõñ³Ë, ½í³ñÃ

chess [tSes] n. ß³ËÙ³ï

chimney [’tSimni] n. ÍËÝ» ÉáõÛ½
climate [’klaimit] n. ÏÉÇÙ³

climb [klaim] v. Ù³·Éó»É

closely [kl}usli] adv. 1. ë»ñïáñ»Ý  

2. áõ ß³¹Çñ, áõß³¹ñáõÃÛ³Ùµ

coach [k}utS] 1. n. Ù³ñ½Çã 2. v. Ù³ñ ½»É, 

ëáíáñ»óÝ»É

coast [k}ust] n. ³÷, Íáí³÷

colony [’k{l}ni] n. ·³ÕáõÃ

comfortable [’kVmf}t}bl] a. Ñ³ñ Ù³ñ

common [’k{m}n] a. ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý

commercial [k}’m]S}l] n. é³¹Çá/   

    Ñ»éáõ ëï³ï»ë³ÛÇÝ ·áí³½¹

communicate [k}’mjUnikeit] v.   
   Ñ³ Õáñ ¹³Ïó í»É
communication [k}”mjIni’keiSn] n.  
   Ñ³ Õáñ ¹³Ï óáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
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compete [k}m’pIt] v. Ùñó»É, Ùñó³Ï ó»É
confirm [k}n’f]m] v. Ñ³ë ï³ ï»É
confuse [k}n’fjUz]  v. ß÷áÃ»óÝ»É

conquer [’k{Nk}] v. Ñ³ÕÃ»É, Ýí³×»É

conqueror [’k{Nk}r}] n. Ñ³ÕÃáÕ, 

Ýí³×áÕ

conscious [’k{nS}s] a. ·Ç ï³ ÏÇó
construction [k}n’strVkS}n] n.  

1. ßÇÝ³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝ  2. Ï³éáõÛó, ß»Ýù

convert [k}n’v]t] v. ÷áË³Ï»ñå»É
cool [kUl] a. Ñáí, ½áí

cousin [’kVzn] n. ½³ñÙÇÏ, ½³ñÙáõÑÇ

countryside [’kVntri’said] n. 
·Ûáõ Õ³ Ï³Ý í³Ûñ

crew [’krU] n.³ÝÓÝ³Ï³½Ù

crime [kraim] n. Ñ³Ýó³Ýù

criminal [’kriminl] n. Ñ³Ýó³·áñÍ

crowd [kraud] n. ³ÙµáË

crowded [’kraudid] a. ÉÇùÁ Éóí³Í, 

É»÷-É»óáõÝ

culture [’kVltS}] n. Ùß³ ÏáõÛÃ
cunning [’kVninN] a. Ëáñ³Ù³ÝÏ

curiosity [kju}ri’{siti]  n. Ñ» ï³ùñù ñ³-
ëÇ ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, Ñ³ñ ó³ ëÇ ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

currency [’kVr}nsi] n. í³ É Ûáõ ï³, 
ï³ ñ³¹ ñ³Ù

curriculum [k}’rikjul}m] n. 
áõ ëáõÙ Ý³ Ï³Ý Íñ³·Çñ

custom [’kVst}m] n. ëáíáñáõÛÃ

customs house [’kVst}ms] n. 
Ù³ùë³ïáõÝ

cycle [’saikl] v. Ñ»Í³ÝÇí ùß»É 

D
damage [’dWmidJ] 1. n. íÝ³ë  

2. v. íÝ³ ë»É

damp [dWmp] a. ËáÝ³í, Ã³ó

danger [’deindJ}] n. íï³Ý·
dangerous [’deindJr}s] a. íï³Ý ·³ íáñ, 

ëå³éÝ³ÉÇ

date [deit] v. Å³Ù³¹ñí»É

deal [dIl] n. ·áñ Í³ñù

deal with ·áñÍ áõ Ý» Ý³É, ³éÝãí»É

death [deT] n. Ù³Ñ

debt [det] n. å³ñïù

deceive [di’sIv] v. Ë³µ»É

decide [di’said] v. áñáß»É, í×é»É

decision [di’siJn] n. áñáßáõÙ, í×Çé

deck  [’dek] n.ï³Ëï³Ï³Ù³Í

decorate [’dek}reit] v. ½³ñ ¹³ ñ»É
deep [dIp] a. 1. Ëáñ  2. Ùáõ· (·áõÛÝÇ 

Ù³ëÇÝ)  3. Ã³í, ËáõÉ (Ó³ÛÝÇ Ù³ëÇÝ)

defeat [di’fIt] v. Ñ³Õ Ã»É, ç³Ë ç³ Ë»É
delicate [’delikit] a. Ýáõñµ, Ýñµ³·»Õ

depart [di’pAt] v. Ù»Ï Ý»É
departure [di’pAtS}] n. Ù»Ï ÝáõÙ
depository  [di’p{zit}ri] n. ·ñ³å³Ñáó

depend [di’pend] v. Ï³ËáõÙ áõÝ» Ý³É, 

Ï³Ëí³Í ÉÇÝ»É

describe [dis’kraib] v. ÝÏ³ñ³·ñ»É

desert [’dez}t] n. ³Ý³å³ï 

desert island ³ÝÙ³ñ¹³µÝ³Ï ÏÕ½Ç

design [di’zain] n. Óþ³íáñáõÙ 

desperate [’desp}rit] a. Ñáõ³Ñ³ï í³Í, 

Ñáõë³Éùí³Í

dessert [di’z]t] n. ³Õ³Ý¹»ñ, 

ù³Õóñ³í»ÝÇù

destroy [dis’troi] v. Ïáñ Í³ Ý»É, ³í» ñ»É
develop [di’vel}p] v. ½³ñ·³Ý³É, 

½³ñ·³óÝ»É

dictionary [’dikS}nri] n. µ³é³ñ³Ý

die [dai] v. Ù»éÝ»É, í³Ë×³Ýí»É

different [’difr}nt] a. ï³ñµ»ñ, 

½³ Ý³ ½³Ý

digest [di’dJest] v. Ù³ñë»É

digital [’didJitl] a. Ãí³ÛÇÝ

diligent [’dilidJ}nt] a. ç³ Ý³ ë»ñ, 
³ß Ë³ ï³ ë»ñ

disability [”dis}’biliti] n. 
   ³Ý³ ßË³ïáõÝ³Ïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
disappear [dis}’pi}] v. ³ÝÑ»ï³ Ý³É

disappoint [’dis}’p{int] v. ÑÇ³ëÃ³÷í»É

disaster [di’zAst}] n. ³Õ»ï, 
³ñ Ñ³ íÇñù

disgust [dis’gVst] n. ½½í³Ýù, ÝáÕ Ï³Ýù
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display [dis’plei] n. óáõó³¹ñáõÙ

disseminate [di’semineit] v. ï³ñ³Í»É

distribute [dis’tribjUt] v. µ³ßË»É, 

µ³Å³Ý»É

dream [drIm] 1. n. »ñ³½, »ñ³½³Ýù  

2. v. »ñ³½ ï»ëÝ»É, »ñ³½»É

drive [draiv] v. í³ñ»É (³íïáÙ»ù» Ý³ þ 

³ÛÉÝ)

during [’dju}riN] prep. ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ

E
eagle [Igl] n. ³ñÍÇí

earth []T] n. 1. »ñÏÇñ, »ñÏñ³·áõÝ¹  

2. ó³Ù³ù, ÑáÕ, ·»ïÇÝ

earthquake [’]Tkweik] n. »ñÏñ³ ß³ñÅ

east [Ist] n. ³ñþ»Éù

Easter [’Ist}] n. ½³ïÇÏ

edit [’edit] n. ËÙµ³·ñ»É

effort [’ef}t] n. ×Ç·, ÷áñÓ

embarrass [im’bWr}s] v. ß÷áÃ»ó Ý»É, 

ß÷áÃí»É

encourage [in’kVridJ] v. ù³ç³ É»ñ»É, 

Ëñ³Ëáõë»É

endanger [in’deindJ}] v. íï³Ý·Ç

    »ÝÃ³ñÏ»É

endangered [in’deindJ]d]  a. 
³ÝÑ³Ûï³óáÕ, µÝ³çÝçíáÕ 

enemy [’enimi] n. ÃßÝ³ÙÇ

enormous [i’n[m}s]  a.  ³Ñé»ÉÇ

engaged [in’geidJd] a.  Ýß³Ý í³Í
engagement [in’geidJdm}nt] n. 

Ýß³ Ý³¹ ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
enjoy [in’dJ{i] v. µ³í³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ 

ëï³Ý³É, ½í³ñ×³Ý³É

entertain [”ent}’tein] v. ½µ³ Õ»ó Ý»É, 
½í³ñ ×³ó Ý»É

environment [in’vai}r}nm}nt] n. 
ßñç³ å³ï, ÙÇ ç³ í³Ûñ

erect [i’rekt] v. Ï³ éáõ ó»É, Ï³Ý· Ý»ó Ý»É
escape [i’skeip] v.  ÷³ËáõëïÇ ¹ÇÙ»É

estate [is’teit] n. Ï³Éí³Íù

eternal [i’t]n}l] a. Ùßï³Ï³Ý, Ñ³í»ñÅ

even [’Iv}n]  a. Ñ³ñÃ, Ñ³í³ë³ñ 

even [’Iv}n] adv. ³Ý·³Ù, ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ

event [i’vent] n. ¹»åù, 
Çñ³ ¹³ñ Óáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

everlasting [”ev}’lAstiN] a. 
Ñ³íÇ ï» Ý³Ï³Ý

exception [ik’sepSn] n. µ³ ó³ éáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
exchange [iks’tSeindJ] v. ÷á Ë³ Ý³ Ï»É 
exciting [ik’saitiN] a. Ñáõ ½Çã, ·ñ·éÇã
exclaim [iks’kleim] v. µ³ó³Ï³Ýã»É

exhausted [ig’z[stid] a. ÑÛáõÍ í³Í, 
áõ Å³ë å³é

exhibition [”eksibiSn] n. óáõ ó³ Ñ³Ý ¹»ë
expensive [iks’pensiv] a. Ã³ÝÏ, 

Ã³ÝÏ³ñÅ»ù

explore [ik’spl[] v.  Ñ»ï³½áï»É, 

áõëáõÙÝ³ëÇñ»É

F
fabulous [’fWbjul}s] a. ÑÝ³ñí³Í, 

»ñþ³Ï³Û³Ï³Ý,  ³é³ëå»É³Ï³Ý

fair [fE}] n. ïáÝ³í³×³é

faith [feiT] n.  Ñ³ í³ï, íëï³ Ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
faithful [’feiTful] a. Ñ³í³ï³ñÇÙ, 

ÝíÇñí³Í

false [f[ls]  a. Ï»ÕÍ, ³ñÑ»ëï³Ï³Ý  

 n. ëáõï, ëË³É 

familiar [f}’milj}] a. 1. Í³ÝáÃ, 

ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý 2. Çñ³½»Ï, ï»ÕÛ³Ï

famous [’feim}s] a. Ñéã³Ï³íáñ, 

Ù»Í³Ñéã³Ï

fan [fWn] n. 1. »ñÏñå³·áõ, ëåáñïÇ 

ÙáÉÇ ëÇñ³Ñ³ñ 2. ÑáíÑ³ñ 

fantastic [fWn’tWstik] a. ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ, 

ÑÇ³ëù³Ýã

far (farther, farthest) [fA] a., adv.  
 Ñ»éáõ,  Ñ»é³íáñ 

fascinating [’fWsineitiN] a. ÑÙ³ ÛÇã, 
ÑÇ ³ Ý ³ÉÇ

fashion [’fWS}n] n. Ýáñ³ÓþáõÃÛáõÝ, Ùá¹³

fate [feit] n. µ³Ëï, ×³Ï³ï³·Çñ

favourite [’feiv}rit] a. ëÇ ñ» ÉÇ, ëÇ ñ³Í
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feast [fIst] n. ËÝçáõÛù, ïáÝ

feather [’feD}] n. ÷» ïáõñ
feed [fId] v. (fed, fed) ëÝ»É, Ï»ñ³ Ïñ»É

feeling [’fIliN] n. ½·³óáõÙ, ½·³óÙáõÝù

fencing [fensiN] n. ëáõë»ñ³Ù³ñï

festivital [’festiv}l] n. 
ïá Ý³ Ï³ ï³ ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, ïáÝ, 
÷³ é³ ïáÝ

festivity [fe’stiviti] n. ËÝ¹áõÃÛáõÝ, 
Ë³Ý¹³í³éáõÃÛáõÝ, 
ïáÝ³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ

fetch [fetS] v. ·Ý³É þ µ»ñ»É

field [fIld] n. 1. ¹³ßï 2. µÝ³·³í³é

fix [fiks] v. 1. ³Ù ñ³ó Ý»É 2. ëþ» é»É 
(Ñ³ Û³ó ùÁ), Ï»Ýï ñá Ý³ó Ý»É  
(áõ ß³¹ ñáõ Ã Ûáõ ÝÁ) 3. áñá ß»É, í×é»É 
(Å³Ù Ï» ïÁ, ·Ç ÝÁ) 

flavour [’fleiv}] n. µáõñÙáõÝù, µáõÛñ

flight [flait] n. ÃéÇãù
flu [’flU] n. ·ñÇå
fluffy [’flVfi] a. ÷³÷áõÏ, ÷á÷áÉ
focus [’f}uk}]  v. Ï»ÝïñáÝ³Ý³É, 

Ï»ÝïñáÝ³óÝ»É
follow [’f{l}u] v. 1. Ñ»ïþ»É 2. 

Ñ»ï³ åÝ¹»É 3. Ñ³çáñ¹»É 4. µË»É, 

Ñ»ïþ»É

fool [fUl]  n. ÑÇ Ù³ñ, ïËÙ³ñ  v. 
ÑÇ Ù³ ñ³ó Ý»É

force [f[s] n. áõÅ

forefather [’f[fAD}] n. Ý³ Ë³ Ñ³Ûñ, 
Ý³Ë ÝÇ

foreign [’f{rin] a. 1. ûï³ñ»ñÏñÛ³, 

ûï³ñ, ³ñï³ë³ÑÙ³ÝÛ³Ý  

2. ³ñ ï³ùÇÝ

former [’f[m}] a. Ý³ Ëáñ¹, Ý³Ë ÏÇÝ
fortune [’f[tS}n] n. 1.  µ³Ëï, 

×³ Ï³ ï³ ·Çñ 2. Ñ³ñë ïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
found [faund] v. ÑÇÙÝ³¹ñ»É

founder [faund}] n. ÑÇÙÝ³¹Çñ

frightened [’fraitnd] a. í³Ë»ó³Í

fun [fVn] n. áõñ³ËáõÃÛáõÝ, 

½í³ñ×áõÃÛáõÝ, Ï³ï³Ï 
for fun Ï³ï³ÏÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ 
have fun ½í³ñ×³Ý³É 

funny [’fVni] a. 1. ½í³ñ×³ÉÇ, ÍÇÍ³Õ»ÉÇ 

2. ï³ñûñÇÝ³Ï, ½³ñÙ³Ý³ÉÇ

fur [f]] n. ÙáñÃÇ

furious [’fju}ri}s] a. Ï³ï³ÕÇ, ÙáÉ»·ÇÝ

furniture [’f]nitS}] n. Ï³ÑáõÛù

G
gamble [’gWmbl] v. Ùá ÉÇ Ë³ Õ»ñ 

Ë³ Õ³É
gambler [’gWmbl}] n. Ë³ Õ³ ÙáÉ
garbage [’gAbidJ] n. ³Õµ 

general [’dJen}r}l] a. ÁÝ¹ Ñ³ Ýáõñ
in general ÁÝ¹ Ñ³ Ýñ³å »ë
generation [”dJen}’reiSn] n. ë»ñáõÝ¹ 

ghost [goust] n. áõñ í³ Ï³Ý, á·Ç
glory [’gl[ri] n. ÷³éù
goal [goul] n. Ýå³ ï³Ï
goalkeeper [’g}ul”kIp}] n. 

¹³ñ å³ ë³å³Ñ

god [g{d] n. ²ëïí³Í

gold [g}uld] 1. n. áëÏÇ 2. a. áëÏÛ³, áëÏ»

golden [’g}uld}n] a. 1. áëÏ»·áõÛÝ  

2. Ã³ÝÏ³ñÅ»ù

goldsmith [’g}uldsmiT]]  n. áëÏ»ñÇã

good-looking [’gud’lukiN] a. ·» Õ» óÇÏ, 

·»Õ»óÏ³¹»Ù

good-natured [’gud’neitS}d] a. 
µ³ ñ» Ñá·Ç, µ³ñ»Ñ³ÙµáõÛñ

goods [gudz] n. ³åñ³Ýù

gorgeous [’g[dJ}s] a. ÑáÛ³Ï³å, ßù»Õ, 

å»ñ×

government [’gVv}nm}nt] n. 
    Ï³ é³ í³ ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
grateful [’greitful] a. »ñ³Ëï³ å³ñï, 

ßÝáñÑ³Ï³É

great [greit] a. 1. Ù»Í 2. í»Ñ  

a great deal of ß³ï

greengrocery [’grIn”gr}us}ri] n. Ùñ·Ç  

þ µ³Ýç³ñ»Õ»ÝÇ Ë³ÝáõÃ

greeting [’grItiN] n. µ³ñþ, áÕçáõÛÝ

guess [ges] v. 1. »Ý Ã³¹ ñ»É, Ï³ñ Í»É 2. 
·áõ ß³ Ï»É, Ïé³ Ñ»É
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H
habit [’hWbit] n. ëá íá ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

hammer [’hWm}] n.  Ùáõñ× v.  Ù» Ë»É

hand  [hWnd] v.  ï³É, Ñ³ÝÓ Ý»É

hang [’hWN] v. Ï³Ë»É

handle [’hWndl] n. µéÝ³Ï, ÏáÃ

hard [hAd] a. 1. Ï³ñÍñ, åÇÝ¹ 2. 
¹Åí³ñ, Í³Ýñ  

hardly [’hAdli] adv. Ñ³½Çí, Ñ³½Çí Ã»

harm [hAm]  n. íÝ³ë, Ïáñáõëï  

 v. íÝ³ë»É

head [hed]  n.  ·ÉáõË, Õ»Ï³í³ñ, å»ï  
v. ·ÉË³íáñ»É, Õ»Ï³í³ñ»É

health [helT] n. ³éáÕçáõÃÛáõÝ

healthy [’helTi] a. ³éáÕç

heart [hAt] n. 1. ëÇñï 2. ÙÇçáõÏ, ÏáñÇ½

heat[’hIt] n. ßáù, ï³ùáõÃÛáõÝ

heaven [hevn] n. »ñÏÇÝù, ¹ñ³Ëï

height [hait] n. 1. µ³ñÓñáõÃÛáõÝ, 

Ñ³ë³Ï 2. µ³ñÓáõÝù

helicopter [’helik{pt}] n. áõÕÕ³ÃÇé

hell [hel] n. ¹ÅáËù

help [help]  n. û·ÝáõÃÛáõÝ   v. û· Ý»É 
help yourself  Ññ³ÙÙ»ó»ù, 

ÑÛáõñ³ ëÇñí»ù

hiking [’haikiN] n. 1. áïùáí ½µá ë³Ýù  

2. ½µáë³ßñçáõÃÛáõÝ

hire [hai}]  n. í³ñÓáõÙ, 

í³ñ Ó³Ï³Éáõ ÃÛáõÝ  v.  í³ñÓ»É

hit [hit] n. Ñ³ñí³Í v. Ë÷»É, Ñ³ñí³Í»É

holiday [’h{l}di] n. 1. ïáÝ 2. 
³ñÓ³ Ïáõñ¹

holy [h}uli] a. ëáõñµ, ëñµ³½³Ý

homeless [’houmlis] a. ³Ý ïáõÝ

honest [’{nist] a.  ³½ÝÇí, ³ÝÏ»ÕÍ 

horrify [’h{rifail] v. í³Ë»óÝ»É

hospitable [’h{spit}bl] a. ÑÛáõ ñÁÝ Ï³É, 
ÑÛáõ ñ³ ë»ñ

host [houst] n. ï»ñ, ï³Ý ï»ñ

huge [hjUdJ] a. ÑëÏ³Û³Ï³Ý, íÇÃ Ë³ñÇ

humorous [’hjUm}r}s] a. »ñ ·Ç Í³ Ï³Ý, 
ÍÇ Í³ Õ³ ß³ñÅ, ½³ í»ß ï³ Ï³Ý

hunt [hVnt] n. áñë  v. áñë³É

hunter [’hVnt}] n. áñëáñ¹

hurricane [’hVrik}n] n. ÷áÃáñÇÏ, 

ÙññÇÏ

 
I

ice [ais] n. ë³éáõÛó 

iceberg [’aisb]g] n. ÉáÕ³óáÕ ë³ éó³É»é

idea [ai’di}] n. ·³Õ³÷³ñ, 

Ùï³ ÑÕ³ óáõÙ

identify [ai’dentifai] v. ÇÝùÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ 

Ñ³ëï³ï»É, ×³Ý³ã»É

imagine [i’mWdJin] v. »ñþ³Ï³Û»É, 

å³ïÏ»ñ³óÝ»É, »ÝÃ³¹ñ»É

immediately [i’mIdj}tli] adv. 
³Ý ÙÇ ç³å»ë

immigrant [’imigr}nt] n. Ý»ñ·³ÕÃÛ³É

impact [impWkt]  n. ³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝ

increadible [in’kredibl] a. 
³Ý Ñ³ í³ ï³ ÉÇ

independence [”indi’pend}ns] n. 
³Ý Ï³ Ëáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

independent [’indi’pend}nt] a. ³ÝÏ³Ë

infinitive [in’finitiv] n. ù»ñ. µ³ÛÇ 

³Ýáñáß ÓþÁ

influence [’influ}ns]  n. ³½ ¹» óáõÃÛáõÝ  

v. ³½¹»É

inform [in’f[m] v. ï»Õ»Ï³óÝ»É, 

Ñ³Õáñ¹»É

information [inf}’meiSn] n. 
ï»Õ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝ, Éáõñ, Ñ³Õáñ¹áõÙ

injure [’indJ}] v. íÝ³ ë»É, íÇ ñ³ íá ñ»É

innocent [’in}snt] a. ³ÝÙ»Õ

inquire [in’kwai}] v. Ñ³ñóÝ»É, Ñ³ñóáõÙ 

³Ý»É

intelligence [in’telidJ}ns] n. Ë»Éù, 

ÁÝ¹áõ Ý³ÏáõÃÛáõÝ

intelligent [in’telidJ}nt] a. Ë»É³óÇ

interview [’int}vjU] n. Ñ³ñ ó³½ ñáõÛó 
v.  Ñ³ñ ó³½ ñáõÛó ³Ýó Ï³ó Ý»É

invent [in’vent] v. Ñ³Ûï Ý³ ·áñ Í»É, 
·Ûáõï ³Ý»É, ÑÝ³ ñ»É, ëï»Õ Í»É
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investigation [in’vesti’geiSn] 
n. 1. áõëáõÙ Ý³ëÇñáõÃÛáõÝ 2. 
Ñ»ï³½á ïáõ ÃÛáõÝ 

invitation [invi’teiSn] n. Ññ³í»ñ

invite [in’vait] v. Ññ³íÇñ»É

island [’ail}nd] n. ÏÕ½Ç

J
jewelery, jewellery [’dJU}lri]  

n. ½³ñ¹»Õ»Ý, áëÏ»ñã³Ï³Ý Çñ»ñ

join [dJ{in] v. 1. ÙÇ³óÝ»É, ÙÇ³Ý³É, 

ÙÇ³íáñí»É  2. ÁÝ¹áõÝí»É

joke [dJ}uk] n. Ï³ï³Ï

journey [’dJ]ni] n. áõÕþáñáõÃÛáõÝ,

   ×³Ý³å³ñÑáñ ¹áõÃÛáõÝ, 

joy [dJ{i] n. áõñ³ËáõÃÛáõÝ

jump [dJVmp]  n. ó³ïÏ, ÃéÇãù  

 v.  ó³ïÏ»É, Ãéã»É

jungle [’dJVNgl] n. çáõÝ·ÉÇ

junk [’dJVNk] n. ³Ýå»ïùáõÃÛáõÝ, 

Ã³÷áÝ

just [dJVst] 1. a. ³ñ¹³ñ  2. adv. ×Çßï, 

Ñ»Ýó

justice [’dJVstis] n. ³ñ¹³ñáõÃÛáõÝ 

 
K

kid [kid] n. »ñ» Ë³ v.  Ï³ ï³ Ï»É
no kidding ³é³Ýó Ï³ ï³ ÏÇ

kind-hearted [’kaind’hAtid] a.  
µ³ñ»ëÇñï, ³½Ýí³Ñá·Ç

knowledge [’n{lidJ] n.  ·Çï»ÉÇù

known [noun] a.  Ñ³ÛïÝÇ, Í³ÝáÃ

L
ladder [’lWd}] n.  Ó»éÝ³ë³Ý¹áõÕù

land [lWnd] v.  í³Û ñ¿çù Ï³ ï³ ñ»É
landing [lWndinN] n. í³Û ñ¿çù
late [leit] a.  áõß

lately [’leitli] adv. í»ñç»ñë

laugh [lAf]  n. ÍÇÍ³Õ  v.  ÍÇÍ³Õ»É

launch [’l[ntS] v. ³ñÓ³Ï»É (ÑñÃÇé, 

Ý³í)

law [l[] n. Ï³ ÝáÝ, Çñ³ í³ µ³ Ýáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
lawyer [’l[j}] n. Çñ³í³µ³Ý, 

÷³ë ï³ µ³Ý

lazy [’leizi] a. ÍáõÛÉ

lead [lId] v. ³é³çÝáñ¹»É, Õ»Ï³ í³  ñ»É

leader [’lId}] n. Õ»Ï³í³ñ, ³é³ çÝáñ¹

leaf [lIf] n. 1. ï»ñþ 2. Ã»ñÃ (·ñùÇ)

leisure [’leJ}] n. ³½³ï Å³Ù³Ý³Ï

licence [’lai}ns] n. ÃáõÛÉïíáõÃÛáõÝ

lie I [lai]  n. ëáõï, ëï³ËáëáõÃÛáõÝ  

 v. ëï»É

lie II v. (lay, lain) å³éÏ»É

lifeboat [’laifb}ut] n.  ÷ñÏ³Ù³ÏáõÛÏ

lightening [’laitniN] n. Ï³Û Í³Ï
limit [’limit] v. ë³ÑÙ³Ý³÷³Ï»É

liquid [’likwid] n. Ñ»ÕáõÏ

list [list] n. óáõó³Ï

log [l{g] v. ·ñ³Ýóí»É (óÑ³Ù³Ï³ñ·ãáõÙ)
lonely [’l}unli] a. ³é³ÝÓÇÝ, ÙÇ³Û Ý³Ï

looking-glass [’lukiNglAs] n. Ñ³Û» ÉÇ

lose [lUz] v. ÏáñóÝ»É

loss [l{s] n. Ïáñáõëï

lounge [laundJ]] n. Ñ³Ý·ëïÇ ë»ÝÛ³Ï

lovely [’lVvli] a. v. ·»Õ»óÇÏ, ëÇñáõÝ

loyal [l{i}l] a. Ñ³í³ï³ñÇÙ, ³ÝÓÝí»ñ

luck [lVk] n. µ³Ëï  

luggage [’lVgidJ] n. áõÕ»µ»é

lunch [lVntS] n. »ñÏñáñ¹ Ý³Ë³×³ß, 

Ã»Ãþ ×³ß, ÁÝ¹ÙÇçÙ³Ý Ý³Ë³×³ß

luxury [’lVkS}ri] n. ßù» Õáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, 
×á Ëáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

 
M

magician [m}’dJiSn] n. Ññ³ß³áñÍ
magnificient [’mWg’nifisnt] a. 

Ññ³ß³ÉÇ, ÑÇ³ëù³Ýã

manage [’mWnidJ] v. Ï³é³í³ñ»É

manipulate [m}’nipjuleit] v. ÑÙáõï   

   í»ñ³µ»ñí»É

manuscript [’mWnjuskript] n. Ó»é³·Çñ
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masterpiece [’mAst}pIs] n. 
·ÉáõË·áñÍáó

measure [’meJ}]  n. ã³÷  v. ã³÷»É

melt [melt] v. Ñ³Éã»É, Ñ³É»óÝ»É

member [’memb}] n. ³Ý¹³Ù

memorial [mim’[ri}l] n. Ñáõ ß³ñ Ó³Ý
memory [’mem}ri] n. 1. ÑÇ ßá Õáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, 

2. ÑÇ ß³ ï³Ï, 3. Ñáõ ß»ñ
mention [’menSn] v.  ÑÇ ß³ ï³ Ï»É, 

Ýß»É
merge [’m]dJ] v. ÙÇ³ÓáõÉí»É, 

ÙÇ³Ë³éÝí»É
message [’mesidJ] n. 

Ñ³Õáñ¹³ ·ñáõÃÛáõÝ, ï»Õ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝ

mirror [’mir}] n  Ñ³ Û» ÉÇ
mistake [mis’teik] n. ëË³É, ëË³ÉÙáõÝù

murder  [’m]d}]  n. ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ  

 v.  ëå³Ý»É

mystery  [’mist}ri] n. ·³ÕïÝÇù

 
N

nail [’neil] n.   Ù»Ë  v.  Ù» Ë»É
nasty [’nAsti] a. ½½í»ÉÇ, ïÑ³×

nationality [nWS}’nWliti] n. ³½·áõ ÃÛáõÝ

native [’neitiv] a. 1. µÝÇÏ, ï»Õ³óÇ  

2. Ñ³ñ³½³ï, Ñ³Ûñ»Ý³Ï³Ý

natural [’nWtSr}l] a. µÝ³Ï³Ý

nature [’neitS}] n. 1. µÝáõÃÛáõÝ  

2. µÝ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ, Ë³éÝí³Íù

necessary [’nesis}ri] a.  ³ÝÑñ³ Å»ßï 

necklace [’neklis] n. Ù³ÝÛ³Ï

need [nId]  n. Ï³ñÇù  v. Ï³ñÇù áõÝ»Ý³É

needle [’nIdl] n. ³ë»Õ

negative [’neg}tiv] a. ÅËï³Ï³Ý, 

µ³ó³ë³Ï³Ý

neighbour [’neib}] n. Ñ³ñþ³Ý

nephew [’nevjU, nefjU] n. »Õµáñ Ï³Ù 

ùñáç áñ¹Ç

news [njUz] n. Éáõñ, ÝáñáõÃÛáõÝ

newspaper [’njUs”peip}] n. Éñ³·Çñ

niece [nIs] n. »Õµáñ Ï³Ù ùñáç ³ÕçÇÏ

nightmare [’naitmE}] n. ÙÕÓ³í³Ýç

noble [’n}ubl] a.  ³½Ýí³µ³ñá

noisy [’n{izi] a. ³ÕÙÏáï

noon [nUn] n. Ï»ëûñ, ÙÇçûñ»

north [n[T] n. ÑÛáõëÇë

northern [’n[D}n] a. ÑÛáõëÇë³ÛÇÝ

numerous [’njUm}r}s] a.  µ³½ Ù³ ÃÇí

O
obsolete [’{bs}lIt] a. ÑÝ³ó³Í

obstacle [’{bst}kl] n. ËáãÝ¹áï

occasionally [}’keiJn}li] adv. 
å³ï³ÑÙ³Ùµ, å³ï³Ñ³µ³ñ

odd [’{] a. ï³ñáñÇÝ³Ï, ³Ýëáíáñ

offer [’{f}]  n. ³é³ç³ñÏ  

 v.  ³é³ç³ñÏ»É

office [’{fis] n. ·ñ³ë»ÝÛ³Ï, ÑÇÙ Ý³ñÏ

opinion [}’pinj}n] n. Ï³ñÍÇù

opportunity [”{p}’tjUniti] n. ³éÇÃ, 

ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ

opposite [’{p}zit] a. Ñ³Ï³¹Çñ, 

Ñ³Ý¹Çå³Ï³ó, ¹ÇÙ³óÇ

oven [Vvn]  n.  ÷áõé

overcome [}uv}’kVm] v.  Ñ³ÕÃ³Ñ³ñ»É

 
P

pack [pWk]  n. Ï³åáó  v. ÷³Ã³Ã»É, 

Ï³åÏå»É (Çñ»ñÁ)

paddle [pWdl] v. ÃÇ³í³ñ»É

paint [peint]  n. Ý»ñÏ v. Ý»ñÏ»É, ÝÏ³ñ»É

painting [’peintiN] n. ÝÏ³ñ, å³ïÏ»ñ

pair [pE}] n. ½áõÛ·
pancake [pWnkeik]  n. µ³ñ³Ï³µÉÇÃ

paradise [’pWr}dais] n. ¹ñ³Ëï

parcel [’pAsl] n. Í³Ýñáó

parent [’pE}r}nt] n. ÍÝáÕ

parrot [’pWr}t] n. ÃáõÃ³Ï

participant [pA’tisip}nt] n. Ù³ëÝ³ÏÇó 

pass [pAs] v. 1. ³ÝóÝ»É 2. ÷áË³ Ýó»É

passenger [’pWsindJ}] n. áõÕþáñ

passive [’pWsiv] a. ù»ñ. Ïñ³íá ñ³Ï³Ý 

(ë»é)
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past [pAst] n. ³ÝóÛ³É

patient [’peiS}nt]  n. ÑÇí³Ý¹  

 a. Ñ³Ùµ»ñ³ï³ñ

patience [’peiS}ns] Ñ³Ù µ» ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
patiently [’peiS}ntli] adv. Ñ³Ùµ»ñ³ï³ñ 

Óþáí

peak [pIk] n. ·³·³Ã
pen-friend [’penfrend] n. 

Ý³Ù³ Ï³·ñáõ ÃÛ³Ý ÁÝÏ»ñ

perform [p}’f[m] v.  Ï³ ï³ ñ»É
performance [p}’f[m}ns]  n. 

Ý»ñ Ï³ Û³ óáõÙ
personality [”p}:s}’nWliti] n. 

µÝ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ, ³ÝÑ³ï³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ

picnic [piknik] n. ½µáë³ËÝçáõÛù

playwright [’plei] n. Ë³Õ³óáÕ

pleasant [’pleznt] a. Ñ³×»ÉÇ, ¹áõñ» Ï³Ý

pleasure [’pleJ}] n. Ñ³×áõÛù, 

µ³í³ Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ

pocket [’p{kit] n. ·ñå³Ý

poem [’p}uim] n. µ³Ý³ëï»Õ ÍáõÃÛáõÝ, 

áï³Ý³íáñ

pollution [p}’lu:S(})n] n. ßñç³Ï³ 

ÙÇç³í³ÛñÇ ³ÕïáïáõÙ 
pool [’pUl] n. çñ³÷áë, ÷áùñÇÏ É×³Ï

popular [’p{pjul}] a. ×³Ý³ãí³Í, 

Ñ³ÛïÝÇ, Ñ³Ýñ³×³Ý³ã

population [ ”p{pju’leiSn]  n. 
µÝ³Ï ãáõ Ã ÛáõÝ 

prepare [pri’pE}] v. å³ïñ³ëï»É, 

å³ïñ³ëïí»É

presence [’prezns] n. Ý»ñÏ³Ûáõ ÃÛáõÝ

preserve [priz’}v] n. ³ñ·»Éáó

pride [praid] n.  Ñå³ñ ïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
private [praivit] a. Ù³ë Ý³ íáñ, 

³ÝÓ Ý³ Ï³Ý
process [’pr}uses] v.  Ùß³Ï»É

produce[pr}’djUs] v. ³ñ ï³¹ ñ»É
promote [pr}’m}ut]  v. ³é³ç ï³Ý»É

pronounce [pr}’nauns] v. ³ñï³ ë³Ý»É

pronunciation [pr}’nVnsi’eiSn] n. 
³ñï³ë³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ

proof [prUf] n. ³å³óáõÛó

protect [pr}’tekt] a. å³ßïå³ Ý»É

proud [’praud] a. Ñå³ñï

proudly [praudli] adv. Ñå³ñïáñ»Ý

prove [prUv] v. ³å³óáõó»É

provide [pr}’vaid] v. ³å³Ñáí»É

public [’pVblik] n.  Ñ³ ë³ ñ³ Ïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, 
Åá Õá íáõñ¹ a.  Ñ³ ë³ ñ³ Ï³ Ï³Ý, 
Ñ³Ý ñ³ ÛÇÝ

publish [’pVbliS]  v.  Ññ³ ï³ ñ³ Ï»É
punish [’pVniS] v. å³ïÅ»É

puppet [’pVpit] n. ïÇÏÝÇÏ

puppet-show [’pVpitS}u] n. 
ïÇÏÝÇÏ³ÛÇÝ Ý»ñ Ï³ Û³óáõÙ

pure [pju}] a. Ù³ùáõñ, ³Ý³ñ³ï

 
Q

quarrel [’kw{r}l]  n.  í»×, ÏéÇí  

 v. íÇ×»É, Ïéí»É

question [’kwestS}n]  n. Ñ³ñó  

 v. Ñ³ñóÝ»É, Ñ³ñó³ùÝÝ»É

queer [’kwi}] a. ï³ ñû ñÇ Ý³Ï
queue [kjU] Ñ»ñÃ
quickly [’kwikli] adv. ³ñ³·
quiet [’kwai}t] a. Ñ³Ý·Çëï, Ë³ Õ³Õ

quietly [’kwai}tli] adv. Ñ³Ý·Çëï Óþáí

 
R

race [reis] n.  ÙñóáõÙ   v. Ùñó»É

rainbow [reinb}u] n. ÍÇ³Í³Ý

raise [reiz] v.  µ³ñÓñ³óÝ»É 

realize [’ri}laiz] v. Ñ³ëÏ³Ý³É, 

·Çï³Ïó»É

real [ri}l] a. ëïáõÛ·, Çñ³ Ï³Ý
reason [rIzn] n. å³ï×³é

recently [’rIsntli] adv.   í»ñ ç»ñë
recognize [’rek}gnaiz] v. ×³ Ý³ ã»É, 

ÇÙ³ Ý³É
recover [ri’kVv}] v. ³éáÕç³Ý³É

reflexive [ri’fleksiv] a. ù»ñ. 
³Ý¹ñ³ ¹³ñÓ

regular [’regjul}] a. Ï³ÝáÝ³íáñ
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relative [’rel}tiv] n.µ³ñ»Ï³Ù

relax [ri’lWks] v. 1. Ãáõ É³ó Ý»É, 
Ãáõ É³ Ý³É  2. Ñ³Ý·ë ï³ Ý³É

remodel [ri’{] v. í»ñ³Ýáñá·»É

remote [rim’}ut] Ñ»é³íáñ, Ñ»éáõ

remote control Ñ»é³Ï³é³í³ñÇã, 

åáõÉï

rent [rent] n.  í³ñÓ,é»Ý ï³ v. í³ñ Óáí 
ï³É, í³ñ Ó»É 

repair [ri’pE}]  n. í»ñ³Ýáñá·áõÙ  

 v. í»ñ³Ýáñá·»É

reply [ri’plai]  n.  å³ï³ëË³Ý  

 v. å³ï³ëË³Ý»É

report [ri’p[t]  n.  ½»ÏáõóáõÙ, 

    Ñ³ßí»ïíáõÃÛáõÝ  v. ½»Ïáõó»É, 

    Ñ³ßí»ïíáõÃÛáõÝ ï³É

represent [”repri’zent]   v. 
Ý»ñ Ï³ Û³ó Ý»É

reputation [”repju’teiS}n] n.  Ñ³Ùµ³í

rescue [’reskjU]  n. ÷ñÏáõÃÛáõÝ  

 v. ÷ñÏ»É, û·Ý»É

research [rIs]tS]  n. Ñ» ï³ ½á ïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, 
·Ç ï³ Ï³Ý ³ß Ë³ ï³Ýù

reserved [ri’z]vd] a. ÇÝùÝ³Ù÷á÷, 

   áã Ù³ñ¹³Ùáï

resident [rezid}nt]  n. µÝ³ ÏÇã
resort [ri’s[t] n. ³éáÕç³ñ³Ý

respect [ris’pect] n. Ñ³ñ ·³Ýù
restore [ris’t[] v. í»ñ³Ï³Ý·Ý»É

retrieve [ri’trIv] v. í»ñ³Ï³Ý·Ý»É

ride [raid] (rode, ridden) v. ÓÇ³í³ñ»É

ritual [ri’tSu}l]  n.  Í»ë, ³ñ³ñáÕáõÃÛáõÝ

rock [’r{k]  n. Å³Ûé

rod  [’r{d] n. Ï³ñÃ

rough [rVf] a.  ÏáåÇï

ruin  [ruin] v. ù³Ý¹»É, ³í»ñ»É

rule [rUl]  v. Ï³é³í³ñ»É n. Ï³ÝáÝ

rush [rVS] v. ëÉ³Ý³É

S
sacrifice  [’sWkrifais] v. ½áÑ³µ»ñ»É

sad [sWd] a. ïËáõñ, ïñïáõÙ

safe [seif] a. ³ÝíÝ³ë, ³å³Ñáí, 

³Ýíï³Ý·
sail [seil] v. Ý³í³ñÏ»É

saint [seint] n. a. ëáõñµ

satisfacation [”sWtis’fWkSn] n. 
   µ³í³ñ³ñí³ÍáõÃÛáõÝ

satisfy [’sWtisfai] v. µ³í³ñ³ñ»É

savage [’sWvidJ] n. í³Ûñ»ÝÇ Ù³ñ¹

scary [’skE}ri] a. ë³ñë³÷»ÉÇ, ëáëÏ³ÉÇ, 

½³ñÑáõñ»ÉÇ

schedule [’SedjUl], [’skedjUl] n. 
óáõ ó³Ï, ãí³ óáõ ó³Ï

scholar [’sk{l}] n. ·ÇïÝ³Ï³Ý
scientist [’saintist] n. ·ÇïÝ³Ï³Ý
scissors [’siz}z] n. ÙÏñ³ï

screen [skrIn] n. ¿Ïñ³Ý

sculpture [skVlptS}] n. ù³Ý¹³Ï, 

ù³Ý¹³Ï³·áñÍáõÃÛáõÝ

security [si’kju}riti] n. 
³Ýí ï³Ý ·áõ Ã ÛáõÝ

search [s]tS]  n. áñáÝáõÙ  v. áñáÝ»É, 

÷Ýïñ»É 
selfish [’selfiS] a. »ë³ë»ñ, »ë³å³ßï

settle [’setl] v. µÝ³Ïí»É, µÝ³ÏáõÃÛáõÝ 

Ñ³ëï³ï»É

sew [s}u] v. Ï³ñ»É

shadow [’SWd}u] n. ëïí»ñ 

shallow [’SWl}u] a. 1. Í³ÝÍ³Õ  

2. Ù³Ï »ñ»ë³ÛÇÝ

ship [Sip] n. Ý³í

shooting [SUtiN] n. Ññ³Ó·áõÃÛáõÝ

shovel [’SVvl] 1. n. ÃÇ (÷áùñÇÏ µ³Ñ)

shower [’Sau}] n. Ñáñ¹ ³ÝÓñþ

shy [Sai] a. ³Ù³ãÏáï, ³ÙáÃË³Í

sick [sik] a. ÑÇí³Ý¹

sight [sait] n. ï»ë³ñ³Ý

sightseeing [sait’sIiN] n. ï» ë³ñ Å³Ý 
í³Û ñ» ñÇ ¹Ç ïáõÙ 

sign [sain]  n. Ýß³Ý   v. ëïáñ³·ñ»É

silly [’sili] a. ÑÇÙ³ñ, ³ÝÑ»Ã»Ã

sink [siNk] v. ëáõ½í»É, Ëáñï³Ïí»É

skate [skeit]  n.  ãÙáõßÏ   v. ãÙáõß Ï Ý»ñáí 

ë³Ñ»É
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ski [skI]  n. ¹³ÑáõÏ  v. ¹³ÑáõÏ Ý»ñáí 

ë³Ñ»É

skyscraper [’skai”skreip}] n. »ñÏ Ý³ ù»ñ

slip [slip]  n. ë³ÑáõÙ  v. ë³Û Ã³ù»É, 

ë³Ñ»É

smart [smAt] a. ëñ³ÙÇï, Ë»Éáù

smell [smel]  n. Ñáï, Ñáï³ éáõÃÛáõÝ  

 v. Ñáï ù³ß»É

smile [smail] 1. n. ÅåÇï 2. v. Ååï³É

smoke [sm}uk] 1. n. ÍáõË 2. v. ÍË»É

snail   n. ËËáõÝç

soccer [’s{k}] n. ³Ù»ñÇÏ. ýáõïµáÉ

sociable [’s}uS}bl] a. ÁÝ Ï» ñ³ Ï³Ý, 
Ù³ñ ¹³ Ùáï, Ñ³ Õáñ ¹³ ë»ñ

soft [s{ft] a.   ÷³÷áõÏ, Ýáõñµ

soldier [s}uldJ}] n. ½ÇÝíáñ

solution [s]’lUS}n] n. ÉáõÍáõÙ

solve [s{lv] v. ÉáõÍ»É

sorrow [’s{r}u] n. Ã³ËÇÍ

sorry [’s{ri] a. 1. ïËáõñ, ïñïáõÙ  

2. Ý»ñ»ó»ù

soul [s}ul] n. 1. Ñá·Ç 2. Ù³ñ¹, ¿³Ï

spaceship [’speis’Sip] n. ïÇ»½»ñ³Ý³í

spear [’spi}] n. ÝÇ½³Ï 
spectacles [’spekt}klz] n. ³ÏÝáó

spectacular  [’spek’tsWkjul}] a.    
   ïå³íáñÇã

speech [spItS] n.  Ëáëù, ×³é 

spider [’spaid}] n. ë³ñ¹

spinal cord  áÕÝáõÕ»Õ

splendid [’splendid] a. ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ, 

ëù³Ýã»ÉÇ

spoil [sp{il] v. ÷ã³Ý³É, ÷ã³óÝ»É

stare [stE}] v. ³ãù»ñÁ ãé»É, ëþ»éáõÝ 

Ý³Û»É

state [steit]  n. å»ïáõÃÛáõÝ  a. 
å» ï³Ï³Ý

step-sister   ËáñÃ ùáõÛñ

store [’st[] v. å³Ñå³Ý»É

stream [strIm] n. Ñáë³Ýù (çñÇ)

strength [streNT] n. áõÅ, ½á ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ

strike [straik] v. (struck, struck) 
Ñ³ñí³Í»É

struggle [’strVgl]  n. å³Ûù³ñ 

    v. å³Ûù³ñ»É

stupid [’stjUpid] a. ÑÇÙ³ñ, ïËÙ³ñ 

Ù³ñ¹

suburb [’sVb]b] n. ³ñí³ñÓ³Ý

succeed [s}k’sId] v. Ñ³ çáÕ í»É, 
Ñ³çáÕáõÃÛ³Ý áõ Ý» Ý³É

suddenly [’sVdnli] adv. Ñ³ÝÏ³ñÍ³ÏÇ

suffer [’sVf}] v. ï³é³å»É

suffix [’sVfiks] n. í»ñç³Í³Ýó

suggest [s}’dJest] v. ³é³ç³ñÏ»É, 

ËáñÑáõñ¹ ï³É

suitcase [’sjUtkeis] n. ×³ÙåñáõÏ

sultry [’sVltri] a.  ïáÃ, ÏÇ½Çã

superb [’sjup]b] a.  ×áË, å»ñ×

superior [’sju’pi}ri}] a.  ·»ñ³½³Ýó, 

ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ, Ññ³ß³ÉÇ

sure [Su}]  a. íëï³Ñ  adv. ³Ý Ï³ë Ï³Í

surf [s]f] v.  ë»ñýÇÝ·áí ½µ³Õí»É

surprise [s}’praiz] n. ³Ý³ÏÝÏ³É 

surround [s}’raund] v. ßñç³å³ï»É

survive [s}’vaiv] v. Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ ÙÝ³É

survivor [s}’vaiv}] n. Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ 

ÙÝ³ó³Í, ÷ñÏí³Í ³ÝÓ

suspect [’sVspekt] n. Ï³ëÏ³ÍÛ³É

suspect [s}s’pekt] v. Ï³ëÏ³Í»É

swallow [’sw{l}u] v. ÏáõÉ ï³É

sward [’sw[d] n. Ãáõñ

swimming-pool [’swimiN’pUl]  
n. ÉáÕ³í³½³Ý

sympathy [’simp}Ti] n. Ï³ñ»Ïó³Ýù

 
T

table tennis [’teibl’tenis] n. ëåáñï. 

ë»Õ³ÝÇ Ã»ÝÇë

tail [teil] n. åáã

talk [t[k]  n. ½ñáõÛó, Ëáë³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝ  

 v.  Ëáë»É, ½ñáõó»É

talkative [’t[k}tiv] a. ß³ï³Ëáë

tall [t[l] a. µ³ñÓñ, µ³ñÓñ³Ñ³ë³Ï

task [tAsk] n.  ³é³ç³¹ñ³Ýù, 

 Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝ
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target [tAgit] n. Ýå³ï³Ï

taste [teist] n. 1. ×³ß³Ï 2. Ñ³Ù  

 v. ×³ß³Ï»É, Ñ³Ùï»ë»É

tax [tWks]  n. Ñ³ñÏ v. Ñ³ñÏ ¹Ý»É

teach [tItS] v. ëáíáñ»óÝ»É, ¹³ë ï³É

tear [tE}] v. (tore, torn) å³ïé»É  

      n. ³ñóáõÝù

technology  [tek’n{l}dJi] n. ï»ËÝÇÏ³

teenager [’ti:neidJ}] n. å³ï³ÝÇ,   

 ¹»é³Ñ³ë

tell [tel] v. 1. ³ë»É 2. å³ïÙ»É 3. 
Ñ³ÛïÝ»É

temper [’temp}] n. 1. µÝ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ  

2.  ïñ³Ù³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ

terrible [’ter}bl] a. ë³ñë³÷»ÉÇ, 

ëáëÏ³ÉÇ

thread [’Tred] n. Ã»É v. ³ë» ÕÁ Ã» É»É
threaten  [’Tretn] v. ëå³é Ý³É
thrilling [’TriliN] a. Ñáõ ½Çã, ·ñ³ íÇã
tiny [’taini] a. ß³ï ÷áùñ, åëïÉÇÏ

tip [’tip]  n.  1. Í³Ûñ 2. Ã» Û³ ÷áÕ, 
¹ñ³ Ù³ Ï³Ý Ù³Ýñ Ýí»ñ

tired [tai}d] a. Ñá·Ý³Í

tongue [tVN] n. É»½áõ  
mother tongue Ù³Ûñ»ÝÇ É»½áõ

totally [t}utli] adv.   ÉÇáíÇÝ, 
³ÙµáÕç³å»ë

tour [’tu}] n. ßñç³·³ Ûáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
trace [’treis] n.  Ñ»ïù
trader [’treid}] n. ³éþïñ³Ï³Ý

tradition [tr}’diSn] n. ³í³Ý ¹áõÛÃ
traffic [’trWfik] n.  »ñÃ þ» Ïáõ Ã ÛáõÝ 
   traffic jam »ñÃ þ» Ïáõ Ã Û³Ý Ëó³ ÝáõÙ
tragedy [’trWdJidi] n. áÕµ»ñ·áõÃÛáõÝ

train [’trein] v. Ù³ñ½»É, ëáíáñ»óÝ»É, 

í³ñÅ»óÝ»É

trait [’treit] n. µÝáñáß ·ÇÍ

transfer [’trWnsf]] v. ï»Õ³÷áË»É, 

÷áË³¹ñ»É

translate [trWns’leit] v. Ã³ñ·Ù³Ý»É

transmit [trWnz’mit] v. ÷áË³Ýó»É, 

   áõÕÕ³ñÏ»É
trash [’trWS] n. ³Õµ

travel [’trWvl] n. ×³Ý³å³ñÑáñ¹áõ ÃÛáõÝ  

v.  ×³Ý³å³ñÑáñ¹»É

traveller [’trWvl}] n. áõÕþáñ, 

×³Ý³ å³ñ Ñáñ¹

treasure [’treJ}] n. ·³ÝÓ

treat [trIt]  n. ÑÛáõñ³ëÇñáõÃÛáõÝ  

 v. ÑÛáõñ³ëÇñ»É

tribe [’traib]  n. ó»Õ, ïáÑÙ
trick [trik] n. ÑÝ³ñù, Ëáñ³Ù³ÝÏáõÃÛáõÝ

triplets [triplits] n. »éíáñÛ³ÏÝ»ñ

trouble [’trVbl] v. ³ÝÑ³Ý·ëï³óÝ»É

turn out å³ñ½í»É

twins [’twinz] n. »ñÏ íá ñ Û³Ï Ý»ñ

 
U

ultimate [’Vltimit] a. ëí»ñçÝ³Ï³Ý

umbrella [Vm’brel}] n. Ñáí³Ýáó

underground [’Vnd}graund]  n. Ù»ïñá  
a. ëïáñ»ñÏñÛ³

understand [Vnd}’stWnd] v. Ñ³ë Ï³ Ý³É, 

ÁÙµéÝ»É

unique [jU’nIk]  n. ÙÇ ³Ï, »½³ ÏÇ, 
³ÝÝ Ù³Ý, ³Ý ½áõ·³ Ï³Ý

up-to-date [’Vpt}’deit] a.  ³ÛÅ Ù» ³ Ï³Ý,   
    Ýáñ
urge []dJ] v. ëïÇå»É, åÝ¹»É

usual [’jUJu}l] a. ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý

V
vacant [’veik}nt] a. ¹³ï³ñÏ, ³ ½³ï, 

Ã³÷áõñ

vacation (AmE) [v}’keiSn] n. ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹

valuable [’vWlju}bl] a. Ã³ÝÏ³ñÅ»ù, 

³ñÅ»ù³íáñ

variety [v}’rai}ti] n. ½³ Ý³ ½³ Ýáõ Ã ÛáõÝ,    
    µ³½ Ù³ ½³ Ýáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
various [’vE}ri}s] a. ï³ñ µ»ñ, ½³ Ý³ ½³Ý
verse [v]s] n. åá»½Ç³

victory [’vikt}ri] n. Ñ³Õ Ã³ Ý³Ï
view [’vjU] n.  1. ï» ë³ ñ³Ý 2. 

ï» ë³ Ï»ï 3. ï» ë³ ¹³ßï
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village [’vilidJ] n. ·ÛáõÕ

violent [’vai}l}nt] a. Ï³ï³ÕÇ

virtually [’v]tju}li] adv.   ÷³ëïáñ»Ý
visit [’vizit]  n. ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛáõÝ, ³Ûó  

 v. ³Ûó»É»É

visitor [’vizit}] n. ³Ûó»Éáõ, ÑÛáõñ

vocabulary [v}u’kWbjul}ri]  n.  
µ³é³å³ß³ñ

voice [v{is] n. 1. Ó³ÛÝ 2. ù»ñ. ë»é   
voyage [’v{idJ]  n. áõÕ þá ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ, 
×³ Ý³ å³ñ Ñáñ ¹áõÃ ÛáõÝ (Íá íáí)

 
W

wait [weit] v. ëå³ë»É

waiter [’weit}] n. Ù³ïáõóáÕ

waitress [’weitris] n. Ù³ïáõóáÕáõÑÇ

wake [weik] v. ³ñÃÝ³Ý³É, ³ñÃÝ³óÝ»É

walk [w[k] v. ù³ÛÉ»É, áïùáí ·Ý³É, 

½µáëÝ»É

wallet [’w{lit] n. ¹ñ³Ù³å³Ý³Ï

wander [’w{nd}] v. Ã³÷³é»É, ßñç»É

warm [w[m] a. ï³ù, ç»ñÙ  
warn [w[n] v. ½·áõß³óÝ»É,   

     Ý³Ë³ ½·áõ ß³óÝ»É

warning [’w[niη] n. ½·áõß³óáõÙ,    

      Ý³Ë³½·áõß³óáõÙ

washing machine n. Éí³óùÇ Ù»ù»Ý³

waste [weist]  n. Ã³÷áÝ  v. í³ïÝ»É

watch [w{tS] v. Ñ»ïþ»É, ¹Çï»É

way [wei] n. ×³Ý³å³ñÑ, áõÕÇ

weak [wIk] a. ïÏ³ñ, ÃáõÛÉ

wear [wE}] v. Ñ³·Ý»É, Ïñ»É

weekday [’wIkdei]  n. ³ßË³ï³Ýù³ÛÇÝ ûñ

weekend [’wIk’end] n. ß³µ³Ã þ 

ÏÇñ³ÏÇ ûñí³ Ñ³Ý·Çëï

weigh [’wei] v.  Ïßé»É, ÏßÇé áõ Ý» Ý³É
weight  [’weit] n. ÏßÇé, ù³ß, 

Í³Ý ñáõ Ã ÛáõÝ
welcome [’welk}m]   n. áÕçáõÛÝ, µ³ñÇ 

·³Éáõëï  v. áÕçáõÝ»É  
you are welcome µ³ñáí »Ï³ù

well [wel] n. çñÑáñ

whale [weil] n. Ï»ï

wheel [wIl]  n. ³ÝÇí  v. åïï(í)»É, 

·Éáñí»É 
whisper [wisp}]  n. ÷ë÷ëáó, ßßáõÏ  

 v. ßßÝç³É

win [win] v. ß³ Ñ»É, Ñ³Õ Ã»É, 
Ñ³Õ Ã³ Ý³Ï ï³ Ý»É

wise [waiz] a. ÇÙ³ëïáõÝ

witch [witS] n. Ï³Ë³ñ¹, íÑáõÏ

witness [witnis] n. íÏ³

wonderful [’wVnd}ful] a. ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ, 
ëù³Ýã»ÉÇ, ½³ñÙ³Ý³ÉÇ

wonder [’wVnd}] n. ½³ñÙ³Ýù, Ññ³ßù

    v. ½³ñÙ³Ý³É
wonderland [’wVnd}lWnd]  n. 

Ññ³ßùÝ»ñÇ ³ßË³ñÑ

wool [wul] n. µáõñ¹

world [w]ld] n. ³ßË³ñÑ, »ñÏÇñ  
all over the world  ³ßË³ñÑáí Ù»Ï

worship [’w]Sip] n. Ïáõéù,

   å³ßï³ÙáõÝù

wound [wUnd]  n. í»ñù

wrap [rWp] v. ÷³Ã³Ã»É

wreck [rek] n. çÏáñÍ³ÝáõÙ, 

Ëáñï³ÏáõÙ

wrestling [’resliN] n. ÁÙµß³Ù³ñï

wrong [r{η] a. ëË³É, áã ×Çßï 
what’s wrong? Ç±Ýã ¿ å³ï³Ñ»É

 
X

x-ray [’eks’rei] v. é»Ýï·»ÝÛ³Ý 

×³é³·³ÛÃÝ»ñáí Éáõë³ÝÏ³ñ

 
Y

yelp [jelp] n. ×Çã, Ñ³ãáó

yet [jet] adv. ¹»é, ¹»éþë, ³ñ¹»Ý, 
³ÛÝáõ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝÇí

youth [jUT] n. 1. »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹áõÃÛáõÝ  

2.  »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹, å³ÝÇ

 
Z

zip code  ÷áëï³ÛÇÝ Í³ÍÏ³·Çñ
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